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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 An overview of my research project
This habilitation thesis is somehow specific since the main part of my work unfolded within the IETR
laboratory although I recently joined the IRISA / INRIA laboratory. This situation reflects the natural
evolution of my research topics.
My research works were in fact first oriented towards image and video coding, and relied on
the Locally Adaptive Resolution (LAR) coding scheme. Then, image representation and analysis
domains were introduced in order to fit human vision properties as well as the image content. The
combination of these topics led us to look into joint analysis and coding frameworks.
Meanwhile, as the current French National Research Agency (ANR) encourages the researchers to
take part in and to manage projects for both collaboration and technological transfer purposes, more
and more research works are directly driven by project purposes. Clearly, our work has been naturally
influenced by the different collaborative projects in which we were involved. As a consequence, my
research topics are not exclusive and provide a large range of analysis and coding solutions. Even if
they are strongly oriented towards compression, I took an interest in a large panels of related topics.
In this way, I participated in two ANR projects, both of them addressing securization issues. The
TSAR project (Safe Transfer of high Resolution Art images) tended to design a scalable solution of
securized transmission of coded images. As for it, the CAIMAN project (Codage Avance´ d’IMAges et
Nouveaux services) aims at designing a new joint source/channel coding framework able to integrate
Human Vision System based features. Hence, I worked on data integrity issues through dedicated
cryptography and steganography solutions and through Quality of Services oriented techniques. In
addition, the main objective of CAIMAN project was to propose a coding solution as a response to
the JPEG-AIC call for proposal. As the LAR was chosen to be a candidate, a large part of the team’s
work was devoted to an active participation to JPEG committee actions.
In connection to these research fields, since 2005, I co-supervised with Joseph Ronsin and Olivier
De´forges six PhD students that have defended their dissertations, namely Jean Motsch, Yohann
Pitrey-Helpiquet, Matthieu Urvoy, Franc¸ois Pasteau, Fabien Racape´ and Cle´ment Strauss.
Recently, researches have been even more focused on pseudo-semantic representation of images
and videos. If these studies have been conducted so that to match compression issues, related
domains can be investigated. This leads me to tackle robotic vision issues, and more particularly
robotic assistance. I am now involved into different projects that clearly influence my future research.
3
4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
I obtained, by special dispensation, the authorization to independently supervise two PhD students
(Rafiq Sekkal, Yao Zhigang), whose works are oriented towards tracking and autonomous navigation
with the help of 3D vision systems. For all these reasons, I joined the Lagadic Team within IRISA /
INRIA laboratory in November 2011.
1.2 Coding and representation tools: QoS/QoE context
This habilitation document is then mainly devoted to applications related to image representation and
coding. Of course, this research field has been deeply investigated and many related previous books
[205] and habilitation thesis have been already published [146][38][129] in this domain. The idea
is not here to rewrite the image coding context, but rather to reinstate this work among emerging
services.
If the image and video coding community has been traditionally focused on coding standardization
processes, advanced services and functionalities have been designed in particular to match content
delivery system requirements. In this sense, the complete transmission chain of encoded images has
now to be considered.
To characterize the ability of any communication network to insure end-to-end quality, the notion
of Quality of Service (QoS) has been introduced. First defined by the ITU-T as the set of technologies
aiming at the degree of satisfaction of a user of the service [85], QoS is rather now restricted to
solutions designed for monitoring and improving network performance parameters. However, end
users are usually not bothered by pure technical performances but are more concerned about their
ability to experience the desired content. In fact, QoS addresses network quality issues and provides
indicators such as jittering, bandwidth, loss rate...
An emerging research area is then focused on the notion of Quality of Experience (QoE, also
abbreviated as QoX), that describes the quality perceived by end users. According to [86], QoE is
defined as a subjective metric measuring the acceptability of an application of a service. Within this
context, QoE faces the challenge of predicting the behaviour of any end users.
When considering encoded images, many technical solutions can considerably enhance the end
user experience, both in terms of services and functionalities, as well as in terms of final image quality.
Ensuring the effective transport of data, maintaining security while obtaining the desired end quality
remain key issues for video coding and streaming [162].
First parts of my work are then to be seen within this joint QoS/QoE context. From efficient cod-
ing frameworks, additional generic functionalities and services such as scalability, advanced entropy
coders, content protection, error resilience, image quality enhancement have been proposed.
1.3 Image and video representation: towards pseudo-semantic tech-
nologies
Related to advanced QoE services, such as Region of Interest definition of object tracking and
recognition, we further closely studied pseudo-semantic representation. First designed toward coding
purposes, these representations aim at exploiting textural spatial redundancies at region level.
Indeed, research, for the past 30 years, provided numerous decorrelation tools that reduce the
amount of redundancies across both spatial and temporal dimensions in image sequences. To this
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day, the classical video compression paradigm locally splits the images into blocks of pixels, and
processes the temporal axis on a frame by frame basis, without any obvious continuity. Despite
very high compression performances such as AVC [206] and forthcoming HEVC standards [208], one
may still advocate the use of alternative approaches. Disruptive solutions have also been proposed,
and offer notably the ability to continuously process the temporal axis. However, they often rely on
complex tools (e.g. Wavelets, control grids [29]) whose use is rather delicate in practice.
We then investigate the viability of alternative representations that embed features of both
classical and disruptive approaches. The objective is to exhibit the temporal persistence of the
textural information, through a time-continuous description.
At last, from this pseudo-semantic level of representation, texture tracking system up to object
tracking can be designed. From this technical solution, 3D object tracking is a logical outcome, in
particular when considering vision robotic issues.
1.4 Organization of the document
This document is divided into five main parts related to coding, securization and analysis solutions.
These contributions are related to my work within the IETR laboratory.
The contributions presented in chapter 2 fit into the schemes of the LAR coding framework. The
scalable version of the LAR, namely the Interleaved S+P framework, is particularly described. From
this scheme, we designed advanced generic tools, presented in chapter 3, specially defined for any
predictive coders. In particular, relying on error prediction distributions studies, generic color-based
decorrelation solution as well as as specific entropy coder are described.
Chapter 4 addresses data integrity issues. Scalable cryptography and steganography solutions
are first proposed, then network-oriented Quality of Service solutions, elaborated for scalable coder
purposes, are shown. Generic analysis tools, that tend to match low complexity requirements, are
defined in chapter 5. An original Dyadic Fast Interpolation is thus proposed, along with quadtree-
based segmentation solutions. Chapter 6 presents then disruptive approaches for joint representation
and coding of image sequences.
The last chapter (chapter 7) states for my research perspectives, oriented towards robotic vi-
sion. It emphasizes my progressive transition towards assistance living concerns through adapted
technologies.
6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Chapter 2
Still image coding and advanced
services
Nowadays, easy-used communication systems have emphasized the development of various innovative
technologies including digital image handling, such as digital cameras, PDAs or mobile phones. This
naturally leads to implement image compression systems used for general purposes like digital storage,
broadcasting and display. JPEG, JPEG 2000 and now JPEG XR have become international standards
for image compression needs, providing efficient solutions at different complexity levels. Nevertheless,
if JPEG 2000 is proved to be the most efficient coding scheme, its intrinsic complexity prevents its
implementation on embedded systems that are limited in terms of computational capacity and/or
memory. In addition, usages associated with image compression systems are evolving, and tend to
require more and more advanced functionalities and services that are not always well addressed by
current norms. As a consequence, designing an image compression framework still remains a relevant
issue.
The JPEG committee has started to work on new technologies to define the next generation
of image compression systems. This future standard, named JPEG AIC (Advanced Image Coding),
aims at defining a complete coding scheme able to provide advanced functionalities such as lossy
to lossless compression, scalability, robustness, error resilience, embed-ability, content description for
image handling at object level [98].
In this context, the Locally Adaptive Resolution (LAR) codec framework, designed within the
IETR laboratory and initiated by Olivier De´forges, has been proposed as a contribution to the relative
call for technologies, tending to fit all of previous functionalities [40]. The related method is a coding
solution that simultaneously proposes a relevant representation of the image. The LAR method has
been initially introduced for lossy image coding. This original image compression solution relies on
a content-based system driven by a specific quadtree representation. Multiresolution versions of this
codec have shown their efficiency, especially for lossless coding purposes. An original hierarchical self-
extracting region representation has also been elaborated: a segmentation process is realized at both
coder and decoder, leading to a free segmentation map. This latter can be further exploited for color
region encoding or image handling at region level. Thanks to the modularity of our coding scheme,
the complexity can be adjusted to address various embedded systems. For example, basic version of
the LAR coder has been implemented onto FPGA platforms while respecting real-time constraints.
Pyramidal LAR solution and hierarchical segmentation processes have also been prototyped onto
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DSPs heterogeneous architectures.
During my own PhD work, my main contribution was devoted to the design of a scalable coding
framework based on the LAR principles. The Interleaved S+P solution is thus based on a two
interlaced pyramidal representation and is used for coding purposes [21]. If other versions of a
multiresolution LAR coding solution have been studied [41], the Interleaved S+P, thanks to its
contained complexity and the advanced functionalities it proposes, is the framework that has been
further developed and presented as a response to JPEG-AIC Call For Proposal. Since then, I co-
supervised four PhD works relative to this topic.
In this chapter, we focus on the Interleaved S+P still image coding characteristics. JPEG AIC
scope is first introduced as well as associated requirements. Then we describe the technical features
of the LAR system, and show the originality and the characteristics of the proposed scheme.
2.1 JPEG AIC calls for proposal: a constrained applicative context
A part of my research work has been realized within the ANR CAIMAN project1. A major objective
of this project was to propose an innovation coding solution that could be able to fit the new JPEG-
AIC standard requirements. The LAR image codec has been then selected as a possible answer to
dedicated call for proposal. As a consequence, our work has undergone the JPEG expectations in
terms of both scientific developments and scheduling. This section presents then our involvement in
the JPEG-AIC normalization process.
2.1.1 Evolution of codecs: JPEG committee
The most widely used image codec is JPEG for sure. This codec has been standardized by the JPEG
committee in 1992 [78]. It is mainly based on a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), together with a
dedicated quantization process and Huffman entropy coding. The JPEG codec has been then further
improved by the mean of a Q15 binary arithmetic coder [81]. This image codec exhibits interesting
characteristics such as a low complexity together with good quality at medium to high bit rates.
However it lacks of lossless mode, preventing it from encoding images without any artefact. The
JPEG format is widely used in digital cameras as well as on the Internet.
To address the issue of lossless encoding, JPEG-LS has been standardized by the JPEG committee
in 1998 [79]. JPEG-LS uses a completely different approach than JPEG does and is therefore not
backward compatible with JPEG. JPEG-LS is a predictive codec based on the LOCO-I scheme [203].
In 2002, JPEG2K has been standardized [80] by the JPEG committee. This image codec is based
on a Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau wavelet. It offers resolution scalability, high compression ratio,
rate control and ROI management. However it lacks of JPEG backward compatibility and has a high
complexity.
As for it, JPEG Wireless [82] is based on the JPEG 2K image codec. It addresses the issue of
transmitting image through error prone wireless network. It offers a new layer of error robustness to
the JPEG2K codec.
Standardized in 2010, JPEG-XR [83] created by Microsoft offers a low complexity, average rate
distortion [159], complexity [139] results between JPEG and JPEG2K, and lacks of JPEG or JPEG2K
1http://www.research-projects.org/xwiki/bin/view/CAIMAN/
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backward compatibility.
Within this compression scope, WebP[65], created by Google, is studied by the JPEG committee
to check its relevance. It corresponds to the Intra mode of VC8 also known as WebM [64]. It
offers good rate distortion performance compared to the state of the art JPEG2K and JPEGXR [49].
However it lacks of any kind of scalability.
To propose a new image codec, the JPEG committee has issued in 2007 a new Call for Advanced
Image Coding (AIC) and evaluation methodologies [98]. The committee has then initiated an activity
to study potential methodologies for image quality evaluation and technologies for future generation
image compression systems. This activity is seen as a new work item for standardization of a new
evaluation approaches and image compression system if any potential technologies, which significantly
improve the performance current image compression standards, can be identified. Among others, an
area of special interest is the creation of a low-complexity high-performance coding format for two,
three or higher-dimensional medical data.
2.1.2 Response to the call for JPEG-AIC
The LAR codec has been proposed as a response to the Call for Advanced Image Coding (AIC) and
evaluation methodologies [98]. We responded to the call for both natural images (contribution [12])
and for medical images (contributions [19, 20]). In addition we answered to the call for a medical
image database (contribution [13]).
Once the response to the AIC call for proposal has been accepted in July 2010, the work was
organized around several ”core experiments” aiming at testing specific functionalities of the codec.
Each core experiment must be successively validated to continue the JPEG process. Therefore the
LAR codec has been optimized for the different core experiments while being generally improved in
terms of ease of use, parameterization, architecture, complexity, modularity, and while making sure
that everything remains bug free. Four versions of the reference software have been published all
along this process [14, 15, 16, 17].
This implication in JPEG committee deeply influenced the team’s work. Unfortunately this
software development, testing process and in general the JPEG contributions around the LAR codec
do not usually results in promotable scientific contributions while being very time consuming together
with imposing some constraints. However the visibility of our work has been greatly increased and
has lead to interesting exchanges with the international image coding community. The PhD works
of both Franc¸ois Pasteau and Cle´ment Strauss were conducted within this context. Together with
Me´de´ric Blestel, an expert engineer specially recruited for the CAIMAN project, they provide major
innovations towards JPEG-AIC requirements.
The following paragraphs present 3 core experiments and summarize the corresponding contri-
butions.
Core 1: objective quality, July 2010 - October 2010. This core experiment [99], realized from
July 2010 up to October 2010, was targeting on objective quality. The core results showed some
problems with the codec due to parametrization process, as ideal parameters needed to be found for
each image. Testers used a standard set of parameters leading to some sub-optimal results. However
a good behavior of the codec with respect to the JPEG standards has been emphasized.
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Core 2: objective and subjective quality, October 2010 - February 2011. The second core
[100], from October 2010 up to February 2011, added subjective quality measures into the tests. The
LAR reference software [16] has been evaluated in a subjective manner by the university of Poitiers
[101] and in a objective manner by the university of Stuttgart [160]. The result of the core showed
that the LAR is performing similarly to JPEG-XR for 0.25 and 0.5bpp, and was worst for higher
bitrates. The conclusion was that some improvements were necessary to help find the LAR optimal
parameters.
Core 3: performance evaluation and functionality analysis, February 2011 - July 2011. For
the third core [102], from February 2011 up to July 2011, the LAR reference software [17] has
been evaluated in terms of complexity and objective quality [18]. We conducted and presented
both evaluations. The results of the core, presented in July 2011, showed a lower performance
in terms of complexity and compression when compared to JPEG2K. As a consequence the JPEG
committee decided to abandon the experiments on the LAR codec. However this participation
remains a very positive experience, especially in terms of both industrial contacts and normalization
process understanding.
2.2 Locally Adaptive Resolution compression framework: an
overview
The LAR method, first designed by Olivier De´forges in [42], was initially introduced for lossy image
coding purposes [40]. The philosophy behind this coder is not to outperform JPEG2K in terms of
compression, but rather to propose an open source, royalty free, alternative image coder with inte-
grated services. While keeping the compression performances in the same range as JPEG2K(lossless
coding) or JPEG XR (lossy coding), with contained complexity, our coder also provides services such
as scalability, cryptography, data hiding, free region representation and coding.
The LAR codec is based on the assumption that an image can be represented as layers of basic
information and local texture, relying then on a two-layer system (figure 2.1). The first layer, called
Flat coder, leads to construct a low bit-rate version of the image with good visual properties. The
second layer deals with the texture that is encoded through a dedicated texture coder relying on
DCT (spectral coder) or pyramidal system. This texture coder aims at visual quality enhancement
at medium/high bit-rates. Therefore, the method offers a natural basic SNR scalability.
Figure 2.1: General scheme of two-layer LAR coder
The LAR codec tries to combine both efficient compression in a lossy or lossless context and
advanced functionalities and services as described before. To provide a codec which is adaptable and
flexible in terms of complexity and functionality, different tools have been developed. These tools
are then combined in three profiles in order to address such flexibility features (figure 2.2).
Therefore, each profile adresses to different functionalities and different complexities. The Base-
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Figure 2.2: Specific coding parts for LAR profiles
line profile is related to low complexity, low functionality requirements, the Pyramidal profile shows
an increased complexity but new functionalities such as scalability, rate control are available, and the
Extended profile includes scalable color region representation and coding, cryptography, data hiding,
unequal error protection services, naturally leading to higher complexity.
An extensive part of my work has been conducted within the medical image compression context.
As a consequence, the baseline profile, dedicated to low bit-rate encoding, is clearly not appropriated.
As medical image compression requires lossless solutions, we then focus the discussion on function-
alities and technical features provided by the pyramidal and extended profiles dedicated to content
protection: cryptography, steganography, error resilience, hierarchical securized processes. In this
context, the Interleaved S+P coding tool [21] has been chosen as the appropriate tool.
2.2.1 Principles and properties
As previously mentioned, a two-layer framework has been designed. This image decomposition into
two sets of data is thus performed conditionally to a specific quadtree data structure, encoded in the
Flat coding stage. The basic idea is that local resolution, in other words the pixel size, can depend
on local activity. Thanks to this type of block decomposition, block size implicitly gives the nature
of the given block: smallest blocks are located upon edges or on texture areas whereas large blocks
map homogeneous areas (figure 2.3). Then, the main feature of the Flat coder consists of preserving
contours while smoothing homogeneous parts of the image.
This quadtree partition remains the key system of the LAR codec. Consequently, this coding part
is required whatever the chosen profile.
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Figure 2.3: Original image and associated quadtree partitions obtained with a given value of activity
detection parameter
2.2.2 Lossy to lossless scalable solution
Scalable image decompression is an important feature as soon as very large images are used. Scal-
ability enables progressive image reconstruction by integrating successive compressed sub-streams
during the decoding process.
Scalability is generally first characterized by its nature: resolution (multi-size representation)
and/or SNR (progressive quality enhancement). The LAR codec supports both of them but differs
from JPEG2K. The main difference is that the LAR provides a multiresolution solution together
with an ”edge oriented” quality enhancement. The lossy or lossless coding process involves two-pass
dyadic pyramidal decomposition (figure 2.4). The first pass, leading to a low bit-rate image, encodes
the overall information in the image thanks to the Flat coder, thus preserving main contours, while
smoothing homogeneous areas. The second pass using a Texture coder adds the local texture in
these areas. The LAR framework also contains some interpolation / post-processing steps that can
smooth homogeneous areas while retaining sharp edges.
The second important feature for scalability concerns granularity. Scalability granularity defines
which elementary amount of data can be independently decoded. Among existing standards, JPEG2K
offers the finest granularity of scalability. On the other hand, JPEG provides no scalability, except
in its progressive mode, while JPEG-XR enables up to 4 scalability levels. With the LAR codec, the
number of dyadic resolution levels N is adjustable, with two quality levels per resolution. Therefore,
the number of elementary scalable sub-streams is equal to 2N .
2.2.3 Hierarchical colour region representation and coding
Within the extended profile, for colour images, we have designed an original hierarchical region-based
representation technique adapted to the LAR coding method. An initial solution was proposed in
[40] that can be seen as an adaptation of the split/merge methods that tackles coding constraints. .
Even if efficient context-based methods adapted to quadtree-based region partition compression
have been developed [138], prohibitive partition coding cost stays one of the principal restrictions
to the evolution of content-based coding solutions. To avoid the prohibitive cost of region shape
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Figure 2.4: Pyramidal representation of an image
descriptions, the most suitable solution consists of performing the segmentation directly, at both the
coder and decoder, using only a low bit-rate compressed image resulting from the Flat codiing layer.
The segmentation process allows then several simultaneous merges in order to limit complexity and
to provide a more compact multi-scale representation. Moreover, a joint mean/gradient criterion
weighted by region surfaces (non-symetrical distance) has been defined in order to favor regions
with spatial consistency. By iteratively increasing thresholds, a hierarchical segmentation is obtained
and allows to efficiently describe the image content from finest to coarse scale. Having as many
indexed levels as threshold levels, indexed hierarchical segmentation can be described with a N-ary
tree structure called Partition Tree PTNs (s: spatial; st: spatio-temporal) where N is the number of
indexed levels [122][168]. The multi-scale representation is said to be a self-extracting process (cost
free) because both coder and decoder only work on Y-block image.
Color information is used to improve segmentation quality and the encoding of the chromatic
components using region representation. To take advantage of color information in the chromatic
components encoding, a chromatic control principle is defined and included in the merging pro-
cess previously described. This chromatic control generates additional binary information for each
luminance-based merging attempt to control the merging process. Natural extensions of this par-
ticular process have also made it possible to address medium and high quality encoding and the
region-level encoding of chromatic images. Another direct application for self-extracting region rep-
resentation is found in a coding scheme with local enhancement in Regions Of Interest (ROI).
2.2.4 Interoperability
The extended profile also proposes the use of dedicated steganography and cryptography processes,
which will be presented in chapter 4. To sum up, the interoperability of coding and representation
operations leads to an interactive coding tool. The main features of the LAR coding parts are
depicted in figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Block diagram of extended LAR coder profile
2.3 Quadtree Partitioning: principles
Systems based on a variable-size block representation rely on the knowledge of both a homogeneity
criterion and a specific partition. To avoid overlapping, a common partition solution follows quadtree
topology.
The LAR framework involves a quadtree partitioning P [Nmax...Nmin] with all square blocks having
a size equal to a power of two, where Nmax and Nmin represent respectively the maximum and
minimum authorized block sizes. Thus, the partitioning process consists of first splitting the image
into uniform Nmax square blocks and then building a quadtree on each block.
In fact, many methods rely on such a variable-size block representation. In particular, MPEG4-
AVC/H.264 intra mode authorizes a partition P [16,4] (it splits images into 4× 4 or 16× 16 blocks),
where size selection operates to produce the best bit rate/distortion from a PSNR point of view [70].
Methods based on tree structure operate from the highest level (or maximal size) by cutting nodes
down into sons when the homogeneity criterion is not met. Although several homogeneity tests can
be found in literature [173, 184], in most cases they rely on a computing stage of a L1 or L2 norm
distance obtained between the block value and the value of its four sons.
In this section, different solutions of designing the mandatory homogeneity criteria are presented.
2.3.1 Basic homogeneity criterion: morphological gradient
A first criterion, based on edge detection, as been especially elaborated for LAR coding purposes.
Among the various possible filters, a morphological gradient filter (the difference between maximum
and minimum luminance values on a given support) has been chosen, because of its fast, recursive
implementation and the resulting limitation of the absolute value of texture.
General description. Let I(x, y) represents a pixel with coordinates (x, y) in an image I of size
Nx ×Ny. Let bN (i, j) ∈ I be the block of size N ×N .
Let P [Nmax...Nmin] be a quadtree partition, and min[bN (i, j)] and max[bN (i, j)] be respectively
the minimum and maximum values in block bN (i, j).
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For each pixel, the block size is given by
Siz(x, y)=

max (N) if ∃ N ∈ [Nmax . . . Nmin] :∣∣max [bN (b xN c, b yN c)]−min [bN (b xN c, b yN c)]∣∣ ≤ Th
Nmin otherwise,
(2.1)
where Th represents the homogeneity threshold.
The resulting image of sizes immediately produces a rough segmentation map for the image,
where blocks sized with Nmin are mainly located on contours and in highly textured areas. This
characteristic forms the further basis of various coding and advanced analysis steps provided by the
framework.
Color images. For color images, the solution consists of defining a unique regular partition locally
controlled by the minimal size among the three components of the considered color space. Then, for
each pixel I(x, y) ∈ I, for YCbCr color space, the image of sizes Siz is given by
Siz(x, y)=min [SizY (x, y), SizCr(x, y), SizCb(x, y)]. (2.2)
The thresholds Th can be independently defined for the luminance component and color com-
ponents. In case of a single threshold Th, the corresponding minimum value (equation 2.2 is mainly
supplied from the Y component.
2.3.2 Enhanced color-oriented homogeneity criterion
To address color images representation issue, both a color space and a content extraction strategy
has to be defined. As required by JPEG-AIC Call For Proposal, the idea is to add psycho-visual
considerations into image codecs together with allowing good rate/distorsion results. Toward this
objective, we introduce psycho-visual considerations, especially in the LAR quadtree computation.
However, our idea of using the CIELAB color space for analysis can be transposed to other codecs
or image processing methods, as soon as they rely in a quadtree representation. This solution has
been designed by Cle´ment Strauss during his PhD work in [183, 182].
2.3.2.1 Motivations
Psycho-visual aspects are typically considered for both video coding [10] and image coding such as
the JPEG coder [180], where vision models have been used as improvement steps. In particular,
works on wavelet quantization noise visibility [200] have led to an perceptual distortion control in
JPEG2K [112]. The main drawback of this last approach is that perceptual features are externally
used to set up the coder to obtain a given visual quality.
Matching psycho-visual requirements can be then facilitated by means of an appropriate color
space. If YUV color space is typically used for video coding purposes, CIE L*a*b* or CIELAB [75][53]
is a color space especially designed to exhibit visually uniform color spacing for representation issues.
The CIELAB takes into account psychovisual experiments, and models the optical nerve and brain
response to color stimuli. Similarly to the Y channel in YUV [204] and YDbDr [66] color spaces, the
L* axis of the CIELAB color space represents the lightness, while a* and b* represents chrominances,
respectively the red to green axis and blue to yellow axis. The uniform color spacing property of
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the CIELAB induces that the Euclidean distance between two colors corresponds to the perceived
color difference. This color difference measure has been lately updated by several correcting metrics
(∆E94 [34], ∆E2000 [174]).
Because of its human vision correlation property, we propose to consider the CIELAB color
space and to evaluate its capacity to improve the perceptual aspect of the image partitioning when
compared to YUV-based representations. In order to increase the perceptual quality, the partitioning
process has to give a more accurate representation of the segmentation in particular upon edges. The
experiments have demonstrated the representation efficiency of the euclidean distance while keeping
LAR compression performances in the same acceptable range.
Let us now define a related homogeneity criterion. All criteria take as inputs the minimum and
the maximum pixel values of the three color planes on a given block. For CIELAB color space,
(Lmax, Lmin, amax, amin, bmax, bmin) values are tested. The homogeneity criterion based on the
Euclidean distance is thus defined as criterion =
√
4L2 +4a2 +4b2, where 4L = Lmax −
Lmin,4a = amax − amin,4b = bmax − bmin.
2.3.2.2 Results
Input images are natively in RGB color format and each of these color planes is compressed in the
RGB color space by the Interleaved S+P compression algorithm. The image set is composed of
five natural images: barba, lena, parrots, peppers, and P06 from JPEG-AIC database [160]. The
Interleaved S+P coder is set in a lossless profile and is driven by the quadtree partitioning of the
image. This quadtree is computed in either YUV color space or in CIELAB color space. The shown
images result from the Flat coder.
Testing procedure. The CIELAB partitioning is set with a threshold TH giving the closest number
of blocks to the number of blocks provided by the ideal YUV partitioning. A reasonable assumption is
that an equivalent number of blocks in the CIELAB quadtree space also gives an equivalent quadtree
coding cost. This way the representations are compared at the same level of granularity.
Quality metrics. As the LAR framework relies on content-based features, the WPSNR metric must
be used with caution [183]. Among perceptual quality metrics modeling subjective quality, the C4
metric has been proved to be the most efficient metric on computing the LAR image quality by
correlating the most with human observation [183]. This metric evaluates the quality from 1 to 5
as in subjective assessment rating where 1 represents the poorest quality. This metric is used in the
following results.
Comparison of YUV and CIELAB representations. Since bit-rates being the same, the repre-
sentation quality remains to be evaluated and compared. The representation can be both visually
evaluated or by means of the C4 and WPSNR metrics. On some images, the differences are barely
noticeable but on others, the CIELAB representation with Euclidean criterion clearly outperforms the
YUV representation by introducing less noticeable artifacts.
Visually, the differences usually occur for instance in the red tone color (figure 2.6) and are
especially visible in fading areas. YUV partitioning is less discriminant in the red tones and produces
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larger blocks while the CIELAB produces smaller and more visually accurate blocks. Figures 2.6 show
an example of the superiority of the CIELAB-Euclidean representation.
The visual subjective analysis is correlated with the C4 metric analysis. CIELAB partitioning with
the Euclidean criterion produces objectively more visually accurate representation as shown in table
2.1. However, the example images 2.6, while being improved by the CIELAB partitioning, exhibit a
lower WPSNR as shown in table 2.2.
C4 measurement YUV CIELAB Euclidean
Barba 3.320 3.256
Lena 3.703 3.916
P06 2.953 3.049
Parrots 4.393 4.363
Pimen 2.894 3.038
Average 3.453 3.524
Table 2.1: C4 quality assessments with different partitioning criteria and optimal threshold TH
Rate/distortion YUV CIELAB Euclidean
WPSNR PIX 24.909dB 24.887dB
Flat bit-rate: 1.243bpp 1.241bpp
Table 2.2: WPSNR PIXRGB and bit-rate, YUV and CIELAB representations (image: barba)
Depending on the target application objectives, the CIELAB-oriented criterion can be used. The
main drawback is the additional computational cost of the overall process. If low complexity is a
required feature as well a low memory storage, morphological based criterion has to be preferred.
2.4 Interleaved S+P: the pyramidal profile
As shown in 2.2, the pyramidal profile relies on the Interleaved S+P framework [21]. In this section,
we first introduce the general principles of our algorithm before setting out the construction of the
pyramid.
In the following, M = z0 and G = z1 denote the S-transformed coefficients in such a way that
if (u0, u1) is a couple of value, we have
z0 = bu0 + u1
2
c,
z1 = u0 − u1.
(2.3)
2.4.1 General principles
The pyramidal decomposition is based on an adaption of the Wu predictor described in [211]. For
full resolution image, errors are coded by means of three interlaced sampling of the original image.
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(a) YUV, 29776 blocks (b) CIELAB, Euclidean crite-
rion, 29746 blocks
(c) YUV block image, 29776
blocks
(d) CIELAB block image,
Euclidean criterion, 29746
blocks
(e) YUV, 20962 blocks (f) CIELAB, Euclidean crite-
rion, 20932 blocks
(g) YUV block image, 20962
blocks
(h) CIELAB block image,
Euclidean criterion, 20932
blocks
(i) YUV, 11779 blocks (j) CIELAB, Euclidean crite-
rion, 11617 blocks
(k) YUV block image, 11779
blocks
(l) CIELAB block image,
Euclidean criterion, 11617
blocks
Figure 2.6: YUV versus CIELAB partitioning.
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By this way, we tend to obtain a spatial configuration of 360◦ type context surrounding a given pixel
so that the resulting prediction error is drastically reduced.
1M 
2G 3G 
3M 
Figure 2.7: Original application of the S-Transform
The general principle of the Interleaved S+P algorithm is as follows. The first step consists of
applying the 1D S-Transform on the 2 vectors formed by 2 diagonally adjacent pixels in a 2 × 2
block, as depicted in figure 2.7. The two vectors of coefficients are sucessively encoded through two
successive passes.
2.4.1.1 Notations.
Let define some useful notations.
let 1M be the image composed of the z0 S-transform coefficient of the first diagonal coded through
the first pass, such as 1M(i, j) = z(2 ∗ i, 2 ∗ j),
let 2G be the image composed of the z1 S-transform coefficient of the first diagonal coded through
the second pass, such as 2G(i, j) = z(2 ∗ i+ 1, 2 ∗ j + 1),
let 3M be the image composed of the z0 S-transform coefficient of the second diagonal coded
through the third pass, such as 3M(i, j) = z(2 ∗ i+ 1, 2 ∗ j),
let 3G be the image composed of the z1 S-transform coefficient of the second diagonal coded
through the third pass, such as 3G(i, j) = z(2 ∗ i, 2 ∗ j + 1).
2.4.1.2 DPCM principles.
The first pass encodes through a classical DPCM system a uniform subsampled image formed by the
average of two diagonally adjacent pixels within each 2x2 block (1M transformed coefficients).
Then the second pass predicts the 2G transformed coefficients in order to reconstruct the value
of the two pixels of the first diagonal. At this stage, the 360◦ type prediction context consists of the
already known values of the current pass and the diagonal means coded by the first pass.
Finally, the third pass encodes the remaining half of the original image composed of the set of
the 3M and 3G S-coefficients. Once again, thanks to the reconstructed pixels resulting from the
two previous passes, a completely spatially enclosing and adjacent context is available to predict the
transformed pixel (figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8: Second and third pass of the transformed coefficients prediction process.
2.4.2 Pyramid construction - Interleaving
Let Y the original image be of size Nx × Ny. The multiresolution representation of an image is
described by the set {Il}lmaxl=0 , where lmax is the top of the pyramid and l = 0 the full resolution
image.
As an extension of the Wu method, four blocks N2 × N2 are gathered into one block N × N
valued by the average of the two blocks of the first diagonal (first S-pyramid on figure 2.9), that let
us write the following equation:{
l = 0, I0(i, j) = Y (i, j);
l > 0, Il(i, j) =
⌊
Il−1(2i,2j)+Il−1(2i+1,2j+1)
2
⌋
,
(2.4)
with 0 ≤ i ≤ N lx, 0 ≤ j ≤ N ly, where N lx = Nx/l and N ly = Ny/l.
The transformation of the second diagonal of a given 2×2 block can also be seen as a second S-
pyramid, where the pixel values depend on the ones existing at the lower level of the first S-pyramid.
Interleaving is in this way realized.
Blocks n X n
Blocks n/2 X n/2
Blocks n/4 X n/4
Level l+1
Level l 
Level l+2
First S-Pyramid Second S-Pyramid
Figure 2.9: Construction of the pyramid
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2.4.3 Interleaved S+P Pyramid Decomposition - Refined prediction model
The Interleaved S+P pyramidal decomposition process results from the extension and the adaptation
of the Wu prediction method to the whole pyramid. In this section we describe the implemented
prediction scheme.
2.4.3.1 Pyramid decomposition principles - Notations
The reconstruction of a 2 × 2 block located on a given level l is realized in two successive passes.
First, the S-transform is applied on pixels Il(2i, 2j) and Il(2i+ 1, 2j + 1) so that
1Ml(i, j) = z
l,1
0 (2i, 2j) =
⌊
Il(2i, 2j) + Il(2i+ 1, 2j + 1)
2
⌋
,
2Gl(i, j) = z
l,2
1 (2i+ 1, 2j + 1) = Il(2i, 2j)− Il(2i+ 1, 2j + 1).
(2.5)
We immediately can notice that the 1M l(i, j) coefficient is equal to the value of the reconstructed
pixel obtained in the upper level of the pyramid leading to
1Ml(i, j) = Il+1(i, j). (2.6)
In a similar way, pixels from the second diagonal of a block are processed as follows:
3Ml(i, j) = z
l,3
0 (2i+ 1, 2j) =
⌊
Il(2i, 2j + 1) + Il(2i+ 1, 2j)
2
⌋
,
3Gl(i, j) = z
l,3
1 (2i, 2j + 1) = Il(2i+ 1, 2j)− Il(2i, 2j + 1).
(2.7)
The entire pyramid is then decomposed in two successive descent processes. If the first one is
intended to reconstruct the LAR Flat block image, the second one encodes the image texture: the
grid information is thus exploited (see figure 2.10).
2.4.3.2 Top of the pyramid - Classical DPCM
On the highest level of the pyramid, we applied the first pass so that the Ilmax(i, j) =
zlmax−1,10 (2i, 2j) = 1Mlmax−1(i, j) coefficient values are predicted. For this purpose, we use the
classical MED predictor implemented in the compression method LOCO-I [202].
2.4.3.3 LAR block image processing
Reconstructing the LAR block image means that for a given level of the pyramid, a block is processed
only if the corresponding block size is lower or equal to the level size (i.e. Siz(x × l, y × l) ≤ 2l).
Conversely, if Siz(x × l, y × l) > 2l), the block values are copied out so that Il(2i, 2j) = Il(2i +
1, 2j) = Il(2i, 2j + 1) = Il(2i+ 1, 2j + 1) = Il+1(i, j).
Note that z˘ stands for the estimated value of transformed coefficient z.
First S-Pyramid. As the 1M l(i, j) value is already known from the upper level of first S-pyramid,
we just have to predict the transformed coefficient 2Gl(i, j), standing for gradient value of the first
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Figure 2.10: Decomposition and extraction of LAR block image data
2× 2 block diagonal. In the LAR block image processing context (high activity areas), it turns out
that linear prediction is more efficient to estimate 2Gl(i, j) leading to
2˜Gl(i, j) = 2.1
[
0.9Il+1(i, j) +
1
6
(
Il(2i+ 1, 2j − 1)
+Il(2i− 1, 2j − 1) + Il(2i− 1, 2j + 1)
)
−0.05
(
Il(2i, 2j − 2) + Il(2i− 2, 2j)
)
−0.15
(
Il+1(i, j + 1) + Il+1(i+ 1, j)
)
− Il+1(i, j))
]
.
(2.8)
Second S-Pyramid. The third pass of adapted Wu predictor encodes the coefficients from second
diagonal. Estimation of 3M l uses inter- and intra-level prediction from reconstructed values, so that
3˜M l(i, j) = β
0
0
1
4
(
Il(2i− 1, 2j + 1) + Il(2i, 2j + 2)
+Il(2i+ 2, 2j) + Il(2i+ 1, 2j − 1)
)
+β10 1̂M l(i, j),
(2.9)
where (β00 , β
1
0) = (0.25, 0.75), and 1̂M l(i, j) is the reconstructed value of coefficient 1M l(i, j). The
estimated value 3˜Gl(i, j) is computed as follows:
3˜Gl(i, j) = β
0
1
(
Il(2i− 1, 2j + 1) + Il(2i, 2j + 2)
−Il(2i+ 1, 2j − 1)− Il(2i+ 2, 2j)
)
−β11
(
Il(2i− 1, 2j) + Il(2i− 1, 2j + 2)
−Il(2i, 2j − 1)− I˜l(2i, 2j + 1).
(2.10)
with (β01 , β
1
1) = (3/8, 1/8). I˜l(2i, 2j + 1) corresponds to the Wu predictor [211] for the third pass
applied to the pixel Il(2i, 2j + 1).
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2.4.3.4 Texture processing
The second descent process of the pyramid allows to reconstruct the texture. On each level, pixel
of size Siz(x × l, y × l) > 2l are here evaluated. Once again, we can distinguish prediction of first
S-pyramid from the second one.
First S-Pyramid. Texture blocks are characterized by their low local activity. Thus gradient values
2G(i, j) are difficult to estimate through linear prediction. This is the reason why we use median
values extracted from close neighborhood.
Let me(u1, u2, . . . , un) be the median value of a set of n values (u1, u2, . . . , un). The estimation
of coefficient 2G(i, j) located in a texture area is
2˜G(i, j) =
1
4
(
me
(
Il(2i− 2, 2j), Il(2i, 2j − 2), Il(2i− 1, 2j − 1)
)
+me
(
Il+1(i+ 1, j), Il+1(i, j + 1), Il+1(i+ 1, j + 1)
))
.
(2.11)
Second S-Pyramid. Context is there sufficient to evaluate precisely coefficient values, thanks to
linear predictors. 3Ml are then estimated through the equation 2.9, where (β
0
0 , β
1
0) = (0.37, 0.63).
Predicted coefficients 3˜G(i, j) are obtained by the application of the relation 2.10, where (β01 , β
1
1) =
(1/4, 0).
2.4.4 Quantization Process
The quantization process used in the LAR codec uses quantization factor Q, boundary bk, recon-
struction levels rk and intervals ik such as
• k ≥ 0, bk = b(Q2 + kQ)c , rk = k, ik = (bk..bk+1],
• k < 0, bk = b(Q2 + kQ)c , rk = k, ik = [bk..bk+1].
Such a quantization process is uniform when Q is odd. However when Q is even the quantization
process is uniform with a dead zone around 0. Such a quantization process will naturally have an
impact on the statistical properties of the resulting bitstream.
2.5 Joint image coding and embedded systems methodology: an
applicative issue
As previously mentioned, the modularity of the scheme authorizes new level of scalability in terms of
complexity, closely related to the chosen profile. As long as it is possible, the proposed solutions were
developed so that to fit fast prototyping issues. In particular, in connection with the Architecture
team of the IETR laboratory, automatic solutions of fast prototyping onto heterogeneous architecture
(DSPs, FPGAs), using Algorithm Architecture Matching methodology [67] were proposed. Conse-
quently, if the LAR codec has been developed on PCs, different versions has been implemented onto
various embedded systems.
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Parallel architectures. First embedded systems oriented works were dedicated to the fast devel-
opment and implementation of a distributed version of the LAR framework on multi-components
platforms [154], or for extended profile with the proper region description, using cosimulation Mat-
lab/C approaches [56]. Solutions for fast design of signal and image processing applications have
been then proposed. Within a unified framework, application modeling, cosimulation and fast imple-
mentation onto parallel heterogeneous architectures are enabled and help to reduce time-to-market.
The overall system provides thus an automatically generated code enabling a high abstraction level
for users.
FPGA implementations. In [39], a dedicated FPGA implementation of the Baseline LAR image
coder has been designed. In particular, the chosen internal architecture has been designed as a set
of parallel and pipelined stages, enabling a full image processing during a unique regular scan. It
presents limited requirements for both memory and computation power.The resulting architecture
latency remains extremely low as it is determined by the data acquisition for one slice of 8 lines.
Dataflow programming for hardware implementation. Implementing an algorithm onto hard-
ware platforms is generally not an easy task. The algorithm, typically described in a high-level
specification language, must be translated to a low-level HDL language. The difference between
models of computation (sequential versus fine-grained parallel) limits the efficiency of automatic
translation. On the other hand, manual implementation is naturally time-consuming. To solve this
problem, designers are establishing solutions to describe the process in a higher level way. In the
video coding field, a new high level description language for dataflow applications called RVC-CAL
[51] was normalized by the MPEG community through the MPEG-RVC standard [26]. This standard
provides a framework to define different codecs by combining communicating blocks developed in
RVC-CAL.
In this context, Khaled Jerbi, a PhD student that I partially co-supervised, defined a global design
method going from high level description to implementation [88, 89]. The first step consists of the
description of an algorithm as a dataflow program with the RVC-CAL language. Then the functional
verification of this description using a software framework is realized. The final step consists of an
automatic generation of an efficient hardware implementation from the dataflow program. We used
this method to quickly prototype and generate hardware implementation of a baseline part of the
LAR coder, from an RVC-CAL description. We demonstrated then the ability of the method to
provide efficient automatic hardware implementations.
2.6 Conclusion
As described in this chapter, the Interleaved S+P framework tends to associate both compression
efficiency with scalable content-based representation. Meanwhile, the JPEG committee has defined
the JPEG-AIC guidelines leading to design new or enhance existing functionalities. A large part of
my work has been then devoted to JPEG committee through an active participation. Clearly, this
time-consuming task could have not been realized without the help of Franc¸ois Pasteau and Cle´ment
Strauss (both have defended their dissertation) together with Me´de´ric Blestel, who worked in the
IETR laboratory during five years.
Quadtree partitioning remains the key feature of each profile of the LAR method. It acts as
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a simplification process of the image, leading to design realistic embedded systems, while keeping
interesting compression performances. Nevertheless, JPEG core experiments have shown that the
global framework requires advanced improvements in terms of coding features and solution to match
easy-to-use application need. These challenges were partially reached through generic coding tools,
as described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Generic coding tools
Even most part of my work was in connection with the Interleaved S+P coding framework, some
advanced solutions were designed so that to be independent of the coding scheme. Indeed, when
considering QoS based tools, such as Rate/Distorsion Optimization (RDO) mechanisms, statistical
models are necessary. In parallel, from these models, advanced prediction and entropy processes
can be imagined. This chapter presents then generic coding tools aiming at enhancing statistical
properties as well as pure coding performances.
Among the different functionalities required by JPEG-AIC standardization committee, user-
friendly implementation, low computational complexity, as well as efficient multi-component image
coding performances, are of first interest. Within joint context of the CAIMAN project and JPEG-
AIC standardization process, we designed innovative solutions based of an analysis of the prediction
errors of the Interleaved S+P coder. The genericity of the proposed techniques enables to consider
them as part of a universal image coding toolbox. Application to the Interleaved S+P codec is
however presented throughout this chapter. This chapter corresponds to the main part of Franc¸ois
Pasteau’s PhD work.
The idea is then to revisit the different coding steps of any predictive coder. First, whereas state
of the art codecs usually handle multi component images such as color images using only any color
transform, this chapter presents some techniques aiming at improving both the compression ratio and
the quality of the compressed color images. These tools exploit the remaining correlation between
the components of an image and take advantage on the prediction errors distribution. After defining
related notations in section 3.1, adaptive decorrelation has been then designed and is described in
section 3.2. This solution relies on improved predictors and is independent of the coding scheme.
Therefore they can be applied to any predictive codec such as LAR, H264, etc ...
Secondly, section 3.3 provides a statistical analysis of predictive codecs under the assumption
that the prediction error distribution follows a Laplace law. In particular, the quantization process is
modeled against the prediction errors to be able to estimate both rate and distortion.
Finally, in section 3.4, the classical entropy coder QM being a binary arithmetic coder, a scan
pattern needs to used to encode multiple bit input values. The approach used in the JPEG2K codec,
where bit planes are coded one after the other, is not appropriate for the predictive coders which
typically require a raster scan. Therefore a symbol oriented QM coding is proposed in this chapter.
This scan pattern provides a lower complexity as well as similar compression ratio.
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Figure 3.1: Interleaved S+P Coding of a resolution level
3.1 General coding framework - Notations
Figure 3.1 summarizes the coding and decoding processes of an image I through a scalable predictive
coder. In this figure, I is an image from a given resolution level of a given component of the original
image. It refers to the Il notation used in the previous section. When considering the Interleaved
S+P scheme case, the differences between Flat and Texture coding are not mentioned in this figure
as they only change the prediction scheme and the part of the image Il to encode. This figure
introduces the main notations used in this document and shall be referred to.
Let define some notations used in this document.
let I be an image corresponding to a given level of the multiresolution representation of a com-
ponent of the original image,
let ZI be one of the transformed image of I, namely ZI ∈ {2G, 3M, 3G} in case of Interleaved
S+P framework,
let Z˜I be the prediction of ZI ,
let εZI be the prediction error between Z˜I and ZI ,
let (εZI )Q be the quantized version of εZI with quantization factor Q,
let [εZI ]Q be the reconstructed version of εZI after quantization with respect to Q,
let ẐI be the reconstructed value of ZI ,
let Î be the reconstructed value of I.
3.2 Adaptive color decorrelation
3.2.1 Improving decorrelation process: multi component pixel classification
Different studies have been realized so that to lower the resulting bitrate. In particular, solutions
based on classification processes have been designed. Indeed, classification can be used to improve
the compression ratio of any codec thanks to the principle of conditional entropy. Let A, B and C
be three statistical variables. Conditional entropy follows the relation
H(C) ≥ H(C|A) +H(C|B),
where A ∩B = ∅, X ∩A ∪X ∩B = X, H(X|A) being the entropy of X knowing A and H(X|B)
being the entropy of X knowing B. Therefore if we can divide error values into different classes
thanks to new information given by the context, it would lower the overall entropy and improve the
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compression ratio. Classification requires then both context modeling tools as well as classification
criteria.
Pixel spatial classification has been first defined in [143] and then is extended to multi-component
images through a local activity based classification process [144][145], in the case of the Interleaved
S+P framework.
In this document, we focus on the generic multi-component image -based solution.
3.2.1.1 Inter-component classification
As shown in [144], classification performed on pixels according to their neighborhood can improve
the compression ratio. The same principle has been extended to multi component images, as for
example color images. Such an algorithm tries to use the residual correlation between different
components of an image to perform an accurate classification. Actually contours are more prone
to have high error values whereas homogeneous areas produce low error values. Those areas tend
to be located in the same position between the different image components, leading to propose a
dedicated inter-component classification.
Inter-component classification is performed after the prediction scheme as shown on figure 3.2.
In this classification scheme, the goal is to classify (εZC )Q with information coming from (εZY )Q.
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Figure 3.2: Multi component classification scheme
The proposed inter-component classification is performed according to the following algorithm.
Let Cl1, Cl2 and Cl3 be the three classes of the classification.
1. One of the three components is used as a reference Y to code another component C, Y coding
process is thus not modified.
2. Histogram of absolute values of (εZY )Q is computed.
3. A first error threshold T1 is set to the histogram mean.
4. A second error threshold T2 is set such as 34 of the prediction errors are lower than T2.
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5. Classification is then performed as follows:
6. Cl1 = {(εZC )Q—abs((εZY )Q) < T1}.
7. Cl2 = {(εZC )Q—T1 ≤ abs((εZY )Q) < T2}.
8. Cl3 = {(εZC )Q—T2 ≤ abs((εZY )Q)}.
When considering the Interleaved S+P framework, as the 2G, 3M and 3G images present
different characteristics in terms of error distribution, the inter component classification scheme is
performed independently for each type of errors. It leads to three different classifications for both
Flat and Texture coefficients. The aim of such a context modeling is to perform discriminations
inside each type of errors. Thus, coefficients of a given type producing the same error distribution
are gathered into one context class.
A set of three pictures has been used to evaluate the performances of the proposed solution. This
set includes peppers, mandrill and lena pictures (table 3.1). Each of them has different characteristics:
mandrill image has high frequencies whereas peppers image features large areas of identical colour.
Finally lena has both high frequencies and low frequencies respectively located in her hair and on
the background. To obtain comparable results with other image coders such as JPEG2K, a simple
arithmetic coder has been used. Four different color spaces were used for the compression, RGB,
YCgCo-R [119], O1O2O3 [43] and the Reversible color transform used in JPEG2K [80]. All these
color spaces are reversible and can therefore be used for lossless coding [144].
Except for peppers picture, performing colour space decorrelation improves compression results.
The YCoCg-R, O1O2O3 and YDbDR colour spaces offer an average 4% gain on mandrill picture and
an average 2.5% gain on lena image. The specificity of peppers picture in regard of colour spaces
is due to the fact that this image has mainly two predominant colours, red and green. Therefore
RGB colour space can, in this particular case, leads to better results. However, even if it produces
the best improvement, compression using the RGB colour space remains less efficient in terms of
compression ratio than the other colour spaces.
Despite the general use of color images, the development of image codecs such as JPEG, JPEG2K
or the newly standardized JPEGXR has been primarily focused on giving the best performance on
single component images. To handle color images, state of the art codecs usually rely on color
transforms such as YUV, YCgCo and/or subsampling steps to achieve both good compression ratio
and good visual quality. However after performing color transforms and/or subsampling, each color
component is independently encoded.
When considering lossless coding, coding techniques rely on statistical analysis of the image to
perform compression. As subsampling would cause losses, only reversible color transforms can be
used. However, even after applying static color transforms, residual correlation still exists between
components [144]. This underlaying correlation results in an suboptimal compression rate as decor-
relation has been statically done without consideration of the statistics of the image itself. A critical
application of lossless coding of colour images concerns cultural digital libraries [116]. Museums
actually try to safely digitalize their belongings and thus to produce large quantities of lossless colour
pictures. Moreover, current digital cameras are widespread and generate high resolution colour
images. Professional photographers tend to prefer lossless compression of their pictures to avoid
artifacts due to image compression.
To improve the compression ratio of color images for lossless coding as well as quality for lossy
coding purposes, different approaches have been studied. In particular, performing adaptive inter
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peppers Alone Classification
YCoCg-R 14.975 14.898
O1O2O3 14.968 14.896
YDbDr 15.048 14.960
RGB 14.907 14.767
mandrill Alone Classification
YCoCg-R 18.170 18.121
O1O2O3 18.106 18.065
YDbDr 18.122 18.084
RGB 18.948 18.705
lena Alone Classification
YCoCg-R 13.582 13.437
O1O2O3 13.536 13.392
YDbDr 13.577 13.422
RGB 13.914 13.662
Table 3.1: Compression results in bpp
component decorrelation was considered. Such an adaptive decorrelation differs from usual reverse
color transforms by its automatical adaptivity to the image statistics.
3.2.2 Principles
Adaptive color decorrelation can be seen as a reversible color transform with Y ′C ′1
C ′2
 =
 1 0 0−µC1 1 0
−µC2 0 1
 YC1
C2
 (3.1)
where µC1 and µC2 values are adaptively computed during the coding process to best fit the statistics
of the image.
The idea is here to take advantage of these statistics so that to improve coding performances.
By performing adaptive decorrelation during the prediction process itself, both compression ratio and
quality can be improved in a single pass. The figure 3.3 represents the functional implementation of
such a technique, whereas the algorithm used to perform the decorrelation is presented in Algorithm
3.1.
On line 11 of algorithm 3.1, the adaptive decorrelation is performed on the predictor applied on
component C. The predictor is decorrelated according to the reconstructed value of the prediction
error of component Y . The µC update process described on lines 15-27 is used to update the
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Figure 3.3: Adaptive Decorrelation during Prediction Scheme
decorrelation factor at each iteration by computing a new barycenter of the set of points of coordinates
{(ẐC
′ − Z˜C ; [εZY ]Q)}.
To enable a correct behavior at decoder side, ẐC
′
has to be used as it is the only available
reconstructed value at decoder side. However predictions computed before decorrelation Z˜C are
used instead of predictions after decorrelation Z˜C
′
to ensure an accurate update of µC .
To avoid DC = 0 we perform a point reflection on the points of coordinate {(x; y)|y < 0} around
the origin (0, 0). Therefore only the absolute value of [εZY ]Q is taken into consideration in DC . To
ensure a locally adaptive decorrelation, we decrease the numerator and denominator by a factor of
µC after cpt iterations. The number of iterations and the divider of the numerator and denominator
have been empirically evaluated.
As adaptive decorrelation can be realized at both encoder and decoder sides, the process itself is
costfree. Moreover, due to this symmetric process, adaptive decorrelation is also a lossless process.
3.2.3 Process validation: application to Interleaved S+P codec
Interleaved S+P version [21] of the LAR codec has been used as reference codec to implement
and validate this adaptive decorrelation solution. As we showed in a previous study [144] using the
RGB color space with an adaptive decorrelation and classification leads to better results than using
static color transform. The RGB color space has thus been used during the benchmark process.
The image set is composed of 10 images coming from the second core experiment of JPEG-AIC
(bike crop, cafe crop, p06 crop, p10 crop, rokounji crop, p26 crop, zoo crop, green crop, north-
coast crop, woman crop)[160]. The resolution of these images is 2 megapixels in 24 bit color depth.
Compressions were performed with different quantization factors from lossless Q=1 up to Q=32.
To implement inter-prediction, basic predictors directly using the values of the neighborhood were
used. Table 3.3 presents average quality results using the WPSNR MSE metric [177] in dB. Despite
of not being directly correlated with the Mean Opinion Score in the case of the LAR codec [183],
the WPSNR MSE metric has been used in these tests as it is one of the quality metrics used in the
JPEG AIC standardization process.
Table 3.4 presents average rate results in bits per point (bpp). Column named Alone references to
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Algorithm 3.1: Adaptive decorrelation algorithm during prediction
1: {Initialization}
2: cpt = 0
3: NC = 0
4: DC = 0
5: µC = 0
6: for all i do
7: {Adaptive Decorrelation on predictor}
8: Z˜C
′
= Z˜C + µC × [εZY ]Q
9: ε′ZC = Z˜C
′ − ZC
10: ẐC
′
= Z˜C
′
+ [ε′ZC ]Q
11:
12: {µC update}
13: if DC > 0 or [εZY ]Q 6= 0 then
14: NC = NC + (ẐC
′ − Z˜C)× sign([εZY ]Q)
15: DC = DC + |[εZY ]Q|
16: µC = NC/DC
17: cpt = cpt+ 1
18:
19: {Ensure local adaptation}
20: if cpt > 1000 then
21: NC = NC/4
22: DC = DC/4
23: cpt = 0
24: end if
25: end if
26: entropycoding((εZY )Q)
27: entropycoding((ε′ZC )Q)
28: end for
the Interleaved S+P codec itself, Decorrelation during prediction references to the method presented
in previous section.
3.2.3.1 Lossless compression case.
In a lossless context (Q=1), adaptive decorrelation prediction process has been studied with the
same experimental conditions as for inter-component classification in section 3.2.1.1. Table 3.2
shows that adaptive inter-component decorrelation improves the compression ratio for all images
and colour spaces. The most significant improvements are realized with RGB colour space. RGB
being the most correlated colour space used in this work, adaptive inter-component decorrelation
can be more accurate and can result in even better compression gain. Inter-component classification
leads also to better compression ratios for all images and all colour spaces. It even outperforms the
adaptive decorrelation in few cases such as peppers picture with YCgCo-R and O1O2O3 colour spaces.
However, in most cases, this classification is still less efficient than the adaptive inter-component
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peppers Alone Decorrelation Classification Dec.+Classif.
YCoCg-R 14.975 14.911 14.898 14.838
O1O2O3 14.968 14.919 14.896 14.854
YDbDr 15.048 14.938 14.960 14.866
RGB 14.907 14.673 14.767 14.598
JPEG 2K 14.920
mandrill Alone Decorrelation Classification Dec.+Classif.
YCoCg-R 18.170 18.090 18.121 18.053
O1O2O3 18.106 18.067 18.065 18.023
YDbDr 18.122 18.033 18.084 17.986
RGB 18.948 18.012 18.705 17.974
JPEG 2K 18.176
lena Alone Decorrelation Classification Dec.+Classif.
YCoCg-R 13.582 13.359 13.437 13.269
O1O2O3 13.536 13.368 13.392 13.265
YDbDr 13.577 13.305 13.422 13.218
RGB 13.914 13.291 13.662 13.207
JPEG 2K 13.669
Table 3.2: Compression results in bpp
decorrelation, especially on the RGB colour space.
Inter-component classification can be used in addition with adaptive inter-component decorrela-
tion. For all images and colour spaces, compression results are improved when these two schemes are
jointly used in comparison with the adaptive decorrelation and the classification used independently.
The best compression scheme in terms of compression ratio is obtained with RGB colour space
and both adaptive inter-component decorrelation and inter-component classification. However to
obtain better scalability features, YDbDr colour space might be preferred due to its ability to directly
retrieve the luminance component.
When compared to the state of the art compression scheme JPEG2K, compression results obtained
with the Interleaved S+P scheme, decorrelation and classification are better with each colour space.
When using the RGB colour space, 0.32, 0.20 and 0.46 bpp gain can be observed respectively on
peppers, mandrill and lena.
3.2.3.2 Lossy compression.
Adaptive decorrelation during prediction process is performed on dequantized prediction errors [εZ ]Q
where adaptive decorrelation after prediction process is performed on quantized prediction errors
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(εZ)Q. Without quantization, the dequantized value of the prediction error [εZ ]Q is equal to the
quantized one (εZ)Q, thus leading to the same results.
However when considering lossy compression, adaptive decorrelation during prediction produces
better results and achieves a gain up to 0.4 bpp (20%) for high quantization (Q = 32). Adaptive
decorrelation during prediction improves both quality and compression rate in all cases.
Quantization Alone
Decorrelation during
prediction
Q = 4 42.709 42.813
Q = 8 38.289 38.494
Q = 32 30.148 30.715
Table 3.3: Quality results of proposed methods in PSNR (db)
Quantization Alone
Decorrelation during
prediction
Q = 1 13.599 12.092
Q = 4 6.6723 5.4472
Q = 8 4.4755 3.5204
Q = 32 1.5075 1.1070
Table 3.4: Rate results of proposed methods in bits per pixel (bpp)
3.2.4 General use of the method
The color-based method of decorrelation defined in this section is entirely reversible. It requires no side
information and automatically matches the image content. In terms of performances, the adaptive
decorrelation during prediction process decreases significantly the final rate as well as increases the
overall objective quality.
Of course, these results have been mainly used together with the Interleaved S+P codec. How-
ever, as soon as a predictive codec is defined, the adaptive color decorrelation solution can be
integrated within the coding scheme. Typically, the image codec standard JPEG-LS is based on
a predictive tool able to discriminate between contours and flat areas: the decorrelation process
would provide an enhancement in terms of compression ratios. As for video coders, the MPEG-based
framework embeds spatial prediction functional block that could also benefit from our solution.
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3.3 Statistical analysis of predictive coders based on Laplacian dis-
tributions
In addition to advanced decorrelation solutions, as shown in previous section, complementary coding
tools based on statistical modeling process can be designed. In particular, an analysis of predictive
coders in terms of error distribution can be conducted RDO purposes.
The proposed analysis relies on a Laplacian probability distribution model that is used to charac-
terize prediction errors according to a reduced set of parameters. From these parameters, estimators
of both quality and entropy are proposed. The case of quantized residues is especially considered
as quantization process is directly implies for lossy compression purposes. These discrete models are
then validated in the case of the Interleaved S+P coder. In this document, only main properties are
given: relative proofs are described in [142].
3.3.1 Laplace distribution: a widespread model
When considering image coders, many studies have been done to characterize the distributions of
the resulting data. Indeed, whatever the coding principle is (transform-based, predictive or hybrid
coder), the idea is to minimize the overall entropy. To this aim, statistical properties are of major
interest. Moreover, as we try to achieve realistic solutions of RDO, the chosen statistical model has
to be low complex.
In the literature, most of image coder standards are based on Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT).
In this context, statistic features of transform residuals have to be estimated [105].
If Gaussian distributions have first been studied, Laplace distributions [97], Generalized Gaussian
distributions (GGD) [216][219] and Cauchy distributions [4] lead to more accurate models. As Laplace
distribution can be seen as a special case of GGD, the latter shows a higher accuracy in oﬄine analysis
[105]. However, tuning GDD requires an additional parameter when compared to Laplace and Cauchy
distributions. In [45], authors claim that the predictability of the model parameters is even more
important than the accuracy of the models themselves. As a consequence, the high complexity of
GDD based analysis prevents from using it for inline RDO solutions even if there is a loss of accuracy.
Similarly, even if the generalized Gaussian model gives the most accurate representation of the AC
coefficient distribution, the Laplacian model is commonly employed because of its ability to be both
mathematically and computationally more solvable [135].
When considering Cauchy distributions, a higher accuracy is observed in the case of heavy tails of
transformed residuals [4]. Nevertheless, although Cauchy distribution’s mean can be taken as zero,
since it is symmetrical about zero, the expectation, variance, higher moments, and moment generating
function do not exist. Attempts to estimate these parameters will not be successful. In RDO context,
this properties penalize the process and prevent from utilizing it. Laplacian Mixture Model (LMM)
have also been proposed for modeling coding residues [141], but the overall performances in both
terms RDO and complexity tend to set aside those solutions. When considering wavelet-based
coding solution, such as SPIHT-like coders, if hyperbolic probability density function better fits the
real distribution [185], Laplacian models are used [199].
As for pure predictive coders, they typically also rely on Laplacian-like error distributions
[104][212]. Moreover, classical RDO processes rely on Mean Square Error (MSE) metrics. Even
if this metric from maximum likelihood perspectives is not as accurate as the Cauchy metric is [172],
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the use of MSE is in particular justified as soon as the error follows a Gaussian or Laplace distribution.
To sum up, in the literature, authors usually use Laplace distribution models for coding purposes
[212]. A good tradeoff between the computational complexity and accuracy is thus reached.
3.3.2 A Laplace’s Law distribution
The first part of this study addresses the problem of finding a probability distribution model which
fits the experimental probability distribution of εZ . In this first part of the study, quantization is not
taken into account to simplify the model (Q=1). Quantization issue will be studied in section 3.3.3.
3.3.2.1 Notations.
We introduce some notations related to the Laplacian probability
model.
Let PQ(x) be the probability P (x = (εZ)Q) depending on quantization parameter Q,
let αQ be the scalar such as PQ(x) = αQe
− |Qx|
b ,
let α˜Q
c be the approximated version of αQ in continuous domain,
let α˜Q
d be the approximated version of αQ in discrete domain.
3.3.2.2 Laplace probability distribution model
Laplace’s law can be expressed by
P1(x) = P (x = (Z)1) ,= α1e
− |x|
b (3.2)
where P1(x) represents the probability of the prediction error x appearing among (Z)1.
Laplace’s law is expressed in the continuous domain. Therefore to ensure fitting to a probability
distribution, ∫ +∞
−∞
α˜1
ce−
|x|
b dx = 1 (3.3)
should be verified, where α˜1
c corresponds to the approximation of α1.
Therefore,
1
α˜1
c =
∫ +∞
−∞
e−
|x|
b dx
α˜1
c =
1
2b
.
In continuous domain, a probability distribution model using Laplace’s law is approximated by
P1(x) ≈ 1
2b
e−
|x|
b . (3.4)
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3.3.2.3 Discretization of a continuous function issue
Laplace’s law is an expression in continuous domain. However, as the probability distribution is
computed from discrete values in image compression context, such a function has to be sampled to
be a valid probability distribution model. In the rest of the study, N corresponds to the dynamic
of prediction errors. Therefore −dN−12 e and bN−12 c respectively correspond to the lower and higher
limit values of these residues.
To discretize the continuous expression between −dN−12 e and bN−12 c, α1 needs to be reevaluated
using the sum
∑bN−1
2
c
x=−dN−1
2
e instead of the integral in equation 3.3, so that
bN−1
2
c∑
x=−dN−1
2
e
α1e
− |x|
b = 1,
, thus leading to
α1 =
1− e− 1b
1 + e−
1
b
.
Therefore, a probability distribution model from Laplace’s law applied to discrete values can be
expressed as
P1(x) =
1− e− 1b
1 + e−
1
b
e−
|x|
b . (3.5)
Now that as the expression of the probability distribution model is known, it is important to find
the parameters that will ensure a well fitted probability distribution model.
3.3.2.4 Parameters determination
As shown on equation 3.5, Laplace’s law probability distribution model can be completely determined
by only one parameter b. Therefore, this parameter needs to be chosen to best fit the practical
distribution model. To do so, we propose to first determine the α1 parameter introduced in equation
3.2.
How to determine the α1 parameter. By noticing that P1(0) = α1, the determination of α1
becomes trivial when the whole practical probability distribution is available. Therefore, during the
prediction process, it is possible to online determine α1 by monitoring the number of errors equal to
zero produced by the prediction process.
However, such an estimation of α1 is strongly dependent on the mean value of the probability
distribution. In fact, a biased experimental distribution will lead to a completely inaccurate probability
distribution model. However as explained before, this study has been performed under the assumption
that the mean value of the probability distribution equals zero.
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How to determine the b parameter. From α1, b can be estimated using
b =
1
ln
(
1 + α1
1− α1
) . (3.6)
3.3.3 Impact of quantization
Quantization represents a second step in the prediction error production. Such a quantization has
been explained in section 2.4.4. First, quantization process has been applied to Laplace’s law proba-
bility distribution model, and the obtained mathematical relationships are presented here. Secondly,
quantization impact on prediction efficiency has been studied.
3.3.3.1 On error distribution
Mathematical approach from Laplace’s law. The goal of such a study is to understand the
impact of quantization on the probability distribution from a mathematical point of view, without
considering the impact of quantization on the prediction efficiency.
As the quantization process is not uniform, it can be mathematically expressed by
PQ(x) = αQ(x)e
− |Qx|
b , (3.7)
with
αQ(x) =

αQ
0 = 1− 2e
−b
Q
2 c+ 1
b
1 + e−
1
b
, if x = 0;
αQ
∗ = e
bQ−12 c
b − e−
bQ2 c+ 1
b
1 + e−
1
b
, otherwise.
(3.8)
When comparing equation 3.2 with equation 3.7, e−
|x|
b becomes e−
|Qx|
b . Without considering
αQ(x), by identification, it is possible to observe that b becomes
b
Q .
However, as the quantization is not uniform around 0 when the quantization factor Q is even,
Because of αQ being dependant of x, after quantization, the probability distribution does not fit
with Laplace’s law model anymore.
Approximation of quantized distribution. When quantized, prediction errors do not follow
Laplace’s law anymore. The approximation αQ(x) = αQ(0) = α˜Q
d is then proposed. Under this
hypothesis, a probability distribution model following Laplace’s law can be found so that
PQ(x) ≈ α˜Qd.e−
|Qx|
b , (3.9)
with
α˜Q
d =
1− e−Qb
1 + e−
Q
b
.
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Such a model can be compared to equation 3.5 where b is replaced by bQ
3.3.3.2 On prediction efficiency
As predictions are performed on previously encoded pixels, quantization impacts the prediction error
distributions as well as the prediction efficiency. In the previous section, prediction efficiency has not
been considered and mathematical relationships were only derived from the unquantized probability
distribution model. To assess the impact of quantization on predictors, we define bQ as the b
parameter from the probability distribution model of unquantized errors εZI when quantization factor
Q is applied.
Tests have been conducted on the images from the core experiment 2 from JPEG AIC [101]. Each
image has been compressed using Interleaved S+P version of the LAR codec using different values
of quantization parameter (Q ∈ [1, 255]). For each prediction pass, the probability distribution
of prediction errors before quantization, namely εZ , has been extracted. Using equation 3.6, bQ
parameter has been estimated for εZ . This parameter refers to the efficiency of the predictor.
A lower efficiency will be observed as the bQ parameter increases and an higher efficiency as bQ
decreases.
An increase of the b parameters can be observed, representing the loss of efficiency of predictors.
However if we consider the approximation of quantized distribution
PQ(x) ≈ 1− e
−Q
b
1 + e−
Q
b
e−
Qx
b ,
PQ can be expressed as a function of
b
Q so that PQ(x) ≈ f( bQ). In previous sections, the impact of
quantization has not been considered, therefore the approximation b1 ≈ bQ has been used and an
error of bQ − b1 has been neglected. To estimate the error realized on PQ, the error bQ−b1Q has been
studied. When considering quantized probability distributions, the increase of b related to the lower
efficiency of predictors has shown to be compensated by the quantization factor. As a consequence,
the impact of quantization on prediction efficiency can then be neglected.
3.3.4 Entropy estimation
From a probability distribution model, entropy can be computed. As entropy computation has a
straightforward relationship with the probability distribution model, the accuracy of the entropy
estimation relies on the accuracy of the probability distribution model. In this section, three different
entropy estimators are proposed from the most simple expression to the most complex one. All
estimators are then compared to practical results and discussed.
3.3.4.1 Statistical study
From discrete domain. From the expression of the probability distribution model shown in equation
3.9, entropy H can be estimated using
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H =
N
2∑
x=−N
2
−PQ(x).log2(PQ(x)), (3.10)
H ≈ −log2(α˜Qd) + 2 α˜Q
d.Q.e−
Q
b
ln(2).b.(1− e−Qb )2
.
Therefore,
H = −log2(α˜Qd) + 2 Q.e
−Q
b
ln(2).b.(1− e− 2Qb )
. (3.11)
The first member of the expression namely −log2(α˜Q) corresponds to the affine relationship between
H and Q. The second member
2
Q.e−
Q
b
ln(2).b.(1− e− 2Qb )
leads to a positive estimation of the entropy even if Q > b.
Equation 3.11 can be expressed as H = f(Q, b). We can notice that
∀γ ∈ R, f(Q, b) = f(γQ, γb).
We consider b0 and b1, two possible values for the b parameter and Q0 and Q1 two possible values
of the quantization factor Q. Therefore if we know f(Q, b0) for all Q, it is possible to extrapolate
f(Q1, b1) according to
f(Q1, b1) ≈ f(Q
1.b0
b1
, b0).
3.3.4.2 Comparison with practical results and limits
Figure 3.4 presents entropy estimations from equation 3.11 as well as the entropy experimentally
found. Such an entropy has been computed from the experimental probability distribution without
taking into account entropy coding. This experiment has been conducted on the images from the core
experiment 2 from JPEG AIC [100]. Each image has been compressed with different quantization
factors Q ∈ [1, 255] and entropy from each stream has been extracted. Models have been constructed
from these streams and entropy have been estimated using the proposed models. Figure 3.4 presents
then an example of results on a stream reflecting the common behavior of both the models and
experimental entropies.
As explained before, experimental entropy has two main characteristics. When Q < b, relationship
between entropy H and log2(Q) is affine. However when Q >> b, a deadening can be observed.
Entropy estimation from continuous domain can not follow the experimental entropy and becomes
negative when Q >> b. Approximation from discrete domain as well as the mathematical expression
from Laplace’s law produce similar results and tend to underestimate entropy when Q >> b. Such
a behavior is to be expected as the proposed models do not take into account the statistic noise.
At high quantization factor, this statistic noise will cause a higher entropy as it represents extra
information, not considered by Laplace’s law models, to be encoded.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between practical results, pure mathematical, approximated quantized and
continuous domain
3.3.5 Mean Square Error estimation
In this section, we estimate the distortion created by the quantization process. To do so, we estimate
the mean square error from the probability distribution model and the quantization factor Q.
3.3.5.1 Statistical Approach
Mean square error can be expressed from a Laplace’s law probability distribution model according to
MSE ≈ 4α1b3 + 4α1e
− b
Q
2 c
b
1− e−Qb

(
e−
1
b − 1
)
b3 −
(
bQ−12 ce−
1
b + bQ2 c
)
b2
+12
(
bQ−12 c2e−
1
b − bQ2 c2
)
b.
 (3.12)
As the MSE estimator has been derived from the probability distribution model without quanti-
zation, only P1(x) has been used and not PQ(x). Therefore approximations presented in 3.3.3.1 are
not used.
All the calculations are performed from the initial hypothesis that the probability distribution
follows Laplace’s law. Three characteristics can then be observed. First, when quantization factor Q
is equal to its maximum value, meaning that all ẐQ = 0,
lim
Q→∞
MSE = 4α1b
3.
Therefore, if b >> 1, 4α1b
3 ≈ 2b2, leading to
lim
Q→∞
MSE = 2α1b
2.
From equation 3.12, MSE can be expressed as a function of Q and b, so that MSE = g(Q, b).
Therefore, we can approximate that
∀γ ∈ Rγ2g(Q, b) ≈ g(γQ, γb)
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As with entropy estimators, if we know g(Q, b0) for all Q and one value of b0, it is possible to
extrapolate g(Q1, b1) using
g(Q1, b1) ≈
(
b1
b0
)2
g
(
Q1.b0
b1
, b0
)
.
Finally, whereas entropy is mean invariant, the efficiency of mean square error estimators relies on
the mean value of the probability distribution model being equals to zero.
3.3.5.2 Comparison with practical results and limits
As for entropy estimation, quality estimator has been compared to experimental values. The experi-
ment has been conducted the same way as for entropy estimators. Each image has been compressed
with different quantization factors, Q ∈ [1, 255], and mean square error values from each stream has
been extracted. Models have been constructed from these streams and resulting distortions have
been estimated using the proposed model.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison between experimental and estimated MSE
Figure 3.5 presents an example of quality estimation versus experimental quality where limits of
estimator can be clearly noticed.
The first limit to be noticed is that the estimation seems to have a bias and a simple translation
Q = Q−3 can fix it. This inaccuracy comes from the approximation used to produce equation 3.12,
ie
∫
instead of
∑
. The maximum distortion is obtained when Q = 255. A big difference between
the estimated and obtained quality can be nevertheless observed. This difference can be explained
by the statistical noise for Q >> 1. This statistical noise is mainly dependent on the image and
cannot be expressed by the model presented here.
3.3.6 Applications to the Interleaved S+P predictive codec
The described estimators of MSE and entropy for predictive codecs based on Laplacian error distri-
bution are naturally relevant for Rate Distortion Optimization. As JPEG-LS relies on the assumption
that residuals follow a two-sided geometric distribution (thus a discrete Laplace distribution) [203],
using such estimators would probably take advantage of them espacially for near-lossless purposes.
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In [142], an immediate application was the extension of the method to the particular multires-
olution description of the Interleaved S+P method. Relations between prediction error substreams
of different levels are studied. To this aim, parameters b from substreams of different resolution
levels have been compared. Then distortion propagation from one level on another has been studied
leading to an estimator of the final mean square error of an image after coding.
From this study, a few mathematical tools have been designed to help realize a good rate distortion
optimization. This tools can be divided in three categories: at stream level, at resolution level and
from multiresolution. Therefore, we have the following relations.
• at stream level
b3M ≈ b3G
1.7
(3.13)
HLi =
H2G +H3M +H3G
3
(3.14)
MSEa∪b ≈ MSEM + MSEG
4
+
niG
4n
(3.15)
• for multiresolution
bLi+1 ≈ bLi
0.9
(3.16)
H =
LMax∑
i=0
1
2i
HLi (3.17)
MSELi ≈ 1
2
(
MSELi+1 +
MSE2G
4
+
ni2G
4n
+MSE3M +
MSE3G
4
+
ni3G
4n
)
(3.18)
Besides rate distortion optimization, these relationships can be used in other domain. For exam-
ple, the quality of the decoded image can be estimated before the decoding process, only from the
bitstream itself. This solution, first developed for JPEG2K in [25], can be then adapted to any coder
as soon as estimators of both entropy and quality are known. Such a mechanism estimates the quality
of the decoded image without decoding it and without any side information (figure 3.6). First the
bitstream is parsed to know the size, the availability of each substream as well as the quantization
used. For each substream according to equation 3.6, the b parameter is estimated. From this b
parameter and the quantization factor, equation 3.12 is used to estimate the Mean Square Error.
Finally equation 3.18 is used to sum the MSE of all substreams included in the input bitstream.
Parsing bLi = f ( HLi,QLi ) MSELi = f ( bLi,QLi )
MSELi ∑
bLi
QLi
HLi
MSEBitstream
Figure 3.6: A priori quality estimation
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3.4 Symbol-oriented QM coding
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 have respectively dealt with the prediction process and the resulting distribution
model. The last step of any encoding framework requires an entropy coder to reduce the amount of
bytes needed to be stored. It uses a statistical representation of the data to be compressed, so that
to produce a bitstream using as little data as possible.
Entropy coding itself can be performed through different entropy coders. Commonly known
coders are run length coder, Huffman coder [74], Golomb coder [63] or arithmetic coder [161]. Q15
[81] as well as MQ [80] fall in the last category, i.e. arithmetic coders. Such an arithmetic coder uses
the principles of Elias coding using intervals to represent input symbols. The size of each interval
corresponds to the probability of the symbol to appear. Q15 and MQ belong to a subcategory of
arithmetic coder, namely binary arithmetic coder. Such coders use only two symbols as input, 0 or
1 each represented by a separate interval.
Arithmetic coders generally offer good compression ratio as well as a relatively low complexity
in regards to other arithmetic coders. To lower the overall complexity, the idea is here to propose a
symbol-oriented coding scheme based on QM coding scheme.
3.4.1 Symbol-oriented entropy coding: motivation
As a binary arithmetic coder can only take binary values (0 or 1) as input, a scan pattern is required
to encode values coded with multiple bits. The JPEG2K entropy coder uses a bit-plane oriented
coding [169]. Bit plane oriented coding involves coding bits in an ”horizontal” way: first all most
significant bits from all values are encoded, then the next less significant bit plane until it reaches
the least significant bits. As JPEG2K is not a predictive codec and relies on a wavelet transform, an
approximated decoding of the values from only the few first bits already gives interesting information
to reconstruct the pixel values. Therefore such a bit plane coding can be used as part of a rate control.
However in case of predictive codecs, fully reconstructed prediction error values are required. Indeed
an approximated prediction error would result in incorrect pixel reconstruction as well as incorrect
predictions afterwards, leading to error propagation within the reconstructed image.
Moreover a bit plane oriented coding needs the whole input stream to be available to start
encoding. Classically, prediction errors are computed one after another following a raster scan. This
way, the bit plane oriented coder has to wait that all predictions have been realized before starting
and therefore does not allow parallelism between prediction and entropy coding (figure 3.7).
Prediction Q++
-
Entropy CodingYZ Y
Z~
∀ pixels∀ pixels
Figure 3.7: QM coding scheme with bit plane orientation
To address this issue, a symbol-oriented QM coding is proposed. Such a symbol oriented coding
involves to code bits in a ”vertical” way. All bits from an input value, referred as a symbol in the
case of entropy coding, are then encoded before starting encoding all bits of the next symbol. Such a
scheme enables inline entropy coding of prediction errors directly after the prediction process (figure
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3.8). Such a characteristic enables
• to monitor the stream size for rate control and adjust the quantization factor through a feedback
loop,
• to determinate the context for the QM Coding during the prediction process,
• to pipeline the prediction process with the entropy coding.
Prediction Q++
-
Entropy CodingYZ Y
Z~
Context selection
∀ pixels
Figure 3.8: QM coding scheme with symbol orientation
3.4.2 QM bit plane oriented coding: an overview
As shown on figure 3.9, QM bit plane oriented coding is performed in an ”horizontal” way. To avoid
being dependent of the sign, symbols are not coded in a 2’s complement representation but rather
with a sign bit and the absolute value of the symbol. This entropy coding framework relies on three
different passes: significant pass, sign coding and magnitude refinement pass.
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Figure 3.9: Example of QM coding with bit plane orientation
Significant pass. This pass aims at encoding the first most significant bits of the symbols. The bit
plane oriented coder starts in significant pass that processes the most significant bit of the symbols.
Two cases can arise after coding a bit:
• After coding a ”0” value, the coder continues in the same bit plane with the next symbol.
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• After coding a ”1” value, the coder encodes the sign of the current symbol in the sign coding
pass. All remaining bits of this symbol will be from now on coded in the magnitude refinement
pass. After coding the sign of the symbol, the coder continue in the same bit plane with the
next symbol (symbol ’20’ in figure 3.9).
Sign coding. As explained previously, sign coding is performed when a ”1” is met in the significant
pass. Sign coding is performed by encoding the binary value of the sign with the MQ Coder.
Magnitude refinement pass. Finally magnitude refinement pass is performed for all remaining
bits after finding a ”1” in the significant pass.
3.4.3 Proposed symbol oriented coding
As shown on figure 3.10, symbol plane oriented coding is performed in a ”vertical” way. As for bit
plane oriented coding, symbol oriented coding uses a sign bit and the absolute value of the symbol.
It also involves three different passes: magnitude, sign and refinement coding.
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Figure 3.10: Example of QM coding with symbol orientation
Magnitude coding. Magnitude coding (figure 3.11) is designed so that to encode the number of
bits needed to represent the symbol to be encoded as well as to adjust the complexity of the overall
entropy coding process by minimizing the number of QM coding passes used.
Magnitude coding is performed in three steps.
• First, the minimal number of bits X needed to represent the symbol X to encode is computed,
as shown in algorithm 3.2. It relies on a loop to look for the minimal number of bits needed to
encode the symbol X. Let maxX be the maximal possible value of X. This loop is performed
at most maxX times and requires only bit shifting and subtraction. Therefore its complexity
remains low.
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Figure 3.11: Magnitude coding process
• Then X is coded through unary coding with the dictionnary Tab containing the length of the
codeword. To be able to construct a well fitted dictionary, a statistical study of the symbol
to encode (i.e. prediction errors) has to be carried out (typically as described in section 3.3).
From this study, the probability distribution of the magnitude of the prediction errors can be
estimated. Let PMag(x, θ) be the probability P (x = X) with an error probability distribution
estimated with the set of parameters θ. The dictionary Tab can be then determined using
algorithm 3.3 as well as the error distribution model P (x = X).
• Finally, each bit from the unary codeword is encoded with the QM Coder.
3.2.
Algorithm 3.2: X Computation
Require: X
Ensure: X
1: {Initialisation of a temporary variable} comp = 2maxX
2: X = maxX
3: while X < comp do
4: comp = comp2
5: X = X - 1
6: end while
This algorithm is relatively complex as it involves sorting. However the sorting mechanism is
applied on a reduced table of maxX elements. For example if we consider an 8 bits per component
image, maxX = 10, leading to a sorting process on only 10 values. When knowing θ, all possible
codeword lengthes in Tab can be determined before actually performing the entropy coding and does
not have to be computed for each symbol to encode. However, if the entropy coding is performed
inline with the prediction, the θ parameters of the whole stream is naturally unknown at the time of
the entropy coding.
Different solutions to this problem can be used. In particular, to respect a low complexity
constraint, an estimation of the bQ from previously encoded stream is first used to estimate Nb
parameters. Then after encoding a certain number of symbols, the set θ of parameters are again
approximated but this time using the previously encoded prediction errors. This scheme enables a
low complexity approach as well as an adaptivity to the stream statistics during coding.
Finally each bit from the unary codeword is encoded using the QM coder according to a given
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Algorithm 3.3: Tab Computation
Require: θ, maxX
Ensure: Tab
1: {Initialization} Tab = [0 0 0 ... 0]
2: for i = 0 to maxX do
3: Compute PMag(i, θ)
4: j = i− 1
5: {Sorting PMag(i, θ) among the already computed PMag(Tab[j], θ)}
6: while j ≥ 0 and PMag(i, θ) > PMag(Tab[j]) do
7: Tab[j + 1] = Tab[j]
8: Tab[j] = i
9: j = j − 1
10: end while
11: end for
context. Such context modeling technics are explained in the next section.
Sign coding. Sign coding is performed directly after magnitude coding. The algorithm here does
not differ from classical bit plane oriented QM Coding. Only the context modeling varies and is
presented in the next section.
Refinement coding. The remaining bits are then encoded. The number of refinement bits has
been previously determined by the magnitude coding pass.
After having performed these three coding passes on a symbol, the whole process is repeated on
the next symbol until the end. Next section will discuss about the context modeling techniques used
for each coding pass to improve the efficiency of the entropy coder.
3.4.4 Context modeling
The context modeling techniques used in the symbol oriented QM coder are based on spatial classifi-
cation of prediction errors. When comparing symbol oriented and bit plane oriented coding schemes,
the context orientation is different. If we consider bit plane oriented coding, a 360◦ context is avail-
able from higher bit planes. As for the symbol oriented coding, due to the raster scan, only a 180◦
neighborhood is available to construct the context model. However, this context can be improved
into a 360◦ context by using values from the directly higher resolution level.
Magnitude coding. The classification process uses a 360◦ context with three thresholds to ob-
tained four different classes. Using four classes was empirically determined to be a tradeoff between
a good context modeling and context dilution. As it encode the unary codeword, QM coding process
decreases the context number for each bit it encodes. Therefore the context values need to be distant
from at least the maximum magnitude maxX that can be coded. As an example, in case of 8 bits
per component images, there should be at least 10 contexts in each class.
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Sign coding. The classification process also uses a 360◦ context to track the sign of the prediction
errors of the neighborhood. From this neighborhood of 8 values, an average value is computed and 5
classes are generated. The first class corresponds to the case when 4 values are positive and 4 values
are negative. The fifth class corresponds to the case when the eight values share the same sign. To
take into account the most probable sign, the sign of the prediction error to encode is XORed with
the most probable sign from the surrounded context.
Refinement coding. Considering the refinement pass, no context modeling has been used as of
yet. Therefore there is only one context for this pass.
3.4.5 Validation: application to the Interleaved S+P
For validation purposes, the proposed QM coding scheme has been implemented in the Interleaved
S+P codec. Each substream has been coded according to both symbol oriented and bitplane oriented
coding schemes. Entropy coding is performed inline with the prediction process.
To compare both complexity and compression ratio, the set of images of the core experiment 2
of JPEG AIC standardization process has been used. For each image, 30 compressions have been
performed from low to high bitrates. Both symbol and bit plane oriented coding have been used.
Concerning the complexity benchmark, results have been obtained by performing each compression
50 times and taking the average time of these 50 compressions.
Compression ratio. Figure 3.12 presents the average compression ratio of both bit plane oriented
and symbol oriented coding. An overhead between 0.5% and 3.5% can be observed for the proposed
method against bit plane oriented coding. This result could be mainly improved by using a better
context modeling. The context modeling proposed in this chapter is a preliminary study and additional
work should be done to improve the results.
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Figure 3.12: Compression ratios of QM encoding for both symbol oriented and bit plane oriented
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Complexity. Figure 3.13 presents the computational time of both bit plane oriented and symbol
oriented coding for all images and three compressions. The average gain in computational time is
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around 50% for the entropy coding process and 33% for the whole encoding process of the Interleaved
S+P coder for low bitrate as well as for high bitrates.
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Figure 3.13: Compression ratios of QM encoding for both symbol oriented and bit plane oriented
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3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented three different generic tools for coding purposes. First, based on an inter-
component adaptive decorrelation, multi-component compression framework has been presented.
Results obtained show bit-rate saving from 0.20 up to 0.46 bpp have been observed. Considering
colour spaces, using the RGB colour space together with the decorrelation process leads to the
best compression results. However, for better scalability features, YDbDr colour space might be
considered.
Secondly, a statistical analysis of predictive coders based on Laplacian distributions provides
estimators of entropy and distortion. These tools can be then combined for advanced functionalities
such as rate control and rate distortion optimization processes.
Finally, a symbol oriented QM coder was then proposed and compared to the classical bit plane
oriented QM coder. Results in terms of complexity of the proposed scheme were shown to be better
than bit plane oriented coding with a gain of about 60 %.
If the validation process has been conducted with the Interleaved S+P coder, as previously
mentioned, the genericity of the presented techniques allows to envisage their integration into other
predictive coders.
As we shown in this chapter, this generic coding toolbox should enhance compression perfor-
mances as well as providing advanced Quality of Service (QoS) features based on statistical modeling
of prediction errors. In particular, improving Rate / Distorsion features naturally enhances Quality
of Experience. Even if the quality metric used in this study remains the debatable MSE, the related
complexity insures realistic network based implementations.
Along with these coding-oriented tools, additional services has to be designed so that to guarantee
an end-to-end QoS. In particular, the next chapter focuses on data integrity.
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Chapter 4
Content securization and Quality of
Service: preserving end-to-end data
integrity
Quality of Experience is not only based on the lone received image quality. Typically, medical images
or high resolution art images usually embed private metadata that have to remain confidential. Huge
amount of medical data are then stored on different media and are exchanged over various networks. If
these embedded sensitive data are accidentally altered, even if the received image quality is sufficient,
end-users can perceive the overall process as an inefficient one. As a consequence, techniques
especially designed for these data are required so that to provide security functionalities such as
privacy, integrity, or authentication. Multimedia security is thus aimed towards these technologies
and applications [24]. In addition, to insure reliable transfers, flexible and generic scheduling and
identification processes have to be integrated for database distribution purposes while taking into
account secure remote network access together with future developments in network technologies.
Then, on one hand, content protection consists of preserving data integrity and masking data
content. The commonly used methods to obtain these protections are respectively hashing and
ciphering. On the other hand, the embedding of hired data aims to protect copyrights or add metadata
to a document. Besides watermarking, steganography, and techniques for assessing data integrity
and authenticity, providing confidentiality and privacy for visual data is among the most important
topics in the area of multimedia security. Applications range from digital rights management to
secured personal communications, such as medical materials.
Moreover, errors can occur in various ways when transmitting multimedia contents. Depending
on the communication media, i.e. cable network, wireless network (wifi, cellphone network) or even
during physical storage (hard disk, flash memory...), binary or packet errors can appear, the worst
cases being potentially the wireless network followed by the cable network. In order to provide
the best user experience, error concealment and robustness strategies are incorporated during both
source coding and the transmission process. As for the channel coding, protection strategies depend
on transmission conditions in order to ensure Quality of Service (QoS).
When considering the source coding side, this robustness is usually obtained by adding a given
level of redundancy within the transmitted data. Under certain conditions this redundancy allows to
recover the whole information even if some parts of the information are damaged. Hybrid approaches,
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named joint source-channel coding, achieve robustness by combining protection strategies at both
source and channel coding. However when the errors are too strong, or when data packets are
definitely lost, some part of the information can be missing or unusable despite the transmission
robustness and the added redundancy.
In this chapter, we address these two different services, namely content protection solutions
through Interleaved S+P based mechanisms, and Quality of Services tools designed for MPEG-4
SVC or any scalable image coder. This chapter is organized as follows: section 4.1 defined first the
securization oriented application contexts within these works have been realized. Then we focus on
two aspects of the data integrity. Section 4.2 provides joint data hiding and cryptography processes,
while section 4.3 described two specific tools among Quality of Service ones.
4.1 Application contexts and related ANR projects
I was involved in two different ANR (French National Research Agency) projects, both relative to
securization and image coding topics. These projects, namely TSAR and CAIMAN deeply influenced
my research when considering the content protection domain. The application contexts, inherent to
these collaborations, have raised some concrete issues that we tended to alleviate. In this section, I
briefly describe the purposes of TSAR and CAIMAN projects and my associated involvement.
TSAR project: Safe Transfer of high Resolution Art images - 2006/2009. The protection of
digitized works of art still pose security problems when they broadcasted on-line. The goal of the
project TSAR is then to transmit in a secure way high quality images. Within the TSAR project, five
laboratories were involved, namely the C2RMF (Louvre, Paris), IETR (Rennes), IRCCyN (Nantes),
LIRMM (Montpellier) and LIS (Grenoble).
Museums are supposed to undertake at least two essential missions [31]. First, they have to
preserve their huge number of items and save them from damage. At the same time, museums play
an active role in the spread of cultural knowledge and this educational objective leads them to widely
communicate these materials. However, these two missions are somewhat contrary in nature because
handling art items inevitably causes damage. To solve this major problem, museum research centers
have introduced the “digital museum” concept [116]: digital versions of the original art items are
collected in a database on a server accessible via the Internet.
For example, the National Gallery in London, the Tokyo University Digital Museum (through
the Digital Museum 2000 project [167]) or the Chinese University Museum Grid [31] provide public
access to their databases. However, users can only download low-resolution images. The application
has been actually designed to prevent illegal copies of digitized data. The best way to achieve this
consists basically of not transmitting high-resolution images. High-resolution information is therefore
stored separately and reserved for a limited number of people.
In France, the C2RMF laboratory, connected to the Louvre museum, has digitized more than
300, 000 documents taken from French museums, in high resolution (up to 20, 000× 30, 000 pixels).
The resulting EROS database [149] is for the moment only accessible to researchers whose work
is connected with the C2RMF. To widely open the database, the idea is to create a framework to
integrate the different security solutions in order to secure the access to the images. This project
then aims at transmitting hidden data in images of important sizes by means of steganography and
watermarking techniques. This data hiding scheme will also be combined with cryptography and
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compression methods in order to both increase the transfer security and to minimize the transmis-
sion time. The application concerns secure transmission of high-resolution images of painting and
archaeological objects (several gigabytes of data).
As far as the French TSAR project is concerned, the Interleaved S+P image coding method
takes part into the framework. The objective is to design an art image database accessible through
a client-server process that includes and combines a hierarchical description of images and dedicated
content securization processes. Jean Motsch, who I co-supervised, has defended his dissertation in
2009 in connection with the TSAR project. I was nominated as the scientific responsible of IETR
works.
CAIMAN project: Codage Avance´ d’IMAges et Nouveaux services - 2009/2012. In collab-
oration with Thale`s Communications, and ETIS, XLIM-SIC, and IETR laboratories, the CAIMAN
project aims at providing new image coders able to reach a widespread use such as JPEG does,
together with advanced functionalities. In particular, a user-friendly solution should be designed,
while keeping a low computational complexity and more advanced features in the direction of some
tools of JPEG2K.
Not only the compression efficiency will drive the adoption of the future generation of image
codecs but more the new services it will provide. These considerations have been taken into account
by the JPEG Committee for JPEG advanced Image Coding to which CAIMAN will contribute. This
CAIMAN project is thus naturally closely linked to JPEG-AIC work (see section 2.1).
The main objective of CAIMAN consists of studying a still image coder that jointly integrates
in its design security aspects such as steganography, error-resilience, adaptation to the network and
robustness to losses and Quality of Experience issues, without sacrifying to compression efficiency.
The Interleaved S+P framework has been then proposed to the JPEG committee and related work
led to contributions to the JPEG-AIC standard.
In particular, medical image concerns were addressed during this project. The Interleaved S+p
coding scheme has been developed to face the secure transmission issues. Embedded functionalities
such as adapted selective cryptography, human vision-based steganography coupled with Unequal
Error Protection and error resilience tools have been designed so that to maintain good coding
properties together with embedded Quality Of Service oriented system.
MPEG4-SVC video coding standard. The standard MPEG4-SVC was designed so that to add
scalability. Technicolor took part to the standardization process of the framework, based in MPEG4-
AVC coding scheme. However, the complexity of the proposed solution prevent from a widespread
use of it. One of the identified bottleneck relies in the rate control mechanism. In collaboration with
Technicolor, we provide an efficient one-pass rate control solution. Yohann Pitrey has then designed
during his PhD work a low-complex solution, able to address both AVC and SVC frameworks.
4.2 Content protection features: Interleaved S+P application
Whatever the storage or channel transmission used, medical applications require secure transmission
of patient data. Embedding them in an invisible way within the image itself remains a relevant solu-
tion. We also deal with security concerns by encrypting the inserted data. Whereas the embedding
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scheme can be made public, the use of a decryption key will be mandatory to decipher the inserted
data.
4.2.1 Steganography and the Interleaved S+P
Data embedding is one of the new services expected within the framework of medical image com-
pression. It consists of hiding data (payload) in a cover image. Applications of data embedding
range from steganography to metadata insertion. They differ in the amount of data to be inserted
and the degree of robustness to hacking.
From a signal processing point of view, it uses the image as a communication channel to transmit
data. The capacity of the channel for a specific embedding scheme gives the size of the payload that
can be inserted. A fine balance has to be achieved between this payload and the artifacts introduced
in the image. This being so, different embedding schemes are compared on a payload versus PSNR
basis. Of course, the overall visual quality can be assessed. The target application is the storage
of data related to a given medical image or sensitive art images. That data can consist of patient
ID, time stamps, or the medical report, transcribed or in audio form in case of medical materials.
The idea is to avoid having to store several files about specific images by having all the necessary
information directly stored within the image data.
We therefore propose a data embedding service that aims to insert a high payload in an image
seen either as a cover or a carrier, such as a medical report in audio form. For this purpose, audio
data, after coding and ciphering, is inserted in a corresponding image. The embedded image is then
transmitted using usual channels. Of course, this scheme is compliant with any error protection
framework that might be used. When retrieval of audio data is requested, the data embedding
scheme is reversed, and both the original image and the audio data are losslessly recovered. To avoid
significant perceptually distortions, the data hiding mapping is powered by the quadtree: distortions
are less perceptible in homogeneous areas than upon edges as shown in figure 4.1.
In this context, we studied the Difference Expansion (DE) method, introduced by Tian [191] that
embeds one bit per pixel pair based on S Transform. As the Interleaved S+P algorithm and DE
both use S-Transform during their computation, we have combined both techniques to perform the
data insertion without degrading coding performance. In order to adjust the DE algorithm to LAR
Interleaved S+P, some minor modifications are introduced compared with the original DE method.
In particular, we drive the insertion process by the quadtree partition, which means that the insertion
is dependent on the image content. Another important improvement is that in the initial DE method,
positions of possible ”extensible” difference have to be encoded, adding a significant overhead. In
our coding scheme, these positions can be directly deduced from the quadtree, and are then not
transmitted [131].
We show preliminary results on an angiography 512-squared medical image (Figure 4.2). A
payload of 63598 bits is inserted, with a PSNR of 40 dB. Considering a 1 million pixel image,
the payload can be up to 300 kbits. Our embedding scheme performs well, allowing high payload
and minimum distortion, as shown on zoomed parts of the images from the figure 4.2. From a
compression point of view, the data hiding process does not affect the coding efficiency: the total
coding cost is about equal to the initial lossless encoding cost of the source image plus the inserted
payload.
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(a) 2 × 2 blocks, P = 19528 bits,
PSNR=35 dB
(b) 2× 2 blocks (c) 4 × 4 blocks, P = 29087 bits,
PSNR=44 dB
(d) 4× 4 blocks (e) 4×4 up to 16×16 blocks, P =
90126 bits, PSNR=42 dB
(f) 4× 4 up to 16× 16 blocks
Figure 4.1: Visual quality versus watermarked block sizes. For each image, position of modified
pixels has been extracted (in white onto black background).
Figure 4.2: a) Source image - b) Image with inserted payload
4.2.2 Cryptography ans scalability
Besides watermarking, steganography, and techniques for assessing data integrity and authenticity,
the provision of confidentiality and privacy for visual data is one of the most important topics in
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the area of multimedia security in the medical field. Image encryption lies somewhere between data
encryption and image coding. Specifically, as the amount of data to be considered is several orders
of magnitude greater than the amount for ordinary data, more challenges are to be dealt with. The
main challenge is the encryption speed, which can be a bottleneck for some applications in terms of
computation time or in terms of required computing resources. A secondary challenge is to maintain
the compliance of the encrypted bitstream with the chosen image standard used to compress it.
Partial encryption. Partial encryption addresses the first aforementioned challenge. Our partial
encryption scheme is based mainly on the following idea: the quadtree used to partition the image is
necessary to rebuild the image. This has been backed up by theoretical and experimental work. As a
result, the quadtree partition can be considered to be the key itself, and there is no need to encrypt
the remaining bitstream.
The key obtained is thus as long as usual encryption key and its security has been shown to
be good. If further security is requested, the quadtree partition can be ciphered using a public
encryption scheme, to avoid the transmission of an encryption key, as depicted in Figure 4.3 [132].
This system has the following properties: it is embedded in the original bit-stream at no cost,
and allows for multilevel access authorization combined with a state-of-the-art still picture codec.
Multilevel quadtree decomposition provides a natural way to select the quality of the decoded picture.
Figure 4.3: Interleaved S+P hierarchical selective encryption principle
Selective encryption. Selective encryption goes a bit further than partial encryption. The idea
is to cipher only a small fraction of the bitstream, namely the main component, which gives the
advantage of providing a decoder compliant bitstream. This property allows the user to see a picture
even without the key. Of course, the picture must be as different to the original one as possible.
Our selective encryption scheme uses also the quadtree partition as a basis [57]. The data required
in the compression framework to build the Flat picture are also used. The general idea is to encrypt
several levels of the pyramid. The process begins at the bottom of the pyramid. Depending on the
depth of the encryption, the quality of the image rebuilt without the encryption key varies. The
encryption itself is performed by a well-known secure data encryption scheme. One main property of
our selective encryption scheme is that the level of encryption (i.e. the level of the details remaining
visible to the viewer) can be fully customized. Hierarchical image encryption is obtained by deciding
which level will be decrypted by supplying only the keys corresponding to those levels. This refines
the quality of the image given to different categories of viewers. The encryption of a given level of
the partition prevents the recovery of any additional visually-significant data (figure 4.4). From a
distortion point of view, it appears that encrypting higher levels (smaller blocks) increases the PSNR,
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(a) Original image
(b) RC4 - Encryption of
Quadtree partition
(c) RC4 - Encryption of
Quadtree partition and Flat
stream
(d) AES - Encryption of
Quadtree partition
(e) AES - Encryption of
Quadtree partition and Flat
stream
Figure 4.4: Visual comparison between original image and image obtained from partially encrypted
LAR encoded streams without encryption key.
and at the same time, the encrypting cost. From a security point of view, as the level increases, the
search space for a brute force attack increases drastically.
4.2.3 Client-server application and hierarchical access policy
Images and videos databases are a powerful collaborative tool. However, the main concern when
considering these applications lies in the secure accessing of images. The objective is therefore to
design a medical image database accessible through a client-server process that includes and combines
a hierarchical description of images and a hierarchical secured access.
Along with the TSAR project, a corresponding client-server application [11] has been then de-
signed. Every client will be authorized to browse the low-resolution image database and the server
application will verify the user access level for each image and eventual Region of Interest (ROI)
request. ROIs can be encrypted or not, depending on the security level required.
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If a client application sends a request that does not match the user access level, the server
application will reduce the image resolution according to access policy. The exchange protocol is
depicted in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Exchange protocol for client-server application
4.3 Network oriented QoS solutions
If image content issues have been discussed in previous section, data integrity can also be handled
by network oriented QoS solutions. Anyway, Quality of Services is a generic term gathering all kind
of processes able to guarantee end-to-end requirements, such as final image quality, latency, frame
rate, etc... In case of video coders, Rate/Distorsion allocation is naturally a part of QoS issues. In
this context, PhD work of Yohann Pitrey was devoted to the design of a low complex rate control
scheme targeted to SVC framework [147]. This work was realized in collaboration with Je´roˆme Vie´ron
(Technicolor).
Besides, to ensure optimal visualization of transmitted images, there are two possible ways of pro-
tecting the bitstreams. First, protecting the encoded bit-stream against error transmission is required
when using networks with no guaranteed quality of service (QoS). In particular, the availability of
the information can be ensured by the Internet protocol (IP). We focused our studies on two topics,
namely the loss of entire IP packets and the transmission over wireless channel. When considering the
Interleaved S+P coder, we develop error resilience strategies adapted to our compression scheme. In
particular UEP solutions used together with proper resynchronization processes and robust encoding
naturally leads to optimal conditions for the transmission of sensitive data. Even if we also developed
operative resynchronization processes [23] relying on Q15 like coder (section 3.4), only information
about UEP framework will be given in this part.
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4.3.1 One-pass rate control scheme using ρ-domain for MPEG-4 SVC
Video coding and processing have become central areas of interest for video communications. Video
coding standards such as MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 [206] manage to efficiently reduce the amount of data
to transmit. However, current video applications have to cope with heterogeneous communication
networks and video-reading devices. Conventional video coding suffers from the lack of adaptability
to these multiple targets. Typically, a different version of the video must be encoded for each target.
Moreover, the redundancies between the different versions of the video are not exploited, which
results in a waste of time, storage space and bandwidth.
As a response, scalable video coding has been developed to cope with this need for adaptability.
Recently a standard was supplied, with the finalization of the new MPEG-4 Scalable Video Coding
extension (SVC) [156, 179]. This standard supports three types of scalability. Spatial scalability
affects frame resolution, to address variable screen sizes. Quality scalability acts on the signal-
to-noise-ratio (SNR) to provide various levels of quality in the decoded video stream. Temporal
scalability increases the number of frames per second to improve motion smoothness. An MPEG-4
AVC/H.264 compatible base layer is then first encoded, then motion and texture information can
be upsampled and refined to code the enhancement layers more efficiently. This new tool called
inter-layer prediction enables MPEG-4 SVC to provide scalability features without losing too much
coding efficiency when compared to MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 [171].
MPEG-4 SVC ensures that a video stream can adapt to different decoding targets. However,
the standard does not provide any tools to cope with the communication channel capacity. Activity
variations in the contents of a video sequence can cause great bitrate fluctuations at the output
from the encoder. If not controlled, such fluctuations can cause undesirable display interruptions in
the decoder. To transmit an encoded video stream on a communication channel, the bitrate of the
stream must cope with the channel bandwidth. Rate control is a critical part of the encoding process,
as it is intended to regulate the bitrate and attenuate these fluctuations. Generally, a budget is first
determined according to the available bandwidth, and dispatched among the video frames. Then,
a bitrate model anticipates the behavior of the output bitrate from the value of the quantization
parameter, in order to reach the desired budget. Although rate control has been widely studied for
conventional video coding such as MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 [115, 107, 72], only a few proposals exist
for scalable video coding. In [1], the rate control scheme from [107] is implemented in MPEG-4
SVC but only affects the base layer. In [214], only spatial and quality scalabilities are handled and
each macroblock is encoded twice, which dramatically increases the computational complexity of
the encoder. The scheme presented in [110] is able to control each type of scalability in SVC using
only one encoding pass. The statistics from the base layer and from the previous frame in the same
layer are used to predict bitrate behavior and distorsion. Although these contributions are of great
interest for rate control on MPEG-4 SVC, they remain quite complex and require a lot of calculations.
Moreover the tested configurations do not reflect practical SVC applications, and do not cope with
current video stream bitrate and size requirements, as specified in [84].
During his PhD work, Yohann Pitrey has to design a new one-pass low-complexity rate control
framework, dedicated to this video codec. We control the bitrate at frame level using a low-complexity
linear bitrate model based on the ρ-domain framework [72]. This model is used to process the
quantization parameter of each frame. In particular, we use the statistics from the previous frame
to initialize the bitrate model. This way, each frame is only encoded once and the computational
complexity of the whole rate control process is extremely low. Additionally, we dispatch the target
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bitrate inside each group of pictures to get smooth quality variations in the encoded stream. Frame
weights based on their coding efficiency are used to reduce the PSNR variations in each group of
pictures.
4.3.1.1 ρ-domain based rate model
Conventional rate control approaches try to formulate the bitrate as a function of the quantization
parameter (QP) [158, 115]. Indeed, the QP determines the amount of data lost during the encoding
process and has a direct influence on the output bitrate. Based on this relationship, it is possible
to choose the optimal value of QP, by predicting its impact on the output bitrate. However, the
relationship between the QP and the bitrate is difficult to approximate correctly. To alleviate this
problem, a common approach is to encode each image with several values of QP and choose the value
that produces the bitrate closest to the constraint. This kind of exhaustive approach is not suitable in
practice as it requires a lot of computations. Other approaches try to estimate the distribution of the
data before quantization using Laplacian or Gaussian functions [158, 108]. This estimation is then
used to predict the behavior of the bitrate from the value of QP. Unfortunately, the approximation
step remains quite complex and suffers from inaccuracies.
Another approach called ρ-domain uses the amount of null coefficients in a frame after quan-
tization as an intermediate parameter between the QP and the bitrate [72]. It has been observed
that this parameter, denoted as ρ, has a direct influence on the bitrate needed to code a frame [73].
The relationship between ρ and the bitrate is highly linear, which makes it easy to evaluate [72].
A relationship can be found between ρ and the QP, to relate the bitrate to the QP. In [175], the
so-called ρ-domain rate model was used to successfully control the bitrate on MPEG-4 AVC/H.264.
4.3.1.2 The ρ-domain model for MPEG-4 AVC
After the prediction step, the residual information is transformed using an Integer Discrete Cosine
Transform (IDCT). The transformed coefficients are then quantized and sent to entropy coding.
Considering the DCT coefficients of a frame, it is easy to determine how many of them will be coded
as zeros after quantization. This coefficient will be coded as a zero if its value is below a specific
dead zone threshold. In the quantization scheme used in MPEG-4 AVC, the threshold depends on
both the position of the coefficient in the transformed macroblock and the value of the QP [175].
In [175], it is stated that ρ can be expressed as a function of bitrate R as follows:
ρ(R) =
R0 −R× (1− ρ0)
R0
, (4.1)
where R0 and ρ0 are two initial values to be determined. It is obvious that this relationship is linear.
Note that the couple of values (R; ρ) = (0; 1) is a solution of equation (4.1). Indeed, when the
bitrate is equal to zero, all the coefficients are coded as zeros, so ρ is equal to 1.We can then find
the value of QP qt that generates the closest number of bits to a target bitrate Rt, so that
qt = arg min
q∈[0;51]
|ρ(q)− ρ(Rt)| . (4.2)
The ρ-domain modeling framework has several advantages. First, this model is very accurate
and no approximation are required, as the quantized coefficients are directly available during the
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encoding process. Secondly, the ρ-domain has very low computational complexity, as the model in
equation (4.1) is linear.
In [148], we validated the ρ-domain model for MPEG-4 SVC purposes. Then, model initialization
issue has to be dealt.
4.3.1.3 Initialization of the ρ-domain model
Two approaches have been proposed. In our first step work [148], such as in [72, 175], each frame
or macroblock is pre-encoded to get the quantized coefficients. These coefficients are then used
to process the value of ρ and choose the right value of QP, which is used in a second encoding
pass. This so-called two-passes solution achieves good results, as the rate model is initialized with
data from the frame itself. However, the encoding process is executed twice and the computation
time is significantly increased. We then propose to use the information from the previous frame as
a basis for the calculation of ρ. This kind of approach has already been studied in other bitrate
representation contexts [107, 217]. Spatial and temporal correlations between consecutive frames
are used to predict the coding parameters. The main advantage of this so-called one-pass alternative
is that no pre-encoding step is needed, thus leading to lower complexity.
The next section presents a one-pass rate control scheme for MPEG-4 SVC using the ρ-domain
model.
4.3.1.4 Global rate control strategy.
Our scheme was designed as a compromise between low computational complexity and accurate rate
control. For this reason, we execute the rate control step only once per frame and use the same
QP for the whole frame. A drawback of this is that we generally cannot reach the exact budget for
a frame. Changing the QPs for all macroblocks at a time induces a threshold effect between the
reachable bitrates at the frame level. Some existing rate control approaches run at the macroblock
level. They manage to control the bitrate more accurately, but at the cost of higher computational
complexity.
The quality of user visual experience is closely related to the quality variations inside the decoded
video stream. Thus, we aim to reduce the PSNR fluctuations inside each GOP. To do this, we use
a frame type dependant budget allocation to dispatch bits among frames according to their coding
complexity.
Budget allocation. Budget allocation is an important part of a rate control scheme. Most of the
choices are made at this stage, and the QP processing module is designed exclusively to respect
these choices. In most practical SVC applications, each layer addresses a particular target, with
specific bitrate requirements. So we specify a bits-per-second (bps) constraint for each layer, which
is handled separately. This target bitrate is then converted into bit budgets at GOP and frame levels.
GOP-level budget allocation The available bitrate is first dispatched among GOPs. Inside a
given layer l, each GOP is granted the same budget. Gl defined as
Gl = Sl × Cl
Fl
+ E, (4.3)
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where Cl is the required target bitrate per second, Sl is the size of a GOP in layer l and Fl is
the number of frames per second in layer l. We add a small feedback term E to compensate for
allocation errors from previous GOPs. In our experiments, E is limited to 10% of the entire GOP
budget.
Once GOP level budget allocation is completed, we have to dispatch the budget among frames.
Great care must be taken in dispatching the budget among the different types of frame, because it
has a direct impact on output quality. To this end, we define the following frame weights.
Relative frame-weights MPEG-4 SVC supports three types of frames (i.e.: I, P and hierarchical
B-frames). Each type uses specific coding tools and has distinct coding performances. I frames use
only intra-frame macroblock prediction and are the most reliable. However, their coding efficiency
is not very high. P frames allow intra and inter-frame prediction and benefit from better coding
efficiency than I frames. B frames use bidirectional inter-frame prediction and are the most effective.
As a result, getting the same quality requires more bits for P frames than for B frames. MPEG-
4 SVC also provides a hierarchical GOP structure using hierarchical B frames to ensure temporal
scalability [170]. Successive B frames are encoded in a pyramidal fashion so that when a level is
added, the number of frames per second is multiplied by two. This GOP structure causes the coding
performances of hierarchical B frames to vary depending on their temporal level. MPEG-4 SVC
allows eight temporal levels for B frames. We consider each temporal level as a different frame type,
namely B1, B2, . . . B8.
To ensure constant quality within a GOP, we dispatch the allocated budget according to the
coding performances of each type of frame. For each type of frame T in each scalable layer l, we
introduce a frame weight KT,l, defined as
KTf ,l = 2
q/6 × bf , (4.4)
where Tf is the frame type of frame f , bf the number of bits needed to code the frame f , and q the
QP value. As it depends both on the QP and the bitrate, this weight reflects the coding efficiency
achieved for a frame. Basically, with equal QP, KI,l > KP,l > KB1,l > · · · > KB8,l. To obtain
constant quality inside a GOP, we dispatch the available budget among frames according to each
frame type’s weight.
Frame-level budget allocation. We use then the frame weights to dispatch the GOP budget
among frames. A frame needs to be allocated a budget that corresponds to its relative weight in the
GOP. The target budget Rt for a frame at position f in a GOP in layer l is processed as follows:
Rt =
K˜Tf ,l∑f−1
i=0 KTi,l +
∑Sl
i=f K˜Ti,l
×Gl + , (4.5)
where Ti is the type of frame at position i and  is a small feedback term to compensate for the
allocation errors from previous frames. As rate control is processed before encoding frame f , we do
not know its weight. As an estimation, we use K˜Tf ,l which is the weight of the last encoded frame
that has the same type in the same layer. Similarly, we use the last encoded frame weights K˜Ti,l for
frames that have not yet been encoded.
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QP processing Once the budget allocation step is complete, we choose the optimal value of QP for
each frame. The optimal target value of QP, denoted as qt, is the one that minimizes the difference
between the number of bits needed to encode the frame and the target number of bits, denoted as
Rt. Using the one-pass approach, the target value of ρ is processed as
ρt =
Rp −Rt × (1− ρp)
Rp
, (4.6)
where qp is the value of QP used to encoded the previous frame of the same type in the same layer,
Rp is the generated number of bits and ρp is the corresponding value of ρ. Then, the target QP is
determined as
qt = arg min
qp−∆q ≤ q ≤ qp+∆q
|ρ(q)− ρt| . (4.7)
4.3.1.5 Experimental results
We define three scenarios to test spatial, quality and temporal scalabilities. The tested configurations
are summed up in table 4.1. All our tests were based on the JSVM Reference Software version 8.6
[179] in which we implemented our ρ-domain-based rate control algorithm. We use reference video
sequences to attest the performances on various types of contents.
Figure 4.6 shows the achieved bitrates per second for two video sequences. The achieved bitrates
are very close to their targets, which shows the ability of our scheme to respect the specified constant
bitrate per second constraints. We also display the behaviour of our scheme at frame level in figure
4.7. It shows the accuracy of the bitrate control at frame level, as the achieved bitrate is also very
close to the constraint. Additionally, the behaviour of the budget dispatching method is clearly
visible. P frames are granted more bits than the B frames, and the B frames get less and less bits
when their temporal level increases. The impact on the overall quality will be discussed with more
details in the following. The next evaluates the proposed scheme in terms of encoding time.
Our budget dispatching policy grants a number of bits to each frame according to their relative
coding complexity. The differences between frame types and levels are therefore compensated and
the quality along the GOP should be constant. Figure 4.7 displays the achieved bitrate at frame
level. Using our budget dispatching policy, P frames are granted more bits than B frames, while B
frames are granted more bits in the lower levels than in the higher levels. We compare the results
Scenario Layer frame size (pixels) frames per second
target bitrate
(kbps)
frames per GOP
SPATIAL
0 176*144 30 100 16
1 352*288 30 400 16
2 704*576 30 1200 16
QUALITY
0 352*288 30 400 16
1 352*288 30 1200 16
2 352*288 30 3600 16
TEMPORAL
0 352*288 15 200 4
1 352*288 30 400 8
2 352*288 60 800 16
Table 4.1: Test scenarios for each type of scalability.
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Figure 4.6: Achieved bitrate per second using our one-pass rate control scheme.
obtained with this policy to a simple policy that grants the same number of bits to each frame,
or so-called ”constant-budget” policy. Visually, the constant-budget policy produces quality fading
effects between the P frames, which are quite unpleasant for the viewer. Using our policy, the quality
is smoother and the overall quality impression is much better. It is interesting to note that we also
obtain a slight increase in PSNR. Actually, the quality of P frames is higher, so they make a better
prediction for B frames. As a consequence, the quality of the whole encoding process is slightly
higher using our dispatching policy.
As a result, the presented one-pass rate control scheme performs accurate bitrate control, while
successfully reducing the quality variations along the video frames.
4.3.2 Error resilience and UEP strategies
Commonly, robust wireless transmission can be achieved through the use of error resilience processes
at both source and channel coding. At the source coding side, the entropy coder is often the less
robust part of the coder. When using arithmetic entropy coder such as MQ coder used in JPEG2K
format, a single bitshift in the bitstream is enough to create important visual artifacts at the decoding
side.
First, to prevent the decoder from desynchronizing and therefore error from propagating, syn-
chronisation markers needs to be added. Moreover, specific error detection markers can be used to
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Figure 4.7: Achieved bitrates at frame level using our one-pass rate control scheme.
detect errors during decoding and discard bitstreams affected by this error. Such synchronization
and error detection markers have already been implemented as SEGMARK, ERTERM and RESTART
markers in the JPEG2K codec [189] as well as in the Interleaved S+P codec [142].
At the channel coding side, error robustness is achieved by using error correcting codes, such
as Reed Solomon [155] and convolutive codes [52]. Such error correcting codes add redundant
data in the bitstream in order to detect and possibly correct transmission errors. Depending on the
channel characteristics, error correcting codes have to be tuned to achieve good performance in error
correction while keeping a small amount of redundant data. These error correcting codes are usually
computationally expensive and fast codes like LDPC and turbo codes can often be used instead.
Moreover, bitstream overhead has to be taken in consideration while performing image compres-
sion and has to remain as low as possible to maintain an acceptable bit rate. In this section, we only
consider IP packet-based error correcting codes.
4.3.2.1 IP packets securization processes
Very few works cover the loss of entire IP packets in medical data transmissions [128] in particular.
In a more general framework such as image transmission, most studies relate to the implementa-
tion of error control coding e.g. Reed-Solomon codes to compensate for packet loss by avoiding
retransmissions [128, 47].
By adjusting the correction capacities and, thus, the rates of redundancy, it is possible to adapt to
both a scalable source and an unreliable transmission channel. This is the purpose of Unequal Error
Protection (UEP) codes which have been proposed within standardization processes [50]. The specific
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problem of medical or art image integrity is the volume of the data being transmitted (cf lossless
coding, 3D-4D acquisition etc.). Within this framework, UEP must meet algorithmic complexity
requirements to satisfy real time constraints.
Roughly speaking, the most important part of the image is more protected by redundant informa-
tion than non significant data. Figure 4.8 illustrates the associated framework. From image coding
process, both bitstream data and codec properties are available for an advanced analysis stage. Then,
a hierarchy can be extracted from the bitstream, so that the UEP strategy stage can add adequate
redundancy. As a consequence, fine granularity can be obtained for good adaptation both to the
hierarchy of the image and to the channel properties as joint source channel coding.
hierarchy
1
2
3
Image coding UEP strategy
Adding redundancy
Bitstream analysis
& Codec analysis
Redundant dataEncoded data
Figure 4.8: UEP principles: hierarchy and redundancy
A great deal of research work has been done in this area over the past decade. In particular,
the working draft of JPEG2K WireLess (JPWL) [50] proposes to concentrate unequal protection on
the main header and the tile header as any error on these part of the stream is fatal for decoding.
In this solution, conventional Reed-Solomon error correction codes are applied to a symbol level
to provide protection [47]. A very strong protection obviously improves the chances of success in
decoding when binary losses occur but it also guarantees the integrity of the headers whether the
properties of the channel are good or very bad. Furthermore, performance evaluation and protection
on a symbol level are far removed from the real channels like wireless channels as can be seen for
example through the variations in the protocol IEEE802.xx (WLAN or WiMax). More precisely, the
approach never considers the effectiveness of the mechanisms operated on the level of Media Access
Control (MAC) layer and physical (PHY) layer such as the Hybrid ARQ (Automatic Query Request -
H-ARQ) combining efficient channel coding (turbo-code) and retransmission. Likewise, unequal error
protection [2] or the new representations based on a multiple description of information [210] are
not considered. Still, when designing joint source-channel coding UEP schemes, we jointly consider
the PHY and MAC layers as effective to deliver true symbols so as to propose unequal protection
framework at the transmission unit level i.e the packet level.
4.3.2.2 UEP strategy for scalable codec
When considering wireless channel, limited bandwidth and SNR are the main features. Therefore,
both compression and secure transmission of sensitive data are simultaneously required. The In-
terleaved S+P and an Unequal Error Protection strategy are applied respectively to compress and
protect the original image. The UEP strategy takes account of the sensitivity of the substreams
requiring protection and then optimizes the redundancy rate. In our application, we used the Reed
Solomon Error Correcting Code RS-ECC, mixed with symbol block interleaving for simulated trans-
mission over the COST27 TU channel [71] (Figure 4.9). When compared to the JPWL system, we
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show that the proposed layout is better than the JPWL system, especially transmission conditions
are bad (SNR < 21 dB).
Figure 4.9: Overall layout of the multi-layer transmission/compression system
In other words, compensating IP packet loss also requires a UEP process, which uses an exact
and discrete Radon transform, called the Mojette transform [22]. The frame-like definition of this
transform allows redundancies that can be further used for QoS purposes (figure 4.10).
Figure 4.10: General joint LAR-Mojette coding scheme
Other simulation tests have been designed for MIMO systems using a similar framework, and have
shown the ability of our codec to be easily adapted to bad transmission conditions, while keeping
reasonable additional redundancy. At this point, comparisons with other methods remain difficult.
Both SISO and MIMO transmissions simulation tools were provided by the French X-LIM Laboratory
[27]. This work has been supported successively by the TSAR and the CAIMAN projects. Current
developments are focused on the study of the LTE transmission system [126], and its combination
with Interleaved S+P coded bitstreams.
These preliminary tests have been carried out without implementing basic error resilience features,
such as resynchronization process, that should greatly improve our results. Some related solutions
are presented below. Typically, resynchronization solutions based on QM-like entropy coding scheme
(see section 3.4) drastically increases the overall performances of the system.
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4.4 Conclusion
This chapter was dedicated to joint QoS oriented image coding and securization framework.
Quadtree-based cryptography and data hiding were shown to be efficient solutions for content se-
curization. In terms of error resilience, source-based together with channel-based coding have been
developed.
MPEG4-SVC dedicated rate control has also shown is efficiency. Indeed, our rate control approach
competes with the existing approaches, as the results can attest. The main advantages of our scheme
are the accuracy of the ρ-domain bitrate model and its low computational complexity, as only one
pass is performed. The presented bitrate dispatching policy also allows our method to obtain a
smooth quality throughout each GOP, which enhances the perceived quality and insure end-to-end
QoS based functionality.
As for it, the Interleaved S+P coding scheme has been developed to face the secure transmis-
sion issues. Embedded functionalities such as adapted selective cryptography, human vision-based
steganography coupled with Unequal Error Protection and error resilience tools have been designed.
The idea is to maintain good coding properties together with embedded Quality Of Service oriented
system. This framework has yet been evaluated by the JPEG committee and has shown its global
efficiency, even if the global framework has not been retained.
However, the exchange of medical data remains a key research topic. As for the moment, when
considering medical image protection issues, Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS)
oriented frameworks have limitations in terms of securization process durability. If classical medical
frameworks use image coding schemes such as JPEG, JPEG2K, JPEGXR, securization processes
only act as additional features. A complete joint system should be built in such a manner that both
coding and secure properties would benefit from each other. This remains an open research area.
Chapter 5
Generic analysis tools
For QoS/QoE purposes, generic coding tools as well as data integrity protection systems have been
designed and described in previous chapters. To improve QoE, quality enhancement of images as
well as content handling services can be additionally proposed. This chapter then deals with generic
solutions for image analysis purposes. It can be then seen as a toolbox easily adaptable to more
complete image processing chain.
First, image interpolation issue is addressed. As an example, resolution scalability of the Inter-
leaved S+P codec is an important property as it embeds several versions of the image at different
resolution levels. The resolution of these levels is doubling in size up to the original resolution and
each resolution level is predicted from the previous one. In other words, the Interleaved S+P codec
predicts, or interpolate, a bigger image from a smaller one. Our idea is to focus on this dyadic
interpolation process and to propose a better and generic interpolation method. The underlying
interpolation method should get the highest quality possible for a minimal complexity.
On the other hand, all images contain a certain level of semantic. Recognizing objects and naming
them is such a complex task that most of approaches have been introduced at a pseudo semantic
level. One approach is to extract coherent areas in the images that share uniform characteristics.
These similar areas are then grouped together thanks to a segmentation process. Image segmentation
creates regions where the semantic information is uniform regarding to some criteria. Even if these
regions do not match real world semantic, the information can nevertheless be exploited. The
semantic information can be then extracted in terms of computed abstract features such as texture,
colors, shapes etc. The image can also be translated in a more abstract feature space to reduce
the image characteristics to a small set of parameters. In this feature space, similar images have
closed characteristics and are easier to compare or interpret. Depending on the application, semantic
extraction process has various constraints and purposes. The major constraint is the algorithm
complexity versus performance, the more the algorithm mimics the human brain the more time
expensive it is.
Depending on the application, the segmentation algorithm can be tuned to reach a proper seman-
tic level enabling a given task even if this pseudo semantic is nothing close to a real world semantic.
In this context, most region segmentation methods focus on getting the best segmentation repre-
sentation using various approaches [218]. The goal of those methods is to automatically extract the
semantic information from an image to address various applications such as object recognition [69]
or classification [114].
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Region segmentation can be either performed directly in image domain [5] or in a feature space
using clustering techniques [54]. The main drawback of most methods is the high complexity due to
the computational complexity and the amount of data to process. In order to reduce the complexity,
some suboptimal region segmentation methods first reduce the amount of input data leading to
faster methods, for instance by using a quadtree partitioning [91]. In particular, quadtree structures
are typically used in video [121] and image coding [209]. As an example the draft specification
of HEVC video standard specifies variable block size coding units (CUs) coded through a quadtree
structure. In this chapter, we then propose two segmentation solutions that take advantages of the
quadtree-based image representation.
This chapter is organized as follows: first the Dyadic Fast Interpolation method is presented in
section 5.1. Then quadtree based segmentation techniques are given. In section 5.2, we designed
a solution that only takes the quadtree structure as input. It then can be seen as a kind of proof
of concept, leading to underline the ability of the quadtree to represent image content. Then, a
multiresolution segmentation is shown in section 5.3, relying on multiresolution Region Adjacency
Graph structure.
5.1 Dyadic Fast Interpolation
Interpolation is required in applications when the original size of the image is not adapted to the
desired usage. In this case, images must be resized to fit to the desired resolution and the most
difficult task is image enlargement. Indeed, in case of enlargement, the subsequent interpolation
process has to estimate missing pixel values. In the literature, interpolation is sometimes referred as
single image super-resolution. A wide spectrum of approaches have been proposed for interpolation,
together with a large range of complexity.
State-of-the-art interpolation methods can be classified in two distinct groups (figure 5.1). The
first group (in green) contains high complexity methods with usually high visual quality. The second
group (in blue) contains low complexity methods with often lower quality.
On the high complexity, high quality side, methods extract some statistical information from low
resolution data to reconstruct high resolution images. Some approaches build high resolution images
by stitching several high resolution patches [62] that locally correspond to low resolution image.
This type of methods gives good results but is highly dependent on the patches database and tends
to create unnatural artifacts. Some methods like [164] or [194] use Partial Differential Equations
(PDEs) with excellent visual results, at the expense of high complexity. NEDI [106] and improved
methods such as iNEDI [7] compute missing pixels by calculating the contribution of the neighbor
pixels to the missing ones and assuming that covariance stays constant across scales. If this method
is among the most popular in the field, its complexity is rather high (1300 multiplications per pixel).
With quality comparable to NEDI [106], ICBI [61] uses second order image derivatives and iterative
process leading to a moderate complexity. Another type of methods perform a local analysis to select
the best appropriate oriented linear filter in a given filter bank. These approaches can be in particular
based on wavelets [30] and lead to moderate complexity property. However, the resulting images are
not as good as high-ends methods.
On the low complexity, lower quality side, methods are mostly based on linear kernels that are
less computationally expensive but provide medium to low quality image. The best images are
generally obtained by sinus cardinal (sinc) based kernels like Lanczos [46] filter. This type of filter
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Figure 5.1: Complexity - quality target of presented DFI method
is theoretically ideal in the continuous domain according to the signal theory. Those kernel-based
methods are the ones used in major image softwares because of their low complexity and flexibility. In
particular, these methods can reach any output image size while some more complex method cannot
such as NEDI [106]. The drawback of these simple methods remains the generated artifacts (jagger,
blur) that can strongly penalize the visual results.
This section presents the Dyadic Fast Interpolation (DFI) method that can be applied in different
contexts. The complexity and quality targets of DFI method is depicted in red on figure 5.1 in
comparison with other methods. Our idea is to design a low complexity interpolation solution that
provides visual quality as close to the state-of-the-art solutions as possible. This work has been
elaborated by Clement Strauss in [182].
5.1.1 Geometric duality principle
What happens in images at pixel level is not completely chaotic and pixels can be predicted from their
surrounding areas through ”geometric regularity” of edges [118]. The proposed DFI method exploits
more precisely the geometric duality properties in images. Geometric duality refers to the similarity
found across scales: from one scale through another, pixel surrounding areas behave similarly. More
precisely, edge behavior remains stable across scales and can be estimated from one to the other.
NEDI [106] and NEDI-based methods use this duality principle with covariance matrix: basically
a local covariance matrix is computed at low resolution scale then is projected on the high resolution
scale to compute the missing pixels. The main drawback of this technique is the high complexity
involved by the computation of the inverse matrix.
The idea of DFI algorithm is to exploit the geometric duality in a simpler way. As shown in figure
5.2, the differences from the center green pixel to its four red neighbors are equivalent to the same
pattern, slightly shifted, at a larger scale. The DFI method exploits the differences from one pixel to
its neighbors. The duality property is used to retrieve unknown differences at a given scale from the
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Figure 5.3: DFI steps sequence
ones available at a larger scale.
5.1.2 DFI algorithm in 5 steps: an overview
DFI interpolation is decomposed into 5 steps, as presented by figure 5.3. The initialization (step 1)
creates an enlarged grid from low resolution pixels. Steps 2 and 3 fill the missing pixels by guessing
neighbors’ difference respectively in a diagonal and in an horizontal-vertical manner. Steps 4 and 5
can be considered as additional steps: step 4 corrects a 1/2 pixel shift introduced by step 1 while step
5 is a quality enhancement step. The method is conceived to double the image size from ((N ×M)
to (2N × 2M)), but it can be iteratively repeated to reach any 2n enlargement.
In the following, I denotes the low resolution image of size N ×M , I˜ stands for the interpolated
image of size 2N × 2M , and I(i, j) is a pixel located at the coordinates (i, j) in an image I.
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5.1.3 Step 1 (Initialization step): pixel copy in an enlarged grid
DFI method classically enlarges images by first copying low resolution pixels in a larger grid of size
2N × 2M as illustrated in figure 5.4. Therefore, 34 of pixels are missing at this step.
Original Image
? ?
?
? ?
?
? ?
?
???
? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? ?
Pixe
l cop
y
Enlarged grid
Figure 5.4: Step 1 - Pixel copy over an enlarged grid
5.1.4 Step 2: diagonal interpolation
Interpolation step 2 takes as input the enlarged grid created at the step 1 (red pixels in figure 5.3).
Step 2 interpolates missing pixels that have four known neighbors on their diagonals. The pixels
processed by the step 2 are visualized in green in figure 5.3.
In order to estimate the pixel value, the process computes the differences between the missing
pixel and its fours known neighbors. The differences are obtained by following the geometry similarity
principle presented in figure 5.2 by computing differences in the same direction but at a larger scale.
This diagonal interpolation process is illustrated in figure 5.5.
As an example, the difference ∆a between the missing pixel I(2i+ 1, 2j + 1) (pixels 2 in figure
5.5) and its top left neighbor is approximated by the mean value ∆a = (∆a1+∆a2+∆a3+∆a4)/4,
where the set {∆ai} represents the local differences obtained within the four quadrants. Once the
missing pixel is estimated from its 4 neighbors, the resulting pixel value is bounded by the values of
these 4 neighbors. The corresponding complete algorithm can be found in [182].
5.1.5 Step 3: vertical - horizontal interpolation
This second step benefits from the results of the first step. This step can be seen as the same as step
2 but rotated by 45 degrees. Step 3 interpolates missing pixels that have four neighbors in vertical
and horizontal directions. The pixels processed by the step 3 are represented in blue in figure 5.3.
Step 3 algorithm is very similar to the previous one except that the immediate neighbors are
in vertical and horizontal configuration. Identically, the missing pixel is interpolated by estimating
its differences to its 4 neighbors. Once again, the differences (∆a,∆b,∆c,∆d) are obtained by
following the geometry similarity principle presented in figure 5.2 by computing differences in the
same direction but at a larger scale (figure 5.6).
5.1.6 Step 4: 1/2 pixel shift
Step 1 introduces a 1/2 pixel shift in the image as it does not spread evenly the low resolution
pixel in the enlarged image. Ideally, the first low resolution pixel I(1, 1) should be projected in the
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Figure 5.5: Step 2 - diagonal interpolation
interpolated image on coordinates I˜(1.5, 1.5).
The step 4 is dedicated to compensate this shift. This step is identical to the step 2 and is
applied to the interpolated high resolution image so that to create new pixels between pixels at
integer position from a diagonal neighborhood (like step 2). Another way of seeing this is that it
creates new pixels on an imaginary grid of the same resolution but shifted of a 1/2 pixel position.
Then, this imaginary grid substitutes the original one compensating the 1/2 pixel shift (figure 5.7).
Regarding WPSNR scores, the shift correction is required in order to avoid a shift between the
reference image and the interpolated image. In all other cases, the 1/2 pixel shift can be optional,
especially when the real high resolution image is unknown and when the image borders are off interest.
5.1.7 Step 5: Quality enhancement - local mean correction
Image interpolation is an up-sampling operation, leading to enlargie the image size, while down-
sampling is the inverse operation. Ideally an interpolation operation followed by a down-sampling
operation must result in an identity operation. This last step 5 aims at verifying that up-sampling
and down-sampling operations are symmetric. If not, the step 5 corrects the interpolated image
In practice, any interpolation methods can introduce a bias that may need to be corrected. The
presented quality enhancement step is a generic method that can be applied to any interpolation
method. The algorithm ?? is then implemented the simplest way possible: in particular, other
advanced down-sample filters can be used so that to increase the overall image quality.
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Figure 5.6: Step 3 - vertical / horizontal interpolation
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Figure 5.7: Step 4: diagonal interpolation for 1/2 pixel shifting
Local mean correction - Algorithm During interpolation, one pixel in the low resolution image
I is projected over four pixels in I˜. The step 5 algorithm checks the projection in the opposite
direction. It verifies that the interpolated pixels can be correctly projected back to the low resolution
input image. Then, the correction algorithm checks if the mean of the four projected pixels in I˜
is equal to the corresponding pixel in I. If a correction is required, the four pixels are uniformly
modified to get closer to the awaited mean.
Visually images appear sharper, however local mean correction also tends to add some aliasing
on thin edges. The PSNR score of interpolated images are higher with the correction. The table 5.1
shows an increase of 0.84 dB over 25 images.
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(a) Original image (b) Input image (c) Interpolated image
WITHOUT quality enhance-
ment
(d) Interpolated image
WITH quality enhancement
Figure 5.8: Quality enhancement step illustration, 8× enlargement
methods mean WPSNR in dB over 25 images
Interpolation alone 32.08
Interpolation + local mean correction 32.92
Interpolation + smoothed local mean correction 32.87
Table 5.1: Local mean correction results on proposed interpolation method, average WPSNR scores
on 25 images
Smoother local mean correction. To soften the aliasing effect, one solution is to apply a smoother
correction. The correction must be especially smoothed on strong edges where the aliasing is more
visible. The correction is thus not directly applied. In a first time, a raw correction map is computed
containing pixel by pixel correction. In a second time, I˜ is corrected by a smoothed version of the
correction map. By smoothing the correction map, the aliasing effect is strongly reduced together
with keeping quality gain. Despite a reduced efficiency (-0.05dB) resulting images appear visually
better with less aliasing (table 5.1). Figure 5.8 illustrates the quality enhancement step effects.
5.1.8 Border handling
On a general point of view, some methods do not handle image border well: either the borders are
not processed or the output image is cropped and borders are simply removed. In order to handle the
image border, the low resolution image is extended by border replication. This is a classical approach
for image border filtering without modifying the filtering algorithm itself. In our case, a band of
8 pixels is added all around the image border. The band is created by symmetry with the pixel in
the image. This image extension is illustrated in figure 5.9. Image extension by symmetry creates a
complete neighborhood for border pixels and allows the DFI method to stay the same for all pixels.
5.1.9 Resulting images and objective quality
For evaluation purposes, we have produced images by applying all the 5 steps of the DFI method.
In particular, the 1/2 pixel shift (step 4) and the quality enhancement (step 5) are used. Images
are compared in terms of objective quality and in terms of subjective quality. For objective quality
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8 pixels
Symmetry 8 pixels
Symmetry
Figure 5.9: Image extension by symmetry for border handling
measures, 25 images are used. For subjective quality measures, a subset of 13 images are used. The
complete testing procedure is described in [182].
5.1.9.1 Objective measure
Objective measures operate comparisons of our DFI method with a classical linear method of similar
complexity. Table 5.2 shows a WPSNR gain for the DFI method of 0.5 dB when compared to the
Lanczos method.
method Bilinear* Mitchell* Lanczos* DFI method
WPSNR 29.23 dB 31.10 dB 32.43 dB 32.92 dB
Table 5.2: Average WPSNR scores on 25 images of 512 by 512 pixels size. 2× enlargement. * :
ImageMagick filter
5.1.9.2 Subjective evaluation
In order to evaluate the DFI method in a subjective manner, a subjective quality campaign has been
performed on several images. The goal of such a campaign is to get an evaluation of the perceived
visual quality of the DFI method and to figure how human subject feels about the DFI method
comparatively to other methods.
The results, summarized in figure 5.10, consists of a subjective evaluation on 13 images, each
image is interpolated with 8 different methods and rated by 14 human subjects. This type of
assessment campaign is very time consuming and test subjects are voluntary.
The evaluation process is done as follows. For each image, the 8 different methods are presented
together with the original image. Test subject rate freely each resulting image on a 0 to 10 scale.
10 being the highest quality. Images were interpolated from a size of 128 by 128 pixels up to a size
of 512 by 512 pixels. The compared methods have a wide spectrum of complexity and are listed in
the following sections.
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On the low complexity side, 3 linear filter based methods, from the ImageMagick library [37],
are used together with our DFI method, i.e. the nearest neighbor interpolation, bicubic and Lanczos
interpolation solutions. Our DFI method has the same class of complexity than linear filters as
presented in section 5.1.10. On the medium to high complexity side, 4 methods are used. ICBI
[61] is a method with medium complexity. iNEDI [7] interpolation process is an improved version
of [106] and is the most complex method of the set. The Pseudo LAD [165] of the ”SAR Image
Processor” software is used as it is often cited in the field and is well considered. PhotoZoom 3 [113]
is a commercial enlargement software for photographers that has been also used in this test.
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Figure 5.10: Subjective evaluation
From the figure 5.10, a group of 3 methods is clearly above the others and the DFI method is
among them. Apart from the ”Pelican” image, the DFI method gives rather close subjective scores
to much more complex methods (PhotoZoom [113] and Pseudo LAD [165]). A second group of
methods including ICBI, iNEDI, and Lanczos methods gives medium results with a clear quality gap
from the first group of methods. In [61], the subjective evaluation of the ICBI method gives similar
results to the iNEDI method. Our evaluation thus corroborates this equivalence. Lastly, bicubic and
nearest neighbor methods give the worst results.
5.1.10 Complexity analysis and parallel implementation
This section presents a deep complexity analysis of the DFI method. In addition, the computational
times of all the methods assessed in the previous subjective evaluation are presented.
Interpolation Algorithm analysis. The main part of our interpolation algorithm,i.e. steps 1 up to
3, operates only on integer data and does not use any multiplication. Operations are then restricted
to bitshifts comparisons, and additions. Table 5.3 shows the number of each operation for each of
the 5 steps. In addition, table 5.3 shows the percentage of pixels that are processed by each step.
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Number of operations per pixel +,- bitshifts comparisons % of processed pixels
Step 1 0 0 0 25%
Step 2 21 5 4 25%
Step 3 21 5 4 50%
Step 4 21 5 4 100%
Step 5 10 2 4 100%
Mean operation number per pixel 46.75 10.75 11 100%
Table 5.3: Number of operations per pixel in the high resolution image for the proposed interpolation
algorithm
Compared to other methods, the proposed DFI method exhibits a very low computational com-
plexity. Moreover, the implementation uses integer data leading to faster computation time. For
comparison purposes, the NEDI method [106] claims to perform 1300 multiplications per pixels.
Speed comparison. In order to illustrate its low complexity, our DFI method is compared to Im-
ageMagick [37] interpolation functions and to the methods used in the subjective evaluation (section
5.1.9.2). Table 5.4 shows that the speed relative to the presented interpolation method is comparable
to kernel based methods. This test shows that it is slightly faster that default ImageMagick filters
but the DFI method achieves better visual results and lower memory consumption.
Interpolation algorithm (+ opening and saving) time for 250 iteration Peak memory
ImageMagick Lanczos filter 56.73 s 19404 ko
ImageMagick Mitchell filter 50.297 s 19384 ko
Proposed interpolation method 49.50 s 10504 ko
Table 5.4: Benchmark of interpolation methods, enlargement by 2 of a 512 by 512 image
For the subjective evaluation (section 5.1.9.2), the DFI method has comparable quality results
with Photozoom [113] and pseudo LAD [165] methods. However, the DFI method is at least 50
times faster (see table 5.5). As a consequence, the DFI method has the best tradeoff between quality
and complexity of all the tested methods.
method execution time implementation
DFI method ≈ 0.06s compiled + multithreading
ImageMagick filters [37] ≈ 0.06s compiled + multithreading
ICBI [61] ≈ 1.2s according to [61] compiled
iNEDI [7] >1000s Matlab
pseudo LAD [165] 3 to 4s compiled + multithreading
photozoom [113] 3 to 4s compiled + multithreading
Table 5.5: Execution times of the methods used in the subjective evaluation: 128 by 128 pixels image
enlarged to a 512 by 512 pixels image
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5.1.10.1 Speed enhancement solutions
The goal of the presented DFI is to achieve the higher quality with the minimum complexity. If the
DFI has proved to be a fast method, its speed can be enhanced at a cost of a slight lost of quality.
Different solutions have been envisaged.
First a speed enhancement solution taking advantage of the YCbCr color space characteristics
can be designed. Since each channel of the YCbCr does not have the same visual importance the
interpolation process should be different from the Y channel to the others. Indeed, the Y channel
has to be processed with more care than the chrominance channels that can be processed by simpler
and faster algorithm. In this case, the Y channel can be processed by our interpolation algorithm
while the chrominance channels are processed by a simple bilinear filtering. A WPSNR decrease of
0.278dB is observed when compared to the version where all color channels are processed by the DFI
method. However, the time gain between the two approaches is more than 50% while the loss of
WPSNR is only 1%.
Secondly, a speed enhancement solution relies on an image activity classification. Indeed, for
interpolating algorithms, the most critical results are located on edges and high energy or textured
regions. On those areas, the interpolation method quality is of the most importance to get satisfying
visual results. On the opposite side, smoother areas (low energy regions) of the image can be
processed with less care for the same visual final result. Our idea is to choose the proper interpolation
method for each pixel according to the pixel energy class. Since low energy pixels can be easily
interpolated with a simpler and faster method, the overall complexity can be reduced compare to
the case where all pixels are interpolated with our interpolation method. As an example, within the
LAR framework, the quadtree structure gives us clues on the nature of the pixels. Typically, 2 by 2
pixels blocks represent areas of highest activity, such as texture or contour, being more difficult to
interpolate. The proposed solution is then to process with the DFI method all the pixels represented
by 2 by 2 blocks in the quadtree, while the rest of the image will be processed by a faster bilinear
filtering. In addition, surrounding pixel of 2 by 2 blocks will also be processed by the DFI method
to avoid frontier artifacts. Results show a negligible loss of WPSNR (0.0017 dB) while the speed
gain is about 12%. The acceleration factor strongly depends on the ratio of classified pixels linked
to the quadtree threshold TH and the nature of the image. On the 25 tested images, the speed gain
is ranging from 0% up to 80% with similar WPSNR losses.
In any cases, the Hybrid DFI algorithm leads to speed gain with a minimal quality loss. Classi-
fication is here based on a quadtree decomposition of the image. However, any other classifier can
be used, such as contour extraction in the low resolution image. Hybrid interpolation approach is
therefore a general principle that can be applied on a wide application field.
For a maximal efficiency, both acceleration solutions can be combined. A speed increment of
59% with a slight quality loss of 0.277db is then observed. Figure 5.11 illustrates the visual effect of
the hybrid solution. In particular, visually, the figures 5.11a and 5.11b are very similar.
Considering our speed performances, the DFI method is thus fast enough to be used for real
time video interpolation. For example, it could be used to interpolate from SD to HD resolution.
However, the DFI method is limited to enlargement ratio of 2n and the ratio between SD to HD is
1.5. A solution exists to overcome this issue: it consists of adapting the DFI algorithm during the
computation of missing pixels, as described in [32], by using a rectangular neighborhood of 1.5 ratio,
instead of using a square neighborhood.
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(a) Interpolated image, no acceler-
ation
(b) Combined approach: YCbCr
color space + Hybrid DFI
(c) Pixel classification for Hybrid
DFI; white = DFI, black = bilinear
interpolation
Figure 5.11: Combined approach: YCbCr color space + Hybrid DFI illustration, 2× enlargement
5.2 Region segmentation from quadtree structure
While its coding cost remains minimal, a quadtree contains a certain level of pseudo-semantic. The
purpose of the presented algorithm is to extract the remaining semantic information from only the
quadtree structure knowledge into regions. The idea is here to validate the assumption that the
quadtree itself can be a clue of the image content. As no other information than the quadtree
structure itself is required, the resulting segmentation map is sub-optimal but the overall complexity
of the algorithm is very low. This solution can be then seen as a preprocess for further and finer
segmentation processes.
The segmentation method relies then on two strong hypothesis. First, we assume that object
contours are represented by smaller blocks. Secondly, we assume that the inner part of the objects
is represented by bigger blocks in the quadtree that localize the object center.
Based upon these assumptions, the idea behind the method is to used a region growing approach,
where the seeds are located on the bigger blocks. The regions will then grow by accumulating available
surrounding blocks of decreasing sizes. Regions should then grow in objects from the inside out, and
should automatically stop at object contour.
This original segmentation method has been designed by Cle´ment Strauss during its PhD work.
5.2.1 Notations
In order to describe the segmentation algorithm, let us introduce some notations.
• Let QT be the the dyadic quadtree partition composed of P square blocks bi, for i ∈ {1..P}
and where each block bi has a surface of 2
S × 2S pixels, S ∈ {1..MaxSize},
• The region segmentation method transforms the initial partition ∆0 being the quadtree par-
titioning QT into a partition ∆k (0 < k < P ) through k merging steps. Consequently a ∆k
partition is then composed of (P −k) non overlapping regions Rki . Each region R0i in ∆0 then
corresponds to a block bi.
• Let surf(Rki ) be the surface in pixels of Rki ,
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• Let |(Rki )| be the cardinal of Rki ,
• Let Aki be the set of adjacent regions of Rki ∈ ∆k.
In order to easily describe the algorithm, the term ”block” is used but actually refers to a ”single
block region”.
5.2.2 Region segmentation algorithm
As previously mentioned, the segmentation algorithm 5.1) is initialized by the quadtree partitioning
∆0. The algorithm can be then decomposed into two iterative processes, namely {Seeds creation}
and {Region growing}.
First, the {Seed creation} process is executed. Once a first block of surface CurrentSurf is
added to the seed of a region, all adjacent blocks of surface CurrentSurf are recursively added to
the seed. During this step a set of seeds is created. Figure 5.12c illustrates the result of the creation
of a set of seeds.
During the second process {Region growing}, all regions, issued from a seed, are simultaneously
grown together. Regions are grown by merging their immediately adjacent blocks. Figure 5.12d
illustrates the growth of seeds created in the previous step (figure 5.12c).
Neighbor blocks are merged if their surface is above the CurrentSurf threshold. Once a first
region has grown by merging its immediate neighborhood, the next region is grown until all regions
are processed. This last process is repeated a given number of times namely iter(CurrentSurf)
times. iter(CurrentSurf) is here manually set up considering the awaited results and the context.
Making regions grow one by one leads to a simultaneous region growing process. In our setup
the number of growing repetitions increases when the block size threshold CurrentSurf decreases.
The more growing repetitions are performed, the more blocks are merged thus decreasing the total
number of regions.
The two processes are re-iterated with a reduced value of CurrentSurf . New seeds are created,
leading to new regions, then all regions are grown by merging surrounding blocks that match the
CurrentSurf threshold. Figure 5.12 illustrates few steps of the region segmentation algorithm.
The algorithm does not consider the pixel value and only uses the quadtree structure without
additional data and without supervision. In this sense the algorithm performs a kind of blind seg-
mentation.
5.2.3 Performances analyses
Segmentations may seem to exhibit a rather high number of regions as shown in figure 5.12. Keeping
a rather high number of regions is justified by the limited content of the input data (quadtree) as
shown in figure 5.12f. Moreover a large number of regions also mean smaller regions thus avoiding
strong segmentation errors. Indeed if a region grows too much it is more likely to cross over a semantic
contour where it should have stopped. It also enables a more accurate visual representation. The
data given by the lone quadtree is so light in terms of information that it is difficult to extract
big regions covering a whole semantic object. Therefore a semantic object will be more likely split
into several regions. This solution has been chosen in order to avoid the case where a single region
overlaps two different objects.
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(a) Original image (b) Quadtree (c) New seeds creation
(d) Region growing step 1 (e) Region growing step 2 (f) New seeds creation
Figure 5.12: Few steps of the segmentation method in false colors
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Algorithm 5.1: Complete region segmentation algorithm
/* Initializations */
k = 0;
∆k = Qt;
CurrentSurf = 2MaxSize × 2MaxSize;
repeat
/* Seeds creation */
while ∃ Rki |( surf(Rki ) = CurrentSurf and |Rki | = 1) do
while ∃ Rkj ∈ Aki and surf(Rkj ) = CurrentSurf and |Rkj | = 1 do
Merge Rkj and R
k
i into ∆
k+1;
k = k + 1;
Update Aki ;
end
end
CurrentSurf = bCurrentSurf/4c;
/* Region growing */
while ∃ Rki | surf(Rki ) = CurrentSurf do
for iter = 1 to iter(CurrentSurf) do
Let A′ = {R0j |(R0j ∈ Aki and surf(R0j ) = CurrentSurf and |R0j | = 1)} ;
Let N = |A′|;
Merge Rki and A
′ into ∆k+N ;
k = k +N ;
Update Aki ;
end
end
until CurrentSurf = 0;
5.2.3.1 Evaluation of the segmentation
Evaluating a segmentation is a hard task [92]. Segmentation evaluation can be performed with
help of standard databases. Another way of evaluating a method can be obtained by evaluating the
application enabled by the region representation. It can give a idea of how good is the segmentation
for a given task.
The Berkeley image segmentation database [124] measures segmentation processes by comparing
region contours with human segmentation. This database is widely used for segmentation evaluation
purposes. The Berkeley database contains both test images and training images with human ground
truth. In addition a benchmark method is given.
Considering this image database, it cannot be directly used in our case since our pseudo semantic
level is not high enough. However the comparison methodology can still be exploited.
As for the benchmark, our segmentation process produces too much regions comparing to what
human subjects do. Therefore using the Berkeley benchmark method is not a valid option [92]. In
addition our segmentation is working from a reduced data set (quadtree) that already reduces the
semantic. Similar method in that way does not exist to our knowledge and comparing our method
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with other methods with full access to the image would be meaningless.
Even if the Berkeley segmentation benchmark cannot be used as a whole, our method can,
nevertheless, be visually compared either to the proposed hand drawn ground truth or relatively to
the original image.
Figure 5.14 and 5.13 present segmentation results obtained on 3 images of the Berkeley database
[124]. Each image is presented with the corresponding quadtree, the segmentation map in false
colors, and pseudo region boundary extraction
The region pseudo contour image shows region boundaries only where the quadtree exhibits 4
by 4 or 2 by 2 pixel blocks. Region boundaries are shown in white when they correspond to 2 by 2
blocks and in grey for 4 by 4 blocks. Displaying only contours on smaller blocks enables to highlight
one of our hypothesis on the quadtree block size semantic. Indeed we assume that smaller blocks
semantically correspond to object contours.
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show that our segmentation process manages to extract from the quadtree
some object contours. This demonstrates that the presented method manages to reach a certain
pseudo semantic level and validates both our region growing approach and our hypothesis about the
quadtree block semantics.
As previously mentioned, a rating of our segmentation is difficult and comparing with other
approaches has no real signification according to our specificities. However both segmentation maps
and pseudo region contours partially exhibit the pseudo semantic contained in the quadtree and
partially retrieve the semantic contained in the original image.
(a) Original image (b) Quadtree (c) Segmentation (d) Method pseudo
contours
(e) Ground truth
Figure 5.13: Segmentation method evaluation, Berkeley database
5.2.3.2 Complexity analysis
Region segmentation process is composed of two major steps: quadtree decomposition and region
merging. Quadtree decomposition has a low complexity and does not use any multiplication, division,
or floating point operations. It uses mainly comparisons to compute the local homogeneity.
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(a) Original image (b) Quadtree input (c) Segmentation in false col-
ors
(d) Method pseudo contours
Figure 5.14: Segmentation method evaluation
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Region merging itself also has a low complexity. First it uses a reduced amount of data since
the quadtree strongly sums up the image content. Secondly the region merging depends only on
comparison operators and no multiplication is involved. In addition its complexity is proportional
to the image size. In the followings, execution times are given for a C implementation on an Intel
core 2 duo at 2.5 GHz used with a single core. The quadtree split process takes about 10ms and
the segmentation process typically takes from 30ms up to 60ms for a 512 by 512 pixels color image.
These could be optimized by tuning the implementation.
5.2.3.3 Potential applications
The image segmentation method is based on a strongly reduced dataset. Segmentation is not directly
performed in the pixel domain. Instead, the method uses an empty quadtree structure, assuming
that this structure matches the semantic content of the image. Several algorithms and codecs embed
such quadtree structures from where the method could operate. Despite the low semantic content
of the input, the segmentation method manages to retrieve some semantic contained in the original
image and approaches the ground truth results. The input data being so light, our method has a
very low complexity even when considering the quadtree partitioning. The results show that both
our hypothesis about the semantically compliant quadtree structure and the region growing approach
make sense. The seed selection efficiently selects object center, and the region growing based on
block sizes manages to recover some original semantic.
In addition the quality of our results show that a quadtree partitioning enables an efficient speed
up for image segmentation by simplifying the information without destroying important semantic
parts. This quadtree partitioning approach should be considered as a speed up approach for other
methods.
One advantage of our method is to enable a basic segmentation without needing color informa-
tion. As an example, in a video or image coding scheme, this could enable a semantically adaptive
processing prior to pixel value availability or knowledge. However, as this method does not use color
information, adding such information should naturally improve the segmentation representation by
suppressing some uncertainties during the region growing algorithm, hence improving the segmen-
tation quality, at the expense of complexity. It also could be seen as a preprocess for advanced
segmentation solutions so that to accelerate the overall process.
5.3 Multiresolution segmentation
In parallel to the previous low complex segmentation solution, a scalable segmentation algorithm
called JHMS (Joint Hierarchical and Multiresolution Segmentation) characterized by region-based
hierarchy and resolution scalability, has been proposed by Rafiq Sekkal during his PhD work. Most
of the state-of-the-art algorithms either apply a multiresolution segmentation [93, 197, 181] or a
hierarchical segmentation [94, 127]. The proposed approach combines both multiresolution and
hierarchical segmentation processes. Indeed, the image is considered as a set of images at different
levels of resolution, where at each level a hierarchical segmentation is performed.
Multiresolution implies that a segmentation of a given level is reused in further segmentation
processes operated at next levels so that to insure contour consistency between different resolutions.
Each level of resolution provides a Region Adjacency Graph (RAG) that describes the neighborhood
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relationships between regions within a given level of the multiresolution representation. Region label
consistency is preserved thanks to a dedicated projection algorithm based on inter-level relationships.
Semantic or pseudo-semantic region extraction takes then advantage of multiresolution repre-
sentation in terms of region definition at the expense of the computational complexity. Then an
effective tradeoff should be found so that to obtain both content compliant representation and a fast
segmentation solution.
This solution remains generic as the innovative part relies on the RAG description. This framework
can be then coupled to any hierarchical segmentation system, such as
Figure 5.15: Multiresolution and hierarchical segmentation representations
5.3.0.4 General principles
The JHMS technique relies on an iterative process of the pyramid until reaching the desired level of
resolution lmin. As described in figure 5.16, an initialization process from the low resolution image
is first required.
Let RAGl be the Region Adjacency Graph at resolution level l, with l ∈ {lmax, . . . , lmin}.
Regions of the initial RAGlmax correspond to the blocks of the lowest resolution image. Then, a
hierarchical segmentation modifies the RAGlmax by including hierarchical description.
Iteratively, for each level l of the pyramid, the current RAGl is obtained by projecting the RAGl+1
onto the RAGl resolution. RAGl is then updated by taking into account both the projected RAGl+1
and changes within neighborhood relationships. Finally, a hierarchical segmentation is performed onto
the current RAGl.
5.3.0.5 Multiresolution RAG
Figure 5.17 depicts the different steps of the multiresolution RAG algorithm. To project RAGl+1 onto
RAGl across resolution, the algorithm projects the regions labels by using the quadtree partition.
Indeed it is used as a reference to decide which blocks are kept unchanged and which ones are
split. Thus regions composed of at least one unchanged block are considered as fixed regions,
and are directly projected in the current level. Labels of fixed regions are maintained for the next
segmentation step. Inheriting labels ensures the label consistency of the segmentation. Unchanged
blocks correspond to leaves of the quadtree. Thus if an unchanged block is detected at lth level, it
means that 2l+1 pixels in the full resolution will be discarded from the computation. Consequently,
the computation is reduced thanks to quadtree partitioning.
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Figure 5.16: JHMS general scheme
Region relationships between two successive levels are shown in figure 5.17. Two kinds of region
relationships are obtained: regions created in RAGl with blocks from the same region in the RAGl+1
(Figure 5.17.a) or regions with blocks that belong to different regions in RAGl+1 (Figure 5.17.b).
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Figure 5.17: Inter-level regions relationships. Four regions in Res
l
, in a) regions are composed with
blocks of the same region parent. However in b) there is one region composed from blocks belonging
to the two regions parents
5.3.0.6 Hierarchical segmentation
An extension to hierarchical representation at each level of multiresolution can be designed to over-
come the natural resulting over-segmentation by selecting the segmentation granularity. This global
solution called Joint Hierarchical and Multiresolution Segmentation (JHMS) provides a highly scal-
able region representation.
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5.3.1 Experiments and results
The proposed algorithm combines two criteria. The first criterion is the difference between the
mean values of two adjacent regions. The second criterion computes the gradient between blocks
along the shared contour between two regions. For our experiments, we used the Locally Adaptive
Resolution structure to build the quadtree and the hierarchical segmentation function (see section
2.2.3). Although a learning step is recommended to find the optimal set of parameters, they have
been empirically tuned relying on experiments when trying to get effective results.
Figure 5.18: Scalable segmentation results
5.3.1.1 Visual results
In Figure 5.18, resulting segmented images are shown. Regions are here presented in false color. From
the left to the right, original image is first presented, then the corresponding oversampled image of
labels at different resolution levels (i.e. 3, 2, 1). As can be observed, results at this resolution
are satisfactory in terms of representation. In addition, the consistency of region labels is well
preserved across resolutions, so that object tracking can be envisaged throughout the multiresolution.
Furthermore, color gradated regions such as the sky of the first image are well detected as a single
region thanks to the local gradient feature.
5.3.1.2 Objective quality of segmentation
In order to compare the proposed algorithm with the literature, obtained segmentation maps are
tested against the Berkeley benchmark[124] . This benchmark is usually used for comparing contour
detector algorithms. Contour maps are thus compared with contour maps designed by human beings
which are then considered as ground truth. In our experiment the BSDS300 dataset is used.
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The proposed algorithm is strictly based on local gradient and mean merging criteria. To provide
a fair comparison, only color-based contour detectors, from the Berkeley benchmark, that share the
same features have been compared. The algorithm results have been then compared with ground
truth images. As shown in table 5.6, JHMS obtained F=0.60 score. As for it, GPB [117] (Global
Probability of Boundary) combines the use of local information derived from brightness, color, and
texture signals to produce a contour detector. It provides the best performance on the benchmark
with F=0.70. CG[125] (Color Gradient), another algorithm based on same features as the JHMS
provides a score of F=0.57.
JHMS provides a pseudo semantic segmentation and is not able to reach object level granularity
by itself. Typically, the difference of score with GPB is due to the fact that additional texture
information are used in the GPB segmentation. Texture improves the segmentation results, however,
extracting texture features makes the algorithm more computationally complex.
Algorithms Ground Truth GPB CG JHMS
Scores Average 0.79 0.70 0.57 0.59
Table 5.6: Quantitative scores on Berkeley database BSDS30
In figure 5.19, different contour maps are presented from GPB, CG and JHMS techniques. Most of
contours in JHMS are similar to those found in the ground truth images. Neither global information
nor texture features are used in JHMS. In consequence, any strong brightness or color variations
within a single object lead to over-segmentation, thus penalizing the score of our algorithm. For
example, to segment the tiger in the last row of figure 5.19, hand segmented images consider the
whole tiger as a single region and one consistent contour. With the proposed algorithm, the tiger is
detected as multiple adjacent regions corresponding to the stripes of the skin.
Figure 5.19: Image Boundaries, from the left: ground truth, Global Probability of Boundary GPB,
Color Gradient (CG) and JHMS results
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5.3.1.3 Multiresolution and quadtree partitioning influence on complexity and objective
scores
In order to exhibit the influence of the quadtree partitioning and the influence of the multiresolution
scalability on the computational complexity and objective scores, segmentations in different config-
urations have been performed on the BSDS300 dataset images. Results are here obtained using an
Intel Core i7 @2.67GHz with a single thread. The average time of segmenting the 100 images of the
dataset and mean scores of Berkeley benchmark have been measured.
First the influence of the quadtree partitioning is evaluated without multiresolution. Segmenta-
tions are directly performed on the full resolution image, either on pixel based images or on block
based images following the quadtree partitioning. Table 5.7 shows that the quadtree partitioning
enables a 5.5 times speed up compared to the pixel based images. In addition the objective score
with quadtree partitioning is better. This can be explained by the fact that the quadtree helps by
guiding the segmentation algorithm in the image by providing a first pseudo semantic description.
Secondly the multiresolution segmentations are compared with an increasing number of resolution
levels. Table 5.7 depicts the results of our experiments with segmentations performed without
multiresolution, and with up to 4 levels of embedded resolution levels. Objective scores remain almost
identical when increasing the number of resolution levels and remain close to the performances of the
segmentations without multiresolution. However, using multiresolution, scalability strongly impacts
the complexity. Complexity comes from both the RAG projection from one resolution level to the next
and the segmentation itself at one level of resolution. With more levels of resolution the segmentation
at each resolution level is simplified, therefore, more levels tend to reduce the overall complexity. As
for the RAG projection mechanism, its complexity is proportional to the number of blocks. From the
half resolution up to the full resolution, the RAG projection handles much more small blocks than
during other previous projection steps. Therefore, the last RAG projection onto the full resolution
level explains for the most part the complexity of the method.
Multiresolution none none 2 levels 3 levels 4 levels
Quadtree partitioning no yes yes yes yes
BSDS300 scores 0.58 0.60 0.575 0.577 0.578
Execution time (s) 1.100 0.200 1.429 1.355 1.300
Table 5.7: Multiresolution and quadtree partitioning influence on complexity and objective scores
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we first describe an innovative and low complex interpolation solution. The DFI in-
terpolation method was developed as a universal method and its only limitation is the 2n enlargement
ratio. Concerning the quality, subjective tests show that the DFI method is visually almost as good
as state of the art method. However, the DFI complexity is much lower and comparable to linear
methods and is at least 50 times faster than other tested methods with comparable or better quality.
The DFI is highly parallel and has been implemented on multicore architectures with acceleration
factor close to the number of cores. In addition, speed enhancement solution has been proposed,
with help of color spaces and classification, enabling a speed increment of 59%, this with minimal
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quality loss. Therefore, the DFI method has one of the best tradeoff between quality and complexity,
and in this sense fulfill our objectives.
Then we focused on the quadtree structures, to extract some pseudo semantic content. In
the Interleaved S+P codec case, this quadtree is very light to encode and does not contain much
information, but is transmitted prior to anything else for a minimal cost. The ultimate goal of such
semantic extraction is to enable content dependent processing without other knowledge than the
quadtree structure itself.
In order to extract semantic directly from the quadtree structure, several methods have been
developed that give different types of information. In order to be able to extract semantic at object
level, a kind of blind region segmentation method has been developed that only uses the quadtree
structure. This segmentation is labeled as ”blind” because there is no color information about the
image. This method does not give one region per object but ensures that an object is represented
by a set of regions. Even if raw results in terms of region representation are not competitive with
other segmentation method, mainly because of oversegmentation, yet we proved the ability of the
quadtree structure to represent by itself the image content.
Finally, a RAG-based multiresolution segmentation has been designed. Coupled with any hierar-
chical segmentation process, the proposed solution is highly scalable while remaining efficient both
in terms of computational complexity and in terms of region representation quality.
From these generic tools, dedicated algorithms could benefit from them. In particular, following
chapters address two different potential application context, namely pseudo-semantic video codecs
as well as vision robotics.
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Chapter 6
Pseudo-semantic representation of
videos: joint analysis and coding tools
Previous chapter was dedicated to generic analysis tools. In particular, quadtree-based segmentation
processes, addressing different objectives, were presented. These methods can be coupled to any
other method aiming at automatically analyzing the image content.
When considering video coding, the ability to locally describe the geometrical contents appears
to be an essential feature so that to take advantage of the inherent redundancies. Indeed, most of
the time, image sequences account for the evolution of a scene across time. As a consequence, each
image can be interpreted as a deformed version of its predecessor in the sequence. For this reason,
the largest part of the redundancies is located along the temporal axis and should be further studied.
The image content can be thus described by different levels of semantical meaning. If object-
based extraction solutions integrate high level of semantical information, such as whole object shape,
intermediate tools aim at obtaining a coherent representation in terms of texture, motion, color
or any combination of this typical features. As they do not rely on any side information, these
intermediate representations can be qualified as pseudo-semantical methods, as they tend to fit to
the image content. In this context, disruptive approaches, relying on local cues analysis, can lead to
pseudo-semantic video representation, able to exhibit the video content.
Three different pseudo-semantic representations of videos are proposed in this chapter. If they
initially address coding issues, the resulting video representations can be used by itself to reach higher
semantically consistent representation.
In section 6.1, a RAG-based video segmentation process is described. The main innovation relies
in the ability to exhibit the persistence of the regions along a given sequence. This video segmentation
can be used as a first step for object recognition, tracking, classification etc. It relies on a quadtree
based segmentation representation, fully compliant with the ones presented in chapter 5.
Section 6.2 investigates the viability of an alternative representation that embeds features of
both classical and disruptive approaches. Its goal is to exhibit the temporal persistence of the
textural information, through a time-continuous description. However, it still relies on blocks, mostly
responsible for the popularity of the classical approach. Instead of re-initializing the description at
each frame, it is proposed to track the evolution of initial blocks taken from a reference image. A
block, and its trajectory across time and space, is called a motion tube. An image sequence is then
interpreted as a set of motion tubes.
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In between the two previous solutions, an image analysis/synthesis framework, designed for video
coding, combines the region segmentation and characterization tools together with texture synthe-
sizers (section 6.3). Thus, it aims at improving the coding efficiency for textured regions in images
and videos. The basic assumption is based on the human visual system properties, which prefers
synthesized details to flat color, even if the output surface is not exactly the source texture. In this
work, texture synthesis algorithms from the literature are adapted in order to fit the coding context.
In particular, the idea is to fill textures which are not entirely transmitted.
6.1 Consistent spatio-temporal region representation
Defined as second generation coder, region-based approach tends to link digital systems and human
perception. This type of approach provides advanced functionalities such that scalable video coding
[130][122], Region of Interest (ROI) coding, video object tracking [28] and content manipulation
[168]. Despite the benefits of region-based solution, actual standards MPEG4-AVC [70] and SVC
[84][207] and even HEVC [208] are always based on traditional hybrid coding scheme. Principal
obstacles to the content-based system evolution are
• the high amount of side data required to described region boundaries,
• the high complexity of segmentation algorithms.
As an example, the SESAME coder that achieves a rate-distortion (RD) optimization on a multiscale
frame representation and explicitly encodes the resulting segmentation partition [123, 168]. Alter-
native solutions attempt to not transmit the region partition coding while only considering decoded
information in the segmentation process. For example, [215] presents a symmetric-complexity coding
system where both coder and decoder compute a motion segmentation in a video coding context.
Unadapted for low bit-rate, this solution produces unacceptable region description especially upon
contours.
During his partial PhD work (he did not wish to end and defend his thesis work), Erwan Fle´cher
has designed a content-based color image sequence coding system. Principal improvement of this
coder called LAR video relies on a temporal multi-scale representation of the video content that is not
explicitly transmitted to the decoder. A hierarchical segmentation aims to efficiently compress both
color components and motion information by region levels. Restricted to the Flat layer encoding, the
LAR video can be seen as a natural extension of the LAR region based color image representation
(see section 2.2.3) [55].
6.1.1 Region-based image sequence coding: framework
The proposed color image sequence coding system is based on Intra (I) and Predictive (P) frame
compression where only the Flat layer is considered. On the one hand, luminance I-frames are
efficiently compressed with the Flat Interleaved S+P coder (intra prediction mode). On the other
hand, inter prediction mode that uses temporal redundancy between consecutive frames has been
developed to compress luminance P-frames. LAR video coder takes advantage of on the multi-scale
representation of the frame content that is presented both at coder and decoder (section 2.2.3). This
allows the encoding of chromatic components and the definition of a region-based representation of
the motion information (figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1: Region based video coding framework
The principle of the low complexity coder can be described with three sequential steps as schemat-
ically shown on figure 6.2:
Step 1 Luminance block image is compressed using inter/intra prediction modes and region-based
motion compensation (figure 6.2.a),
Step 2 Considering Y-block image and chromatic control, multi-scale spatial segmentation for
region-based chromatic components representation is performed (figure 6.2.b). It allows color
image compression at region level and non-explicit definition of Partition Tree PTNs ,
Step 3 Using motion feature, a hierarchical spatio-temporal segmentation is derivated of PTNs by
split/merge process. It provides a compressed region-based description of motion between
frames (figure 6.2.c).
As a consequence, for each frame, the bitstream includes block size information from the quadtree
representation, quantized prediction errors of the Y-block image and region-based Cr/Cb data, pre-
diction errors of region-based motion vectors and side information such as chromatic control bits and
motion split/merge related data.
6.1.1.1 Luminance block image prediction and coding
In the LAR video coder, partition is directly computed on the current frame in order to provide the
luminance block image previously described. Inter/intra prediction modes and quantization step are
then used to reduce the bit-rate of the Y-block image. For P-frames, previous decoded frame is
projected on the current quadtree partition using region-based motion vectors. Consequently, three
types of blocks (defined in the current quadtree partition) result from the compensation step (see
figure 6.3): blocks with only one projected value, blocks with multiple projected values (overlapped
blocks) and blocks with zero projected value (uncovered blocks ot I frames). In two first cases,
mean value is computed and is used as block prediction. High prediction errors (included overlapped
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Figure 6.2: Simplified region based video coding framework
blocks) are classically located on moving object boundaries especially when region-based motion
compensation is operated. DFD energy is thus mainly concentrated on small blocks which are
efficiently compressed with a block-size adapted quantization. In last case, blocks are predicted in
intra mode with the same edge-based predictor that is used for still image encoding.
6.1.1.2 Hierarchical spatio-temporal segmentation
Once Y-block image has been compressed and transmitted to the decoder, spatial segmentation that
only considers information of the current frame is processed independently for I and P-frames. A
region-based motion compensation has been considered for P-frame encoding. Indeed, a region-based
motion estimation/compensation provides better performances that classical block-based approaches
especially upon moving contours. As a consequence, spatio-temporal segmentation aims to provide
a multi-scale representation in which defined regions respect spatial and temporal homogeneities.
They thus naturally share common features such as gray level, color and motion. Figure 6.4 gives
a basic description of the spatio-temporal segmentation and motion encoding. Considering that the
Partition Tree PTNs is known at the decoder, the aim is to define a new Partition Tree PT
N
st based
on the spatio-temporal segmentation. Sequential splitting and merging steps are realized in order to
decompose regions with non-homogeneous motion and to group regions with spatial and temporal
similarities. Information associated to motion-based splitting/merging is transmitted because the
decoder does not know region-based motion parameters. Note that PTNst describes a research-space
adapted to Rate/Distortion optimization thanks to the inherent indexed hierarchy [130].
To describe region-based motions, in our experiments, a translational motion model has been
used. Low complex parameter computation and efficient parameter prediction have motivated the
choice of this model. In order to take into account motion information, a well-known fast and variable
block-size motion estimator called EPZS (Enhanced Predictive Zonal Search) [192] is initially used
to compute the forward motion vector of each region (or block) of the partition. Motion estimation
on supports with inconsistency size (classically 2 × 2 block-size) are not estimated but result from
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Figure 6.6: From a moving patch of texture towards the motion tube
an interpolation process. Finally, once a level of the hierarchical spatio-temporal segmentation has
been selecting, motion vectors associated to the regions are transmitted.
6.1.1.3 Temporal consistency of region representation
To obtain a consistent region based video representation, different tools have been adapted to our
framework. Based on a two-step merging process, labelling consistency is preserved so that to insure
a temporally stable representation. As shown on figure 6.5, previous partition tree is projected onto
quadtree of the current frame. Then, depending on the quality of block motion compensation, the
label of the previous region representation is affected to the current block or not. The next step
only considers the well-preserved blocks and applies a dedicated segmentation step. As for it, the
second segmentation pass processes the remained blocks thus providing a complete multi-scale region
representation.
6.1.2 Results and discussion
In this section, some visual results are described. Resulting from the Foreman CIF encoding with a
bit-rate of 350kbit/s, figure 6.6b shows the decoded P-frame 50 with a PNSR equal 29/36/36 dB
for respectively Y/Cr/Cb components (4:2:0). The luminance is encoded with the Flat Interleaved
S+P (inter/intra mode) as shown in section 6.1.1.1 and the chromatic component representation
(120 regions) can be described with the region adjacency graph (RAG) presented by the figure 6.6d.
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Figure 6.7: Temporal consistency of regions: illustration on football sequence. First row shows
the original sequence, second raw the associated region representation, third row illustrates region
labeling
Though compression results remains lower than the standard MPEG4-AVC, offered functionalities by
this multi-scale representation with a controlled coding cost are very interesting.
The temporal consistency of the representation is illustrated by figure 6.7. The third row of
images shows ellipses that correspond to regions obtained by the framework. The ellipse centers
match the centro¨ıd locations of each region, and their size is proportional to the size of considered
regions. This figure illustrated the consistency as the region labels remain persistent throughout the
sequence.
Classically, region-based video coder does not provide competitive solutions regarding the lone
bitrate. In particular, the forward motion estimation, required in case of region based motion de-
scription, drastically lower the coding efficiency. However, we demonstrate here the ability of the
framework to both provide a temporally consistent region representation allowing region match-
ing/tracking together with a contained complexity. Considering non-explicit Partition Tree encoding,
the proposed framework provides a solution able to provide multi-scale content representation and
thus enabling advanced functionality such as ROI coding and video object tracking.
To match coding efficiency requirements, region-based solutions are then not relevant. To al-
leviate this issue, joint block-based and texture-based solutions have been designed. The following
section presents an innovative motion tube representation.
6.2 Motion tubes representation for image sequences
While looking at a sequence of natural images, one can see that a texture is likely to be found in
several consecutive frames. Indeed, the textural information is carried by the objects of the scene
and its the background: both objects and background are most often persistent through the time.
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Figure 6.8: Temporal persistence of textures in image sequences
However, due to camera motion and object displacement, any texture may follow a given trajectory
and may undergo a certain deformation (translation, resizing, rotation, warping) as shown on figure
6.8.
As a consequence, any sequence of images can generally be considered as a set of moving patches
of texture, with respect to a given set of trajectories and deformations. From that perspective, it is
reasonable to represent a sequence of images as such, assuming that it is possible to get a correct
set of patches along with their trajectories and deformations parameters. Some textures, however,
cannot be handled by such an approach: particle objects, liquids and transparencies, to cite a few of
them, present such major changes of texture that it might be impossible to track their evolution over
time without any specific approach. The current work focuses on sequences which do not present
such delicate textures, which will be processed as for them in section 6.3, and aims at finding a set
of patches of texture to represent such sequences.
It appears that an ideal compression system might be obtained by locally decorrelating the spatial
contents, and globally processing the information along the temporal axis. In practice, this can be
obtained by continuously tracking local areas of an image sequence across time. Putting aside the
traditional frame-macroblock paradigm, it is proposed to see image sequences as a collection of
spatio-temporal units which deform and move across time and space. These structures are called
motion tubes, and are described in this section.
This work is the result of a collaboration with Ste´phane Pateux and Nathalie Cammas (Orange
Labs), who co-supervised Matthieu Urvoy during his PhD work [196][195].
6.2.1 Modeling a motion tube
As depicted on figure 6.9, the successive shapes of a moving texture patch reminds a tube whose
section is deforming. From now on, moving patches of textures will be referred to as motion tubes.
Such motion tubes will be able to track moving texture across time and space, thus exploiting their
temporal persistence.
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Figure 6.9: From a moving patch of texture towards the motion tube
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Figure 6.10: Trajectory and deformation of a motion tube
Tubes definition. LetMT be a motion tube attempting to describe a patch of texture along with
its evolution across time and space, through a sequence of images. MT will be characterized by 3
types of information: its texture T , its lifespan L, and its deformation parameters W leading to
MT = {T ,L,W} . (6.1)
Deformation model. In order to cope with texture displacements and deformations, an appropriate
deformation model has to be set up. The deformation of a texture may be described as the result of
a transform whose transfer function is a warping operator w.
Trajectory. The notion of trajectory is crucial to the notion of motion tubes. Indeed, the temporal
persistence of textures will be captured only if motion tubes naturally exhibit a deformation along
a trajectory T (t). A luminance sample P of the patch of texture, due to the displacement and the
deformation of the texture, will follow a trajectory TP(t). The trajectory TMT (t) of a motion tube
will be given by the trajectory of the center of gravity GMT (t) of the patch at each time instant t.
Figure 6.10 illustrates this principle.
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time
1 2
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5
t0
t1
t2 t3
t4
Figure 6.11: An image sequence partially reconstructed from a few motion tubes
6.2.2 Video representation based on motion tubes
Figure 6.11 illustrates a motion tube based representation. Five tubes have been initialized at
ttstart = t2, and their textures have been tracked from t0 to t4. Assuming the motion field is uniform
on areas reconstructed by motion tubes 1, 2 and 3, we can see that they are kept together through
the whole GOP. Tube 4, on the other hand, behaves differently to map a discontinuity of the motion
field. Tubes 1, 2, 3 and 4 share the same start (ttstart = t0) and end (ttend = t4) instants, and their
lifespan L is [t0, t4]. Finally, tube 5 does not appear at t0 nor t4 because the texture it carries is not
present at those instants: its lifespan is then [t1, t3].
This being said, the main problem of this representation comes down to find a right set of motion
tubes. Let It be an image from the sequence SI at time instant t. While the existence of a matching
set of motion tubes S can be easily assumed, there is no uniqueness for such a representation.
6.2.2.1 Motion tubes families
A motion tube is driven by a large set of parameters (lifespan, shape, trajectory, texture, . . . ). In
practice, its optimization may prove to be a difficult task. In order to simplify this problem, it is
proposed to create groups of motion tubes which, for now, will share the same temporal parameters.
These groups are called families of motion tubes.
A sequence of images represents a scene within which, due to camera motion or objects displace-
ments, background may change and objects may appear or disappear. Likewise, the availability of
the textures will also vary across time. A family of motion tubes sources the textural information
from a common reference instant. As a consequence, it will not be able to register the entire textural
information: a single family cannot entirely represent a complex sequence.
Therefore, several families of motion tubes will be required to provide an appropriate representa-
tion. These families may overlap temporally and/or spatially. A convenient way to instantiate several
motion tube families is to split the sequence into GOP and create a family for each of them. Each
family is initialized at the GOP start instant. This particular solution is illustrated in figure 6.12
using GOP of 8 time instants. The first GOP is reconstructed with the red family FMT (t0) whose
tubes end at t8, the second GOP by the blue family FMT (t8) whose tubes end at t16, and the third
GOP is reconstructed by the green family FMT (t16) which ends at t24. Typically, camera motion
and objects displacement may force us to create several families within the same GOP.
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time
t0
t8
t16 t24
F    (t   ) : GOP (0,8)0MTF    (t   ) : GOP (8,16)8MTF    (t   ) : GOP (16,24)16MT
Figure 6.12: GOP paradigm in the context of motion tubes
time
t0
t1
t
t8
2
Multi-connected
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Figure 6.13: Preliminary example of motion tube based reconstruction - Connected and unconnected
tubes
6.2.2.2 Motion tubes video representation properties
Motion tubes, by their nature, can benefit from the temporal persistence of moving textures: their
tracking is then simplified. In particular, the motion estimation of a motion tube, at a given instant,
can be guided by its trajectory at previous or next instants. This tends to reduce the discrepancies of
the motion field, and the relative motion coding cost. It also maximizes the tube’s lifespan, due to an
enhanced tracking, thus minimizing the amount of textural information to be sent. Furthermore, as
motion tubes can start and end at any time instant, they fit appropriately the instants of apparition
and disappearance of the tracked textures. They can be either dependent or independent from
each other (neighbouring motion tubes undergo the same changes), connected or disconnected
(neighbouring motion tubes may be joint or disjoint). Keeping motion tubes connected will constraint
the motion field to be continuous, while disconnections will be able to represent the ruptures of the
motion field.
Sole motion tubes might not be able to entirely represent a sequence of images. In that, they
may be seen as a synthetic representation. In particular, complex scenes on which the tracking of
textures is difficult or even impossible won’t be entirely reconstructed by any reasonable set of motion
tubes. In figure 6.13, unconnected areas correspond to areas which are not reconstructed by any
motion tube. Dedicated mechanism will then need to be proposed to handle these areas (e.g. with
inpainting).
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6.2.3 Motion model of a tube
Among pattern-based models, block-based and mesh-based models are very popular in video compres-
sion applications. Historically, however, blocks are generally preferred to meshes as they are used in
standardized video compression schemes. Yet, numerous techniques employing blocks and/or meshes
have been provided. An advanced study of these techniques has been realized in [195] considering our
context. The ability of several models have been studied, in particular Block Matching Compensa-
tion algorithms (BMC) [190][87], Overlapped Block Motion Compensation (OBMC) [136][140][33],
Control Grid Interpolation (CGI) [186] and a few hybridized variants such as Switched Control Grid
Interpolation (SCGI) [76], Switched OBMC (SOBMC) [77].
If hybrid CGI-based approaches generally provide the best abilities regarding motion representa-
tion, they do not fulfill our complexity requirements. As a consequence, SOBMC provides the best
trade-off between modeling abilities and complexity and is considered as the basement of our pro-
posed motion model. However, the SOBMC has been only used to model the deformation between
a couple of images, and does not provide (unlike active meshes, for instance), an intrinsic ability to
describe the deformation of a whole GOP in a continuous manner. As a consequence, the provided
motion model will extend the abilities of the SOBMC to account for the spatio-temporal nature of
the motion tubes.
6.2.3.1 In between blocks and meshes: a modified Switched OBMC motion model
In order to represent a wide enough variety of deformations, the motion of each motion tube MT
is described through four motion vectors. To each corner of the quadrilateral patch of texture being
tracked is associated a motion vector which describes its displacement in regards to its initial position
in the reference image. At time instant tn,
−→
dTL(tn),
−−→
dTR(tn),
−→
dBL(tn) and
−−→
dBR(tn) respectively stand
for the displacement of the top-left, top-right, bottom-left and bottom-right corners of ΩMT (tn).
ddBL
dTL dTR
BR
(a) Initial block of texture
ΩMT (tref)
ddBL
dTL dTR
BR
(b) Idealistic forward CGI
warping
ddBL
dTL dTR
BR
BTLMT
BTRMT
BBLMT
BBRMT
(c) OBMC-like warping ap-
proximation
Figure 6.14: Forward motion compensation of a motion tube: in between OBMC and CGI
The proposed deformation model is illustrated in figure 6.14. Figure 6.14a shows the initial block
of texture sourced from I0 along with its motion vectors. As each motion vector describes the local
displacement of a single corner, the proposed model can be compared to the CGI, wherein all four
corners are behaving as control points: the original square block can then be seen as a mesh whose
deformations motion compensate the corresponding patch of texture (figure 6.14b).
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6.2.3.2 OTMC: connected/disconnected motion tubes
Connected motion tubes. In order to provide a continuous representation of the motion field, it
is crucial for the motion tubes to be able to remain connected to each other, and for their motion
model, to handle corresponding deformations (warpings). Let X be the current motion tube. Let A,
B and C be respectively the top-left, top, and left causal neighbours of X. It is assumed that their
deformation has been previously estimated.
dBL dBR
A B
C
=dBRB
=dBRC
X
dTR
d  =  TL
dBLB dTRC
2
+
(a) Full-connected OTMC
dBR
A B
C
dTL =dBRB=dBL
B
X
dTR
dBL =dBR dTL dTR+ -
(b) Top-connected OTMC
dBL dBR
A B
C
dTL=dTRC
=dBRC
X
dTR =dBR dTL dBL+ -
(c) Left-connected OTMC
Figure 6.15: Idealistic representation of the deformation for the three connected modes
The proposed OTMC model keeps X’s corners connected to those of its causal neighbours. In
practice, vertical and horizontal connection directions are only considered. Figure 6.15 illustrates the
OTMC motion model. In order to keep the schematics as simple as possible, the deformations are
represented as idealistic CGI warpings. Three connection modes are provided: full-connected OTMC
mode, top-connected OTMC mode and left-connected OTMC mode.
TMC: disconnected motion tubes in translation. Despite its crudeness, the translational BMC
motion model proved to be quite efficient in classical approaches to motion compensation, in terms
of compression. In particular, its ability to compactly represent the discontinuities of the motion
field have been largely appreciated. Similarly, it is crucial for the motion tubes to be able to simply
translate, regardless to the deformation of neighbouring patches of textures. In such case, a single
motion vector (in practice,
−−→
dBR) is used to describe the translation undergone by the motion tube.
Such a motion model is baptized TMC and requires then a single translational projection to be
performed.
Hybridizing TMC and OTMC motion models into a Switched OTMC model Similarly to the
SOBMC and other hybrid block-mesh approaches, the final motion model hybridizes the different
motion modes previously introduced. Four connection modes are now available: full connection,
left connection, right connection and disconnection. The different motion modes can be hybrized in
various ways to accurately represent the local variations of the motion field. Figure 6.16 illustrates
their hybridization with several connection patterns which may appear.
With TMC and OTMC motion modes, neighbouring motion tubes can be either fully connected,
or completely disconnected. At some point, however, it may be interesting to partially connect a
motion tube to only one of its neighbours. As a solution, two intermediate motion modes lying in
between the disconnected TMC and the connected OTMC motion modes are proposed:
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(d) A and C: OTMC; B
and X: left OTMC
Figure 6.16: Various hybridizations of the different motion models
• the Top OTMC motion mode keeps the current motion tube X connected to its top neighbour
B (figure 6.16c);
• the Left OTMC motion mode keeps the current motion tube X connected to its left neighbour
C (figure 6.16d).
6.2.3.3 Regularizing the motion discrepancies: Locally-Adaptive OTMC
While OTMC provides the ability to connect neighbouring motion tubes, it represents the defor-
mations in a very crude way: indeed, any geometric shape is reduced to a set of four overlapping
blocks BXTL, BXTR, BXBL and BXBR. This crude representation may not be appropriate to any kind
of deformations, in particular in case of large deformations. This results into motion discrepancies
which could be avoided with a finer motion model.
As a solution, it is proposed to recursively split these four blocks into sub-blocks. Their dis-
placements are interpolated from the four original motion vectors. This process is iterated until the
representation of the deformation is accurate enough. Such a motion compensation process is called
LAOTMC, and is illustrated in figure 6.17.
The decision whether to split or not to split a (sub-)block relies on its four displacement dif-
ference between consecutive corners. If all the differences are under a coherence threshold δTh, the
partitioning operation is not required, and the (sub-)block can be directly motion compensated.
dBL
dTL
dTR
dBR
(a) Initial OBMC blocks
dBL
dTL
dTR
dBR
(b) First level partitioning
dBL
dTL
dTR
dBR
(c) Second level partitioning
Figure 6.17: LAOTMC motion mode: automatic recursive partitioning of a motion tube
As can be seen from figure 6.17, the accuracy of the deformation representation is locally adapted
to the nature of the motion field. In particular, it can be seen from figure 6.17c that the shape’s
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approximation is much more closer to the idealistic shape (represented by the dashed quadrilateral)
than its initial crude approximation was. Using the LAOTMC, a larger set of deformations can be
then handled.
6.2.3.4 Motion modes: compared performances
Disconnected TMC versus connected OTMC. In [195], it has been shown that TMC motion
mode provides a significantly better PSNR on reconstructed areas (SPSNR metric) than the OTMC
does. On the other hand, the OTMC is able to reconstruct a larger proportion of the images. This is
easily explained by the fact that the OTMC motion mode is not able to represent the discontinuities
of the motion field, and cannot catch up with areas corresponding to moving objects boundaries.
However, forcing the motion tubes to be connected to each other limits the amount of unpredicted
areas. As for it, figure 6.18 shows the motion compensation prediction of the third frame I2 of
sequence Foreman whether TMC or OTMC motion modes are used. Compared to the TMC, the
OTMC does increase the amount of reconstructed areas, while lowering the overall quality of the
compensation. In particular, distorted edges can be observed.
(a) Original frame (b) TMC - SPSNR= 32.55 dB, Rec.
rate= 91.10%
(c) OTMC - SPSNR= 29.80 dB,
Rec. rate= 99.03%
Figure 6.18: TMC versus OTMC motion modes: influence on the synthesized images
How hybridizing the different motion model does improve the motion compensation. While
the efficiency of the OTMC in regards to the TMC is arguable, their hybridization undoubtedly ends
up in an improved motion compensation. They all provide PSNR higher than the reference score of
the TMC. Hybrid scenarios, however, do not provide a reconstruction rate as high as the sole use of
the OTMC does. In the end, hybridizing all four motion modes respectively increases both PSNR
and reconstruction rates by 1.82 dB and 2% in average. Figure 6.19 shows the motion compensation
prediction of the third frame I2 of sequence Foreman obtained with three hybrid scenarios. The full
OTMC motion mode is advantageously used in areas which contain few edges. On the contrary,
edgy areas are most often handled by partially disconnected (top and left OTMC) or disconnected
(TMC) modes. If all four motion modes are enabled, the selected motion models roughly divide up
into: 40% of TMC, 30% of full OTMC, 15% of left OTMC and 15% of top OTMC as well.
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(a) Reconstruction of I2 using full
OTMC, left OTMC and top OTMC
modes
SPSNR= 32.93 dB, Rec. rate=
96.91%
(b) Reconstruction of I2 using TMC
and full OTMC modes
SPSNR= 33.47 dB, Rec. rate=
95.78%
(c) Reconstruction of I2 using
TMC, full OTMC, left OTMC and
top OTMC modes
SPSNR= 33.96 dB, Rec. rate=
95.44%
Figure 6.19: Hybridization of the four motion modes: influence on the synthesized images
6.2.4 Time-evolving representation of the textures
The evolution of a patch of texture across time is not only defined by its displacement and defor-
mation, but also by its intrinsic textural changes. Towards an accurate time-evolving representation
of the textures, it is proposed to source the textural information from several reference images. In
such case, the final texture results from a weighted average of several temporally-aligned patches
of textures. Motion tubes benefiting from several texture reference instants are called bi-predictive
tubes, or shortly, B-tubes. Let {I0, . . . , I8} be a GOP of GS = 9 consecutive images. From now on,
it is assumed that two reference images Iref0 and Iref1 are available. Typically, these can be located
at the extremities of the GOP, such that Iref0 = I0 and Iref1 = I8.
B-tubes definition. B-tubes source their textural information from more than one reference in-
stants. In this way, existing video compression schemes based on Analysis-Synthesis framework
similarly use several reference instants to synthesize the images [188, 198, 29, 103]. All these video
compression schemes, however, suffer from resolution losses, as they use a single reference instant in
the end: textures from the many different reference instants are first projected on a main reference
instant; the different contributions are then merged and projected into the current instant to obtain
the final synthesized image. As textures undergo two successive motion compensations, projected
textures often suffer from resolution losses. Motion tubes, however, do not suffer from this problem,
as there is no main reference instant. Textures are in our case motion compensated a single time
only, which reduces the risks of resolution losses, as motion tubes warping operators could be easily
composed and inverted, such that any image from any instant can be directly motion compensated
at any other time instant.
B-families. At this point, motion tubes mainly suffer from their inability to provide a complete re-
construction of the images. Small and large holes were previously distinguished. Large reconstruction
holes are especially problematic, as they generally correspond to textural areas which are unavailable
at the reference instant. They can be the consequence of occlusions, camera motions, etc. As a
solution, it is proposed to include additional motion tubes to describe these areas. Obviously, these
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motion tubes need to be instantiated from a frame which actually contains the textures missing
to the spatio-temporal representation. The concept of B-families of motion tubes has been then
introduced, as an inter-tube bi-prediction mechanism.
Figure 6.20 shows how B-families of motion tubes drastically improve the representation. Top
figures show the output images, while bottom figures indicate which families of motion tubes have
contributed to the reconstruction: yellow for FMT (t0), blue for FMT (t8), green for a weighted
average ofFMT (t0) andFMT (t8), and finally magenta forFMT (t4). As could be expected, family
FMT (t0) mainly contributes to the reconstruction of the right half of the face of Foreman, while
family FMT (t8) mainly contributes to the reconstruction of its left half. Both of these families
have been able to catch the deformation of the background, which is mostly synthesized from a
weighted average of both contributions. Finally, the third family FMT (t4) nearly completes the
reconstruction, by notably providing a large part of the mouth which was missing.
(a) FMT (t0)’s reconstruction SP-
SNR= 35.79 dB, Rec. rate=
86.81%
(b) 0FMT (t0, t8)’s reconstruction
SPSNR= 36.52 dB, Rec. rate=
96,26%
(c) 1FMT (t0, t4, t8)’s reconstruc-
tion SPSNR= 36.24 dB, Rec. rate=
99.29%
(d) Areas reconstructed by
FMT (t0)
(e) Areas reconstructed by
0FMT (t0, t8)
(f) Areas reconstructed by
1FMT (t0, t4, t8)
Figure 6.20: B-families of motion tubes: influence on the synthesis of the fourth image of sequence
Foreman
6.2.5 Representation and compression ability of motion tubes
Video coding: integration into AVC standard. All motion tubes were systematically tracked
during the whole duration of the GOP, whether the corresponding patches of textures could be
tracked or not. Occlusions, complex deformations, or any other phenomena preventing an initial
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patch of texture from being tracked are especially problematic for the motion tubes. It is critical for
the representation to be able to detect their occurrences and, in that event, deactivate or terminate
the affected tubes.
In order to further validate the representation in regards to state-of-the-art coding tools, it was
first proposed to compare the reconstruction provided by the motion tubes with the reconstruction
provided by AVC compression standard. To this end, motion tubes were embedded into the JSVM.
The decisions taken by the modified coder provided a large amount of invaluable informations re-
garding the motion tubes and their abilities. A complete study can be found in [195]. Several key
features were then highlighted:
• motion tubes were eventually used, in very significant proportions, by the modified coder. This
further validates the concept of motion tubes: they are able to provide a proper representation
of a large part of the sequences;
• as could be expected, the more stable and persistent the images contents are across time, the
more suited are motion tubes. Complex areas from the sequences, however, were generally
better matched by classical coding tools.
• in terms of pure compression, however, the proposed hybrid compression scheme does not
provide any gains; quite the contrary, actually. Still, the coding cost of the motion tubes can
be easily reduced by removing the motion information of unused tubes.
The integration of the motion tubes into AVC showed that a significant amount of the mac-
roblocks could be favorably coded by the motion tubes. However, the coding cost of the motion
tubes was not taken into account in the mode selection process, as the instantaneous coding cost of
a motion tube has little if no meaning. In the end, the gain in pure AVC bitrate dit not compensate
for the coding of the motion tubes. On the other hand, all motion tubes were transmitted, even
though they were only partially or not selected at all by the modified coder. For this reason, it is
essential for unused motion tubes to be discarded from the representation, thus reducing their coding
cost. Compression performances may then turn in favor of the motion tubes.
Representation features. During his PhD work, Matthieu Urvoy has proved that motion tubes are
actually viable candidates to the representation of image sequences. Reconstructed images showed
that, for a large proportion of the image sequences, motion tubes were able to properly synthesize
the textures from a minimal amount of textural information. Their integration to H.264/AVC further
proved how much interesting motion tubes may be in regards to more classic representations. As
expected, they also intrinsically exhibit the temporal persistence. In terms of representation, this turns
out to be an invaluable information regarding the spatio-temporal content of the image sequences,
and may greatly facilitate its analysis. Even though initial patches of textures cannot be interpreted
as semantic regions, their evolutions will submit to those of the objects they belong to. A video
object may and its temporal evolution may then be interpreted as an arbitrary set of motion tubes.
Motion tubes were then designed in such a way that the proposed representation is not affected
by problems which are inherent to existing schemes. However, such a disruptive approach comes to
a cost: the tube-based representation is not mature enough yet to be advocated for practical use for
video coding purposes (e.g. as an answer to calls from normalization committees). Also, its ability
to compact image sequences needs to be significantly increased for it to be seriously considered as
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an alternative. Nevertheless, the pseudo-semantic representation ability of the motion tube can be
seen as an innovative analysis tool.
6.3 Adaptive image synthesis for video coding
In state-of-the-art compression schemes, pixel-wise redundancy is reduced by using predictions and
transformed domain operations. However, classical spatio-temporal approaches, exploiting redun-
dancy based on the mean squared error (MSE) criterion, are not able to take visual redundancy into
account. Detailed textures may seem nearly stationary for the Human Visual System, but totally
irregular according to MSE criterion. At the same time, texture synthesis algorithms [201, 6, 96, 95]
have shown promising results. The purpose of new coding schemes is to detect regions where exact
positions of texture patterns are irrelevant for the human eye. The whole regions are not encoded
since a few patterns are sufficient enough to synthesize satisfactory regions.
The following framework has been proposed by Fabien Racape´ during his PhD work [151], thanks
to a industrial collaboration with Edouard Franc¸ois, Dominique Thoreau and Je´roˆme Vie´ron from
Technicolor [152][153].
6.3.1 Motivation
One of the first synthesis-based compression scheme was presented in [48]. This approach includes an
analysis in order to detect replaceable textures which are finally synthesized by a dedicated texture
synthesis algorithm at decoder side. An interesting framework has been designed in [220] where
some 8x8 blocks are removed at the encoder side and synthesized by the decoder. The segmentation
first classifies blocks into structures, corresponding to boundaries of objects, and textures. The
first category is classically encoded and the latter is removed and synthesized at decoder. The
segmentation is based on simple edge detector thresholding. To avoid temporal inconsistencies,
motion estimation is considered in selecting patches which will be used for texture synthesis. The
latter is performed using the algorithm presented in [96], which appeared hard to exploit in our tests,
since 8x8 blocks offer poor overlap for the Graphcut technique.
The work presented in [134] proposes a closed-loop analysis-synthesis approach. As in [220],
groups of pictures (GOP) are considered for a spatio-temporal scheme. Each potential region from
a GOP is both analyzed and synthesized, using side information from texture analyzer. A first
synthesizer is designed for Rigid textures with global motion, which has a great similarity to global
motion compensation (GMC). Another synthesizer, inspired by the patch-based approach developed
in [96], processes Non-rigid textures with local and global deformations. The scheme has recently
been upgraded [133] with photometric corrections, using Poisson editing and covariant cloning.
However, Y. Liu [111] pointed out that synthesis algorithms work more efficiently with different
kinds of textures and addressed the specific case of near regular textures.
Another framework for image compression is proposed in [109] where both textural and structural
blocks can be removed at encoder side. The textures are synthesized at decoder using [96], while
a binary edge information helps an inpainting method to retrieve structural ones. To keep color
coherency, a draught board of blocks is preserved, limiting the bit-rate saving. The problem of these
gradated regions is tackled in [213] with parameter assistant inpainting. However, several pixel-based
synthesis algorithms from the literature [201, 6, 95] also provide promising visual performance for a
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Figure 6.21: Framework overview.
large range of textures, until they get the right parameters depending on the patterns to synthesize.
An innovative framework using both complementary pixel-based and patch-based approaches has
been then realized. The scheme includes a texture characterization step, based on DCT-domain
descriptors, that outputs the approximated feature size of texture patterns to be synthesized. The
two following texture synthesis algorithms have inspired this work: the basic pixel-based approach
developed in [201] and the algorithm presented in [96] for the patch-based synthesis.
The proposed framework is depicted in figure 6.21. First, input images are analyzed to detect
textured regions that can be synthesized by the algorithm used at decoder side. Thus this part
of the framework is divided into two main steps: a segmentation step and a characterization step.
A resulting texture map is sent to the encoder and side information, describing texture patterns.
Then, pointed out regions are partially removed, whereas structural regions are classically encoded.
Removed regions are synthesized from neighboring small surfaces of texture, also classically encoded.
In the following, the patches denote these samples of texture which serve as inputs for synthesis.
At the decoder side, the bit-stream and potential side information to locate encoded regions are
both used to build and locate structural parts, whereas the labeled removed regions are synthesized
using a new adaptive pixel-based algorithm. Like encoder side analysis, the synthesis contains a
characterization step, which outputs required parameters for texture algorithm.
6.3.2 Texture analysis
This section focuses on the analysis at the encoder side which aims at characterizing texture patterns
and designing the removed regions and sample patches for synthesis. For validation purposes, the
segmentation has been performed by the region extraction scheme presented in section 2.2.3.
6.3.2.1 Texture characterization
This part of the scheme is used at both encoder and decoder sides. It outputs the parameters required
by the texture synthesizer in order to give its best results. Thus, using characterization enables the
encoder to decide whether the texture can be synthesized or not. Indeed, if the characterized texture
requires impossible parameters, for example too large patterns, it is finally classically encoded. The
main parameter for our pixel based algorithm corresponds to a size of neighborhood window. Thus
the characterization step computes descriptors from different sizes. The descriptors are derived from
those described in [178] which are computed from the Fourier transform. Since the characterization
requires little sizes of blocks, i.e. inferior to 32 pixels wide, descriptors from DCT domain have been
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Figure 6.22: Descriptor computed on a 4x4 DCT block.
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Figure 6.23: Descriptor Integral on a discrete array.
chosen. Indeed, the Fourier transform outputs descriptors with a lower resolution in frequency, which
is a problem to describe a signal from a small window. Like in [178], descriptors are computed from
concentric circles represented in figure 6.22.
The DC coefficient is not taken into account in order to be invariant to changes of average
luminance, so the descriptors vector has size of block minus one coefficient. A large set of blocks
inside the texture region are randomly chosen to compute descriptors at different sizes centered at
the same position.
Since the scheme uses discrete transform, figure 6.23 depicts the integral computation on a
particular coefficient at position (i, j). The DCT value is weighted with the length L of the arc of a
circle, crossing position (i, j) from a to b, given by L = R ∗ θ where
θ = arcsin
(√
1− b
2
R2
)
− arcsin
( a
R
)
. (6.2)
The average descriptors are then computed for each size and analyzed. According to [201] and our
experiments, the size of the compared neighborhood has to be greater than the elementary pattern
of the texture, to produce a visually good result. The first coefficient of each block corresponds to
a single variation of luminance over the block used for DCT computation. Experiments on a large
set of texture patches show that if the first coefficient is greater than any others in the descriptors
vector, the block size is smaller than an elementary pattern.
Thus, computing descriptors at random locations will serve to approximate the feature size of
texture patterns. Typically, descriptors of sizes from 4x4 up to 16x16 pixels are computed for each
location.
The next section describes the synthesis of the segmented regions, using parameters from texture
characterization.
6.3.3 Texture patch design
Texture synthesizers from the literature process with a rectangular input patch. Its relevance is
essential to ensure an efficient synthesis in this particular context. One notices that cropping a patch
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(a) square patch (b) chosen patch
Figure 6.24: Texture patch design
(a) No anchor block (b) Synthesis of an
empty region
(c) chosen patch (d) Anchor blocks loca-
tion
Figure 6.25: Impact of anchor blocks to synthesized areas
close to the texture region to be synthesized can lead to inconsistencies between candidate pixels
and previously reconstructed borders. Figure 6.24a shows a case in which there is a variation of
luminance, leading to a failing synthesis. We propose to define the patch as the surrounding MBs
of the region to be synthesized. This source patch for synthesis is depicted in figure 6.24b.
Large textured regions require anchor preserved blocks in order to prevent artefacts. After experi-
ments, it has been decided to encode some anchor macroblocks (MB) at strategic locations depicted
in figure 6.25 since the region size exceeds a fix number of MBs in width or height. Coupled with
a confidence-based synthesis order described in next section, they prevent visible seams at synthesis
junctions.
6.3.4 Pixel-based texture synthesis
The pixel-based synthesizer derives from the basic scheme presented in [201]. This algorithm relies
on the matching between current pixels’ neighborhood and those in a texture patch, using the Sum
of Squares Error (SSE) as criterion. In order to improve the research process, the exact neighborhood
matching described in [166] is used. The following describes the adaptation to the context of removed
regions.
6.3.4.1 Adaptive neighborhood size using texture characterization
Texture characterization enables the synthesizer to get an approximate neighborhood. In order to
refine the neighborhood sizes for matching, a set of neighborhood sizes are tested, for example 7x7
and 9x9 if the best descriptor is 8x8 large. The chosen distance minimizes the norm distance
Dm,n(p, c) =
∑Nm,n
k=0 (pk − ck)2
Nm,n
(6.3)
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Figure 6.27: Confidence map order. Confidences wa, wb and wc are computed for center pixels using
neighboring confidences. At initialization, wa = 0.64 for instance. After synthesizing pixel a, wb is
updated by assigning w1a.
where Nm,n is the number of pixels contained in the neighborhood of current pixel, m and n respec-
tively representing its height and width, ck and pk denote the kth pixel’s luminance in the current
neighborhood and the considered one in the patch respectively. Considering various neighborhood
sizes enables to better catch texture patterns size and shape. This process is illustrated in figure
6.26 where three neighborhood sizes {(3; 5)(4; 7)(5; 9)} are competing. Experiments show that a
synthesis with a lot of changes in neighborhood sizes does not give visually good results. In order
to avoid this kind of issue, we propose to favor the neighborhood sizes that have been chosen by a
majority of previously synthesized pixels, by means of a global weight.
6.3.4.2 Confidence-based synthesis order
The goal is here to exploit available data which are, at this point, the only confident data. The
latter corresponds to surrounding pixels, which are whether previously decoded or synthesized. Thus,
raster scan order is clearly not adapted. As in [109], a scan order depending on a synthesis-coherent
confidence map is adopted. The map building law is depicted in figure 6.27, where initial computing
from previously decoded pixels is represented on the left side and the map update during synthesis
on the right side.
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Figure 6.28: Patch-based synthesis order
(a) a (b) b (c) c
Figure 6.29: a: The red hatched region is used to search the best matching patch. b: the chosen
patch is pasted on the new texture. c: the best cuts are found between overlapping regions
6.3.5 Patch based texture synthesis
The patch based method used can be decomposed into two main steps. The synthesis order, depicted
in figure 6.28, is based on the confidence map. Each patch added to the output texture is chosen
by comparing the already known parts, depicted in figure 6.29 a), with all the possible positions in
the input patch. The SSE criterion is then used to find the best matching area. That is, the patch
size is determined by previously described DCT-descriptors.
Most of the time, the added patch does not match exactly the already synthesized texture, then
a second step consists on cutting the patch with the texture using a graphcut like method described
in [96]. Costs between overlapping patches is computed from the extended version in [96] using
gradients. Figure 6.29 presents a typical case due to surrounding blocks and synthesis order.
6.3.6 Comparing and switching algorithms strategy
smooth detailed
Figure 6.30: Texture spectrum for switching synthesizers
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One has now to determine whether to use patch- or pixel-based technique depending on textures’
characteristics. Then an experimental classification of textures in our context is presented in figure
6.30. Patch-based method provides good results with detailed textures but fails with smoother ones,
creating edge artefacts. Reversely, pixel-based synthesis is well-adapted to smooth variations but
fails when producing large detailed patterns. According to experimental results depicted in figures
6.31 and 6.32, patch-based method seems to give good results on grass and trodden earth but fails
to synthesize water or clouds where pixel-based method produces better results.
(a) original frame (b) Missing textures (c) Pixel-based (d) Patch-based
Figure 6.31: Results on the Coastguard sequence
(a) original frame (b) Missing textures (c) Pixel-based (d) Patch-based
Figure 6.32: Results on the Morocco Trial sequence
Since the patch-based approach produces visible artifacts when failing, an a posteriori method
is proposed. Three gradient-based criteria are proposed in order to quantify the amount of created
artifacts. ∆Gl denotes the gradient’s differences at cut locations between synthesized and original
images, while ∆Gh and ∆Gv represent horizontal and vertical mean Sobel gradients’ differences,
again between output and input textures. After experiments on a large set of textures, maximum
thresholds {5; 5; 20} have been fixed for ∆Gh, ∆Gv and ∆Gl respectively to determine acceptable
synthesis. Gl characterizes the located seams to determine if the cuts are hidden enough, while Gh
and Gv aim at pointing out such oriented edges, highly detectable by the Human Visual System, like
in figure 6.33 c). As the texture is expected synthesizable by characterization step, the pixel-based
synthesizer is chosen for high gradients.
The solution has been integrated to JM encoder [193]. Table 6.1 shows the coding performances
obtained on Container, Coastguard et Wool. QP values {10,15,20,25,30,35,40} allow to measure
how the removed regions impact the resulting bitrate.
6.3.7 Extension to video coding purposes
From this intra-frame compression framework using two kinds of texture synthesis, according to their
favorite types of texture, an extension to image sequences has also been proposed in [151]. The idea
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Texture ∆Gh ∆Gv ∆Gl
a -0.3 -0.8 0.93
b -3.5 -4.1 17.6
c -12.3 11.1 28.7
d -4.0 15.3 60.7
Figure 6.33: Resulting gradients for the 4 textures
QP 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Sequences Bit-rate saving (%)
Coastguard CIF 21,8 22,4 20,7 20,3 19,7 19,5 18,9
Container CIF 21,7 19,3 14,4 10,6 7,1 4,5 2,7
Wool SD 14,4 13,9 11,7 10,3 8,8 7,5 7,1
Table 6.1: Resulting bit-rate saving with respect to the Quantization parameter QP
is to propose a synthesis solution that takes account of both spatial and temporal context. To this
aim, both coding and synthesis modes should be carefully tuned so that to prevent from temporal
divergence. To insure consistency between synthesized frames and the other ones, non synthesized
frames, called reference frames, should be designed. Derived from GOP standard structures, we
define GOPM (motion-oriented GOP) structures as a set of frames that are delimited by two reference
frames.
The global framework is shown in figure 6.34. Reference images are classically encoded through
MPEG-AVC scheme. For other frames, a temporal segmentation is first applied, so that to de-
tect motion consistent regions. These regions will be encoded through adapted motion estima-
tion/compensation methods. As for other regions, namely textured regions, they are processed by
the switch pixel/patch based synthesis framework presented in 6.3.4. The resulting bistream then
contains
• data related to macroblocks that are classically encoded,
• parameters of synthesis algorithms of each synthesized region,
• motion parameters for compensated regions (for affine motion, 6 parameters are required by
region),
• information about location of synthesized or interpolated macroblocks.
Assessing the quality of decoded frames by such schemes, using objective methods, remains
problematic. No satisfied solution has been until now found to assess synthesized textures within
video compression context. Here, results on bit-rate savings are presented with the assumption of
similar visual quality in order to tend to fair comparisons. To this aim, subjective tests have been
lead to select videos. At comparable visual quality, up to 3% bit-rate is preserved, compared to
H.264/AVC, on many SD and CIF sequences. As an example, figure 6.35 presents bit-rate savings
according to 3 CIF sequences.
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Figure 6.34: Global video encoding framework
6.4 Conclusion
A temporal consistent region representation has been first described. If the compression results are
clearly not competitive with any video coder from the state-of-the-art, the major functionality, i.e the
persistence of the regions throughout the sequence, remains of major interest. Based on a temporal
RAG, homogeneous regions can be tracked.
With motion tubes, image sequences are interpreted as a set of patches of textures undergoing
specific displacements and deformations along a given time interval. Indeed, each motion tube
consists of an initial patch of texture, a lifespan during which the patch is available, and a set of
warping operations describing its evolutions across time and space. In order to make their use easier,
motion tubes were grouped into families: a reference image was partitioned into blocks, each of
which initializing a motion tube. With motion tubes, the motion information now consists of a
set of spatio-temporal trajectories along with local deformations. The temporal persistence of the
texture is then naturally exhibited by the representation. Results show that tubes can effectively be
used to represent image sequences, and coding improvements should be realized so that to be more
competitive towards H.264/AVC standard.
As for the adaptive image synthesis tool for video compression, this approach is designed to be
jointly used with current and future standard compression schemes. At encoder side, texture analysis
includes segmentation and characterization tools, in order to localize candidate regions for synthesis.
The corresponding areas are not encoded. The decoder fills them using texture synthesis. The
remaining regions in images are classically encoded. They can potentially serve as input for texture
synthesis. The chosen tools are developed and adapted with an eye to ensuring the coherency of
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Figure 6.35: Bit-rate savings
the whole scheme. Thus, a texture characterization step provides required parameters to the texture
synthesizer. Two texture synthesizers, including a pixel-based and a patch-based approach, are used
on different types of texture, complementing each other. A first scheme is proposed for intra frame
coding. Then, a temporal method is developed. The scheme is coupled with a motion estimator in
order to segment coherent regions and to interpolate rigid motions using an affine model. Inter frame
adapted synthesis is therefore used for non-rigid texture regions. Assessing the quality of decoded
frames by such schemes, using objective methods, is problematic. Results on bit-rate savings are
presented with the assumption of similar visual quality. At comparable visual quality, up to 33%
bit-rate is preserved, compared to H.264/AVC, on many SD and CIF sequences.
Once again, if the coding issue was the final objective of these works, the resulting video represen-
tation allows advanced semantically based processes, such as patch or region tracking. When taking
into account additional features, able to distinguish objects within a given scene, object tracking can
be envisaged. In this way, the next chapter proposes some application contexts relative to robotic
vision.
Chapter 7
Toward robotic vision for personal
assistance living
Previous chapters have described joint video analysis and coding tools. If my first research objectives
were related to compression, I am convinced that the proposed pseudo-semantic video representations
have potential applications in other domains. Typically, geometrical cues, object detection and
tracking can be deduced from advanced processes such as the ones previously presented.
Robotic vision shares common parts with video coding tools, especially 3D object tracking and
semantical scene analysis. Through collaborative projects, that I manage and describe in this chapter,
I operate a noteworthy change in my research projects. Together with embedded system concerns, I
expect to design robotic vision systems dedicated to personal assistance living issues. Yao Zhigang,
PhD student, has started his work which matches this context, whereas Rafiq Sekkal PhD’s research
topic moves slightly towards robotic vision.
This chapter then presents a roadmap that I intend to follow. General ideas and research perspec-
tives are then exposed. In section 7.1, personal assistance living systems issues are described in the
light of autonomy needs. Within this context, section 7.2 is dedicated to secured and autonomous
navigation solution of electrical wheelchairs, whereas section 7.3 proposes to use 3D cameras to
automatically detect unusual situations. Since these research axis are closely related to collaborative
projects, these latter will be naturally described in corresponding sections.
7.1 Personal assistance living: towards higher autonomy
The loss of autonomy can be a consequence of ageing, evolutive or chronic diseases or even accident
that induced permanent handicaps. Disabling chronic conditions have thus to be carefully considered
in order to investigate technical and societal solutions able to preserve people autonomy.
When considering elderly people, their number and their proportion are expected to continuously
increase. In France, demographic projections tend to show that the French population will stabilize
at 64 million in 2050. By that time, seniors could account for 35 percent of the population. Since
the Sixties, the health of elderly people in France has undergone significant changes. A transition
has been observed, from acute illnesses to chronic or degenerative illnesses that lead to severe
disabilities. While acute illness does not prevent seniors from travelling or having an active life,
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the evolution up to disabling chronic diseases requires the adaptation and gradual introduction of
activities, accommodation and nursing homes. This situation is not only relative to ageing and elderly
people, but also concerns more generally disabled people.
In [58], it has been emphasized that the ability to freely move, whatever the destination and
the timing are, remains a fundamental need for well-being and living well at home. For seniors, as
soon as they loose their capacity to move by themselves, their mental condition is often affected,
thus leading to additional handicaps. In [137], it has been shown that the notions of autonomy and
integrity are strongly linked. In this way, it is obvious that creating tools towards autonomy and
insuring secured moves are considered as a necessity.
As a consequence, personal assistance living issues are partially in relation with assistance robotic
innovations. When considering robotic vision, performing automatic tasks with the help of cameras
remains possible. The specificity of assistance robotic is that, as long as robotic systems are developed
towards personal assistance, highly secure processes have to be designed.
The next section focuses then on a vision-based solution for wheelchair autonomous navigation.
7.2 Secured navigation of wheelchair solutions
7.2.1 APASH project
The APASH (Assistance au Pilotage pour l’Autonomie et la Se´curite´ des personnes Handicape´es)
project relies on a consortium composed of AdvanSEE (SME specialized in embedded vision sys-
tems), Ergovie (SME that sells and adapts wheelchairs) and three laboratories within INSA, namely
IRISA, LGCGM (Sylvain Gue´gan) and IETR (Muriel Pressigout, Sylvain Haese, Luce Morin, Franc¸ois
Pasteau). This project aims to develop technologies to assist disabled people and allow them to
freely move indoor despite their handicap. This solution is particularly adapted to elderly people
suffering from disorientation and spatio-temporal confusion.
Indeed, the use of electrical wheelchair requires three levels of sequential decisions:
• strategy level, i.e. decisions about trajectory for instance,
• tactical level, i.e. decisions about motion with smooth time constraints, such as slowing down,
avoiding obstacles...
• operative level, i.e. decisions that require hard time constraints, such as avoiding imminent
danger.
Moving with the help of a wheelchair remains then a quite complex task which requires both cognitive
and sensory capacities. These capacities can be deeply altered, implying an increased difficulty to
drive the wheelchair. In particular, going through doors, taking the elevator in a secure way without
risking collision because of hazardous wheelchair motions remains a relevant issue.
Within this context, a first step of this research and development project consists of designing
solutions to insure secured moves inside problematic areas. The main innovations brought by the
APASH project rely then on the joint use of image information and heterogeneous multi-sensor data,
in order to schedule vehicle trajectories. This would provide flexibility for an automatic navigation
system and would ensure the immediate compatibility of the proposed system with existing electric
wheelchairs.
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Localization issues will be addressed through the use of robotic vision. Coupled with this local-
ization process, navigation issues will require the fusion of data obtained from not only vision sensors
but also from multiple other odometry sensors. The objective is to compute a motion controler for
the electric wheelchair that takes account of the dynamic environment of hospitals.
The technical framework requires sensor networks: the resulting information redundancy ensures
the necessary project reliability and safety, complying with the ISO26262 norm that focuses particu-
larly on the transport of people. Performances will be evaluated in terms of patient acceptability and
safety. The ergonomics of the wheelchair commands will be particularly studied so that to design
appropriate and smart man-machine interface.
Further advanced researches are envisaged as soon as this first step of development will be
available. Complete autonomous indoor and outdoor navigation will be the next social and technical
challenge. Indeed, acquiring a high level of autonomy involves, in case of severe handicaps, to entirely
assist people for their daily travels.
7.2.2 Technical issues
The technical objective of this work consists of developing a navigation system to ensure safe move-
ment without collision of mobile robots in their dynamic environment. In order to improve the
reactivity of mobile robots in their dynamic environment, we propose to take into account the full
processing chain, i.e. from the sensor up to the model. To reach this objective, it will be necessary to
jointly work on two aspects, namely the navigation system and the dynamic modeling of the mobile
robot. The full model obtained by the interaction between these two tools will make possible to
improve the control of the mobile robot. Zhigang Yao, a PhD student I co-supervise, has started his
work relative to this framework in November 2011.
To obtain continuous indoor motion, vision based processes can be used. From a single embedded
camera, obtained data have to be analyzed in order to be reactive enough in a dynamical environment.
The main challenge of the system is to precisely determine the pose of the wheelchair. Related
initialization and tracking features are still difficult problems especially in a dynamic environment
[59]. Three types of approaches are then available: feature-based trackers relying on geometrical
cues [35], template-matching approaches (i.e. based on texture recognition) [90], or hybrid solutions
such as in [150]. Each of these solution addresses different application contexts as their robustness to
occlusion may vary. The idea is then to use a hybrid-based solution to guarantee robust and real-time
tracking. Markless solutions are here mandatory, as a complete and precise 3D model of the building
will not necessary be available. In any case, additional techniques can be coupled in order to take
account of aberrant estimated values and to improve robustness. Classically, M-estimators [35] or
RANSAC [176] are used to this aim.
Mobile robot navigation will be then insured by visual servoing. Indeed, wheelchair oriented
navigation issues are quite similar to the mobile robotic ones in terms of navigation strategies
[157][120][36] and in terms of control [3].
As for it, the geometrical model of the wheelchair has to be elaborated. Coupled with both the
kinematic and the dynamic models of the mobile robot, the optimal position of the sensors relatively
to the wheelchair itself has to be found. The idea is then to identify all the possible motions of the
wheelchair in order to precisely adapt the motion control. Deduced from these models, motions of
the wheelchair should be as precise and smooth as possible in order to be safe for both the patient
and the environment.
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In addition, we have also to take into account the fact that the mobile robot will evolve in a
dynamic environment. The task for visual control thus naturally varies according to the considered
environment. For instance, the target (door, elevator,...) can be partially or totally occulted by
a moving object thus requiring solution to estimate target position while moving the vehicle. In
addition, for example when changing room, automatical definition of visual servoing reference will
be a crucial issue.
Finally, the behavior of the vehicle has to be fully characterized, in particular when taking into
account man-machine interactions. The control of this overall behavior is the key feature to guarantee
security. Even if the wheelchair remains under control of the disabled people, the position and the
velocity of the vehicle should match the environment constraints. As a consequence, the control unit
will have to find a tradeoff between autonomous and remote control [187]. For instance, in case of
obstacle or door detection, a solution consists of progressively substituting the human control for
automatical control, as the obstacle is getting closer.
7.3 Fall detection through 3D cameras
Staying at home, for disabled or ageing people, has been proved to be a source of well-being. In-home
care services can be then set up as soon as the concerned people agree. However, for family circle,
or for people themselves, this matter of fact can be difficult to accept because of health risk. In
particular, falls can rapidly become a case of emergency.
In the state-of-the-art, emergent technical solutions, relative to home-care support, tend to
reassure people in the sense that they are able to raise alarm as soon as unusual situation is detected.
To this aim, dedicated multiple camera-based frameworks have been developed [9]. In parallel, thanks
to low-cost 3D cameras such as the Kinect, fall detection frameworks have been designed [163].
Meanwhile, the combination of these two methods has led to innovative solutions for gait analysis
[8].
The project PATH4FAR (Posture Analysis and Tracking at Home for Fall AlaRm), led by NeoTec
Vision (Rennes), aims at providing a complete framework for robust fall detection. From accurate
analysis tools, together with dedicated embedded system, we intend to verify the ability of the
framework to provide ”true” alarms. This project, until now, is not yet financed. It will be realized
with the help of the Hospital of Port Louis.
The idea is here to adapt robust 3D tracking solutions to depth signals in order to precisely
localize people as well as their positions in the room. Multiple 3D cameras will be used to this aim.
In particular, challenges lie in the fact that the resolution of depth signals is not as accurate as a
monocular camera.
7.4 Long term objectives
A transversal topic of these projects relies on tracking issues. From compression up to robotic vision,
tracking textures, objects or geometrical cues are common issues. In Lagadic team, some previous
related works have already been realized especially towards markerless and robust tracking systems.
Yet some issues, such as tracking initialization or real-time object detection, have not been completely
solved. PhD work of Rafiq Sekkal will address these sensitive issues through joint object extraction
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and tracking. In particular, his previous work, based on multiresolution segmentation (see section
5.3), could be seen as an answer to the visual servoing initialization issue.
As for the autonomous navigation, an approach based on both visual servoing laws and
appearance-based navigation from an image database has been designed for urban vehicle navigation
purposes (ANR projects Predit MobiVIP and CityVIP). The idea is to verify if this technique can be
applied within the APASH project context. APASH related application implies a maximal safety while
moving in a very constraint environment (in hospital or at home, obstacle and stairs avoidance...).
In order to enhance the wheelchair motion safety, additional information from heterogenous sensors
should be provided. In particular, radio technologies such as Ultra Wide Band (UWB) systems can
provide indoor precise localization [68][60][44]. In collaboration with Sylvain Haese (IETR - CPR
group), we intend to combine UWB and 3D vision to improve localization precision, especially in
high danger areas such as stairs. Dedicated sensor fusion process would thus be studied.
In a nutshell, these long term objectives naturally confirm the fact that my research areas are now
oriented towards robotic vision issues. In conjunction with embedded systems concern, applications
that are envisaged are mainly focused on personal assistance living.
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From image coding and representation to robotic vision
Abstract. This habilitation thesis is first devoted to applications related to image representation and
coding. If the image and video coding community has been traditionally focused on coding standardization
processes, advanced services and functionalities have been designed in particular to match content delivery
system requirements. In this sense, the complete transmission chain of encoded images has now to be
considered.
To characterize the ability of any communication network to insure end-to-end quality, the notion
of Quality of Service (QoS) has been introduced. First defined by the ITU-T as the set of technologies
aiming at the degree of satisfaction of a user of the service, QoS is rather now restricted to solutions
designed for monitoring and improving network performance parameters. However, end users are usually
not bothered by pure technical performances but are more concerned about their ability to experience the
desired content. In fact, QoS addresses network quality issues and provides indicators such as jittering,
bandwidth, loss rate...
An emerging research area is then focused on the notion of Quality of Experience (QoE, also abbreviated
as QoX), that describes the quality perceived by end users. Within this context, QoE faces the challenge
of predicting the behaviour of any end users. When considering encoded images, many technical solutions
can considerably enhance the end user experience, both in terms of services and functionalities, as well
as in terms of final image quality. Ensuring the effective transport of data, maintaining security while
obtaining the desired end quality remain key issues for video coding and streaming.
First parts of my work are then to be seen within this joint QoS/QoE context. From efficient coding
frameworks, additional generic functionalities and services such as scalability, advanced entropy coders,
content protection, error resilience, image quality enhancement have been proposed.
Related to advanced QoE services, such as Region of Interest definition of object tracking and recog-
nition, we further closely studied pseudo-semantic representation. First designed toward coding purposes,
these representations aim at exploiting textural spatial redundancies at region level.
Indeed, research, for the past 30 years, provided numerous decorrelation tools that reduce the amount
of redundancies across both spatial and temporal dimensions in image sequences. To this day, the classical
video compression paradigm locally splits the images into blocks of pixels, and processes the temporal axis
on a frame by frame basis, without any obvious continuity. Despite very high compression performances
such as AVC and forthcoming HEVC standards , one may still advocate the use of alternative approaches.
Disruptive solutions have also been proposed, and offer notably the ability to continuously process the
temporal axis. However, they often rely on complex tools (e.g. Wavelets, control grids) whose use is rather
delicate in practice.
We then investigate the viability of alternative representations that embed features of both classical
and disruptive approaches. The objective is to exhibit the temporal persistence of the textural information,
through a time-continuous description.
At last, from this pseudo-semantic level of representation, texture tracking system up to object tracking
can be designed. From this technical solution, 3D object tracking is a logical outcome, in particular when
considering vision robotic issues.
